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CLAST PETROGRAPHY : BOULDER CONGLOMERATE STAGE OF 

UPPER SIWAUK AROUND UDHAMPUR 

By Yash P. Sharda and V. K. Verma 

Dej;artment ~f Geology, University of Delhi; 

Delhi-110007, India 

(Received: June 2, 19J6) 

Abstract. Murree and Siwalik sediments are well exposed around 
Udhampur, Jammu and Kashmir State. Some clasts collected at 
random were studied under petrological microscope. Schistose clasts 
were found to be dominating followed by sandstones, siltotones and 
clay and a limestone clast. These petrographic studies directly 
indicate the nature of distributive province. 

Introduction. Murree and Siwalik sediments are well exposed 
around Udhampur, Jammu and Kashmir State. 

The clasts from Boulder Conglomerate Stage of Upper Siwalik ; 
thirty in number were selected at random and their petrography was 
studied under microscope. It could throw some light on the source 
area of Upper Siwalik sediments. Out of the thirty clast samples, 
seventeen were of different types of schists such as quartz-sericite 
schi~t and chlorite schist, eight of sandstones, three of siltstones and 
shales and one of limestone. The petrography of different rock types 
is as follows : . 

Schists. Three different types of schists were encountered during 
the study of petrography of schistose clasts. These are quartz 
sericite ~:hist, sc:;ri:itc schist, cl1lorite schist. The dominant 
minerals present in these scbistose clasts are quartz, sericite, chlorite, 
plagioclase, mica, tourmaline and some opaque minerals. The schists 
in which quartz dominates, prefix quartz has been used in that such 
as quartz-sericite schist. In sericite quartz schist, the sericite domina
tes over quartz. The porphyroblasts of quartz are dominantly 
somposed of two generations and chlorite gives the scbistose structure 
(Figs. 1, 3 ). In one of the clasts some carbonaceous material is 
disseminated through the rock and minor amounts of sphene, calcite 
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and micro-needles of rutile are present. The rocks show typical schis
tose structure defined by chlorite, muscovite, biotite and sericite in 
different clasts. In some cases tpese are at times marked by fine 
grained carbonaceous matter. The schistosity is further defined by 
stretched quartz grains showing strain effect. 

The major part of schistose rocks in which quartz is dominating is 
occupied by xenobla;;tic grains varying in size from 0·002 to 0·03 
mm. These quartz grains are flaticned in 1hc direction of schistos;ty. 
At times the schistosity is crenulated, which might be a later effect. 
Some times the alignment of quartz grains is oblique to the direction 
of schistosity. They look as if placed on fine grained sericitic mass, 
are sometimes nugen shaped and when observed closely have ~utured 
contacts indicating recrystallization. Sometimes very fine quartz 
grains are observed between coarser ones as irregular aggregates which 
could have recrystallized to coarser quartz grains with the increase in 
degree of metamorphism. The boundaries of majority of quartz 
grains are serrated (Fig. 3) and very commonly fine mosaic of quartz 
occurs at the margins wi1hin the coarse quartz grains along the frac
tures, sometimes as pockets between the coarse quartz grains. It indi
cates that probably the coarse quartz now present has also developed 
from finer siliceous material with increase in degree of metamorphism. 
The strain effect is indicated by the undulose extinction and presence 
of shadow zones (Fig-;. 1, 3). The two generations of quartz can be 
clearly distinguished from each other, the first having some opaque 
inclmions wherea~ second is inclusion free. The sutured contacts, 
stylolitic contacts defined by very fine chlorite needless indicate the 
role of presrnre solutiong during deformation episode (Fig. 4). 

A few plagioclase grains having sharp twinning, occur sometimes 
a<: flattened parallel to schistosity and sometimes oblique to it. Their 
size varies from 0·002 to 0·03 mm. 

A few grains ol' tuurmaline, sub-idoblastic to xenoblastic, showing 
pale brown to greenish brown pleochr,1ism have been 01' served in 
some of the schistose clasts. The tuurrnaline xenoblasls show random 
orientation. In some of the clasts ;he tommaline has been replaced 
by silica, chlorite and sericite. Generally the schistosity wraps around 
the porphyroblasts of quartz, pl<.igioclase felspar, tourmaline etc. and 
at places the schistosity abuts against the porphyroblasts of quartz 
indicating its subsequent recrystallization. 

Minor amouto of opaque minerals show the xenoblastic outlines 
and unoriented nature with respect to schistosity. 
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the crystallization of sericite to muscovite as also stressfree growth 
of chlorite (Fig. 2) have also been noticed in some of the clas.ts. 

Jn one of the clasts, a quartz vein has been observed traversing 
the rock making a small angle with schisto~ity. The vein quartz is 
much coarser then the porphyroblasts present in the rock. The quartz 
grains present in the vein are highly strained, show irregular and 
sutured boundaries among themselves. Sometimes tine crystallized 
quartz occur along the periphery of larger ones showing marginal 
granulation. The quartz grains present in the vein are flattened at 
an oblique angle to schistosity exhibiting translation lamellae. A few 
grains of zircon have also been observed in tbe quartz vein. 

Similar schists have bew described by Pascoe ( 1949) in Salkhala 
series of Kashmir, which could be probable source of these schist· 
clasts p~esent in Upper Siwalik Boulder conglomerate in the area. 

Sandstones. Most of the sandstone clasts are very similar to 
each other in petrographical characters. Quartz grains form the major 
part of framework of grains. These are medium to fine sized, mode
rately sorted, subangular to subrounded. The framework quartz grains 
have straight and slightly undulose extinction. The overgrowth on the 

quartz grains can be observed by the presence of dustline, development 
of crystalline edges over subrounded quartz grains and occasionally 
slight variation in optical continuity. The siliceous cement is present in 
the rock in large quantities. The grains show sutured contacts with 
each other due to siliceous cements. Some of the quartz grains show 
etched surfaces and Bohem's lamellae. Most of the quartz grains show 
sutured contacts with the clay and chloritic matrix present in 
tbe rock (Fig. 5). The other cement present is ferruginous. It can 
be observed between the quartz grains and rep!aciog the matrix. The 
calcic cement is altogether absent in these clasts. The chert transfor
ming to quartz and replacing clay matrix can be clearly observed 
indicating that it is ldter addition to the rock. 

A few plagioclase grains have been also observed. The plagiociase 
grains arc fresh &nd show little alttration to sericite. Some of the 
plagioclasc grains show overgrowth also. 

The matrix consists of clay rnincr<tls, scricite und chlorite. The 
chlorite seems to be forming the •;econdary matrix produced during 
diagenesis by the reaction of clay ar,d iron-oxides when favourable 
conditions existed (Sharda, 1975). The clay and chlorite darticles 
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are observed eating into quartz grains in almost all the clasts (Fig. 6). 
The chlorite matrix replacing the clay and sericite matrix has been 
noticed. 

Detrital muscovite, biotite and chlorite have been observed in the 
rock Some of these detrital mica and chlorite flakes are bent around 
the quartz grains slnwing undulatory extinction and are broken 
accross the cleavage (Fig. 5). These are bent due to overburden 
and some of them are ben.t due to pressure from overgrowing quartz 
grains. Few biotite grains record different stages of alteration. Zircon 
and epidote have also been observed. 

Authigenic mica flakes developing along the contacts of quartz 
grains and chlorite in the matrix have been noted. 

The rock fragments of schists, phyllites, quartzites, siltstones and 
some chert fragments have been noticed. 

The sandstone clasts show all the stages of diagenesis such as 
redoxomorphic, locomorphic, and phyllomorphic (Dapples, 1962) as 
evidenced from the petrography. 

The detailed petrography shows that these sand">tone clasts are 
similar to Murree sandstones to a great extent indicating that Murrees 
have also supplied detritus to Upper Siwalik of this area. 

Siltstones and Shales. Some of the clasts can be classed as 
siltstones and shales on the basis of their petrograpby. In these 
quartz grains of every small size form about twenty percent of the 
bulk. These have been observed floating in 1he matrix of clay, 
chlorite and sericite and fenuginous cement. This ferruginous 
cement is more dominating in the shales where the quartz grains 
are very small. The quartz grains are rounded and show irregular 
contacts with the clay and chlorite matrix. Some micaflakes (very 
tiny) follow a crude parallelism (bedding ?). Small chlorite flakes 
are also oriented in this direction. 

Limestone Clast. In this the elastic grains and cement consist of 
same minerals. "The clfc>lic ctfC rounded 2,r;d turbid. The 
ce1ne~1t con~iists of vveli 1an.1cll:.iG 
and is of rnicrite ;_;::·:..::~Jus tt):.1ttrT 

also indicating tlEi.t It partially 
stones were porous Bnd the ccmer..t c~:;__:;.-cl hav·c ::Ji,-.'·,~:~ !::tee 

during dmgenesis shortly after deposition. ~)ornc c:~· 1i 1c dvt11i:il 

gralns are in contact vvith eac.b. Oi:her :,vhcre~is (dh.; :; :ll'l· l!o;H111.11, 

in the calcic cement (Fig. 7). The grains which :ire 111 '<•111.11 1 

with each other show that the cement laas been 1l'li1w1·d lo 

minimum indicating that pressure and di:ffen~nt.ictl ,';()li11in11 :<1"111" th· 
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grain boundaries have produced a close packing of original grains 
before complete cementation (William et al., 1969). Some of the 
detrital quartz grains showing straight and ~lightly undulatory extinc
tion have been observed in calcic cement. A few quartz grains are 
cemented to elastic calcite/dolomite grains. They show highly sutured 
contacts with calcic cement. [n some of the grains the replacement 
by calcic cement in advanced stages has been observed. Some quartz 
grains al~o show the surface etched by calcic cement. But percentage 
of quartz grains is very low. Cherty bands are also present in these 
clasts. The quartz in these bands is cryptocrystalline to microcrysta
lline and replaces calcite/dolomite cry&tals which are rhomb-~haped. 
Some quartz veins have been observed in these limestone clasts. The 
quartz in these veins is also cryptocrystalline. Some ( f these veins 
join some vugs present in these limestone clasts. These veins contain 
prismatic quartz crystals. Some coarsely crystalline carbonate (calcite/ 
dolomite) grains in fine matrix 11ave also been observed. These grains 
show irregular boundaries indicating replacement by surrounding 
cryptocrystalline mass. 

Petrographically these Ii mes tone clasts are quite similar to 
Jammu limestones (Wadia, 1932) and Sirhan Limestones (Sharma and 
Krishnaswamy, 1969) lying in north of Udhampur area which could 
have acted as one 0f the source rocks for Upper Siwalik of Udhampur. 

Conclusions. The clast petrographic studies indicate that older 
rocks such a> Murree sediment~. Salkhala series of Kashmir and 
Sirban or Jammu Limestones exposed in north of Udhampur have 
also supplied detritus during Uppcr-Siwalik sedimentation in Udham

pur area. 
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Fig. I. Photomicrogra
ph showing quartz 
grain forming pre~ 

ssure shadow zone 
wrapped up by chlo
rite altering to 
biotite. The ground 

mass is constituted 
of micro-crystalline 
quartz grains and 
sericite in schistose 
clast (x nicols) 

(10 x 8) 

Fig. 2. Photomicrogra
ph showing stressfree 
growth of chlorite 
and sericite into radia 
ting fibres. Detrital 
felspar also shows 
partial replacement· 
due to pressure solu
tion phenomena. The 
groundmass consists 
of microcrystalline 
quartz in schistose 
clast (x nicols) 

(IO x 8) 

Fig. 3. Photomicrngra
ph st1owing the schis-

tosity defined by 
ch 1orite and biotite 
fl<lkes wrapping arou
nd angular quartz 
grains being rep 1aced 
by chloritc along two 
ends forming presrnre 
:-,li;1dow z0nes in 
o.d1i~tosc c]ast (x 

11iccils) (10)<8) 
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Fig. 4. Photomicrogra
ph showing sub
angular quartz grains 
having sutured mar
gins developed due 
to siliceous cement. 
The matrix is com
posed of chlorite and 
sericite in sandstone 
clast(x nicols) 

(10 x 8) 

Fig. 5. Photomicrogra
ph showing detrital 
chlorite flake in the 
matrix bent due to 
overgrowing quartz 
grain in sandstone 
clast (x nicols) 

(lOX 8 

Fig. 6. Photomicrogra
ph showing the 
chlorite particles 
eatinginto detrital 
quartz grain giving 
rise to em bayed boun
daries in sandstone 
c1ast (x nicols) 

(25 x 8) 
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Fig. 7. Photomicrogra
ph showing coarse 
grained sparitic cal
cite surrounded by 
fine grained micrite. 
The sparry calcite 
shows some stretch
ing due to deforma
tion in limestone 
clast (x nicols) 

(10 x 8) 
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ON THE H-FUNCTION 
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(Received: March 17, 1975 ; in revised form : August 27, 1975) 

Abstract. This paper presents some finite integrals involving the 
If-function. Since the G-function and several other functions are 
special cases of the fl-function, the corresponding known or new 
integrals for these functions can be obtained from the results presen
ted here. 

1. Introduction. The fl-function introduced by Fox [5, p. 408] 
will be represented and defined as follows : 

(1.1) 
m, n 

fl 
p,q 

where an empty product is interpreted as unity, O<;m<; q, 
0 <;n <;p ; e's and j's are positive, L is a suitable contour of Barnes 
type such that the poles of I'(b,-j~ s), i=l, ... , m lie on the right~ 

hand side of the contour and those of I'(l-ai+e, s), i=l, ... , n lie 
on the left-hand si<k 

Asymptotic expansion and analytic continuation of the fl.function 
have been discussed by Braaksma [2]. 

For the sake of breviiy, 

n p 'flt fJ 

1; e,-~ et+z: /;-:S f 1 __ T 
J1+1 1 m+l 
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(ap, ep) or (ai, e,)1, p stands for the sequence 

(a1, e1), ••• , (ap, ep)· 

If one or more of ei, f, be assigned zero values, the definition 
integral may still m1ke sense and the corresponding transformation 
formulae may be obtained. Thus we have, for example 

(1.2) Hm, n[z I (A, O), <A,, eJ2 , PJ 
p, q (B;.f.)i, q 

(1.3) 

(1.4) 

(1.5) 

= r(l-A) Hm, n-Irz l(A,, e,)2, p]' 
p-1, q L (Bi,fi)1, a 

p';;:n>I, R(l-A)>O. 

Hm, nrlz [(Ah e,)i, P . l 
p, q (B,, f;)i. q-1, (B, 0) J 

--,--1~ Hm' n i- \(A;, e )i, P 'j• 
= r(l-B) p, q-1\ z (B,,f,)i, «-1 

q~l ';;:m>:O, R(l-Bj>O. 

We shall require the following results (I] 

(1.6) F4 [p, s; 1 +c, 1 +d; -xt, (l-x) t] 

O<x<l, It l <L 

(1 .7) J
1 

t•"-1 (1-tY p<u, v) (l-2t) Hm, n[z tlz(l-t)"' l{ap, ep)]dt 
0 r p, q (bq,fq) 

_ ___!__ Hm+I, n+2 
-,. ! p+3, q+2 

"l / (1-w, h)~ (-v--r, k), (ap, ep), (l + u-w, h)l 
z (l+u+r-w, h), (bq, fq), (-v-w-r, h+k) ,' 
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where R(w)>O, R(v)>-I, R(w th bi/fi)>O, R(v+kb,ffi)>-1, 

i= 1,. .. ,m, T>O, I arg z I < tT'll". 

To establish (1.7), we express the H-function on left hand side in 
contour integral a<> in (I.I), change the order of integration and 
evaluate the integral thus obtained with the help of a known result 
[4, p. 284(2)]. Finally, interpreting with the help of (1.1), we arrive 
at (1.7). 

2. The Integrals to be established are : 

(2.1) f:Xw-1(1-x)'I F 4 [u, v; l+c, I+d; -xt, (I-x)t] 

H m, n[ h(l- )1> I (ap, l,e )] d _ oo (u, r)(v, r) t" 
X zx X (b ) X- ~ (l ·)( , I p, q q• q "=O +c, 1 I +d, r) 1 • 

x Hm+l, n+2 /" 
7 

/(I-w, h), (-d-r, k), (ap, e,,)(c-w+I, h)] 
p+3, q+2 L- (c+r+ I-w, h), (bq,fq), (-w-d-r, h+k) ' 

where h, k>O, R(w)>O, R(d)>-1, It I <1, R(w+h biffi)>O, 
R(d+k b;ffi)>-I, i=I, .. ., m, T>O, I arg z I <~T'll". 

· (2.2) J: xw-1(1-x)a F4 [u, v; I+c, I+d; -xt, (I-x)t] 

x Hm' n[zx-h(I-x)-k I (aP, e1.J] dx= ~ (u, r)(v, r)t' 
p, q i (bq,Jq) "=O (1 +c, r)(l +d, r) r l 

Hm+2, n+I[ [(w-c-r, h), (ap, ep), (l+w+d+r, h+k)] 
X p+2, q+3 z (w, h), (1 +d+r, k), (bq,fq), (w-c, h) ' 

where h, k>O, R(w)>O, R(d)>-1, I t I <1, R{w-h(a1-1)/et}>09 

R{d-k(a,-1)/e.;}>-I, i=l, ... , n, T>O, I arg z I <!Tr.. 

(2.3) J: x"'-1(1-x)d F.1 [u, v; H-c, 1 +d; -xt, (I-x)t] 

x Hm' n[v.:--h (1-·x)k '(aP, ep)J d = I (u, r)(v, r)t' 
p, q (bq, fq) x r=O (l+c, r)(l+d, r) d 

x Hm+l, n+2 
P+ 3, q+2 

[
z: (-d-r, k), (w-c--r, h), (av, ep), (d+w+r+l, h-k)]

1 , (iv, h), (bq,/q), (w-c, h) 

where h, k>O, R(w)>O, R(d)>-1, I t j <I, R{w-h(a,-l)je,}>0, 
R(d+k b.'/f/)>-I, i=l .... , n; i=1, ... , m, T>O, I arg z f <tT1i'. 
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(2.4) J: xw-1(1-x)a F4 [11, v; 1 +c, 1 +d; -xt, (1-x)t] 

x Hm' n[ zxlz (1-xr1c /'av, ep)'J dx= ~ (u, r)(v, r) i" r 
p, q - (bq,/q) "=o(l +c, r)(I +d, r) r. 

X Hm+2, n+l 
p+2, q+3 

r I 
(1-w, h), (ap, ep), (1 +c-w, h) ] 

,_= (I +c-w+r, h), (l +d+r, k), (ap, ep), (-d-w-r, k-h) · 

where h, k>O, R(w)>O, R(d)>-l, R(w+h b;/~)>0, 

R{d-k(a/-1)/e/}>-1, i=l, ... , m; i'=l,. .. ,n, T>O, I arg z I <lTlf 

3. Proof. To establish (2.1), multiplying both sides of (l.6) by 

xw-1(1-x)a Hm, n f zx!z (1-x)"' i\(ap, cpf/11 
p, q L (bq, fq)-

and integratiL1g it with respect to x bet ween limits 0 to 1, we get 

(3.1) r x"-1 (1--x)a F 4 [u, v; l+c, l+d; -xt, (l-x)tl 
Jo 

x Hm, ni- zx"(I--x)k [ (~p- ~P)l dx 
p,q ;_ (oq,Jq)J 

"'"J1
{ ~ (u. r) (v, r) t" p (c, d) (l ·- 2x)} 

o r=O(l+c,r)(l+d,r) 1' 

·r .. ,, rn, n, 
X x' - 1 (1-x)'i d '. zxh (J_ 

p, q ' 

I'\Jov; on interchanging the ord.e;~ of inLegcatioG and ~;un1mation on 
the right-hand side of (3 l ), evaluating the x··intr:gral with the help 
of (1.7) and finally, intepreting with the help of (U), we arrive at 
the requi~ed result (2.1), 

The inkgra!s from (2.2) to (2.4) can be obtained in a similar 
manner with the heip of appropriate imegrals similar to (i.7). 

It may be remarked that (2.2) may be obtained from (2.1) and 
(2.4) from (2.3) and vice-versa by using known transform.ition 
formulae ofthe fl-function. 
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4. Special Cases. (i) Taking h-+O, in (2.1) and using (1.2), 
we get 

(4.1) J: x"'-1 (l-x)a F4 [u, v; l+c, l+d; -xt, (l-x)t] 

x Hm; nfl z(l-x)I' \ (ap, ePrl dx 
p, q . (bq,fq)_i 

= r(w) ~ (u, r)(v, r) rU+c+r-w)tr 
I'(l+c-W)"""O (l+c,r)(l+d,r)r! 

Hm' n + 1 [ I (-d-r, k), (ap, ep) J-
X P+ 1, q+ l z I (bwfq), (-w-d-r, k) ' 

where k>O, Rw)>O, R(d)>·-l, l t l <l, R(k+dbi[f,)>-L 
i=l, ... , m, T>O, I arg z [ <lT71'. 

(ii) Substituting k-+O, in (2.1) and using (1.2), we get a result 
recently obtained by Mital [6]. 

(iii) Putting h->-0, in (2.2) and using ( 1.3) and (1.4), we have 

(4.2) J: xw-1 (1-x)aFdu, v; l+c, l+d; --xt, (1-x)t] 

m n• l (a e )') x H ' l z (l-x)-1' P• !' j dx 
p, q ' (bq, }q) 

- r(w) 'i r(l+c+r-w)(u, r)(v. rl t'' 
-rO+c-w)r=o (l+c,r)(l+d,r) r! 

X 8 m+I, n f z r(ap, ep), O+w+d+r, k)], 
p+1, q+1l (I+d+r, k), (bq,fq) 

where k>O, R(w)>O, R(d)>-1, It I <1, R{d-k(a,-1)/e;}>-l, 
i=l, ... , n, T>O, I arg z I <tT71'. 

(iv) With k·-vO, in (2.2) and using (L4), we obtain 

{4.3) f1 

x"'-1 (1" x)a F4 [u, v ; 1 +c. 1 +d; -xt, (l-x)t) 
' 0 

H m, nlr , J (ap, cp)l J x ,.. .. ·-11 ! l 1~ 

p, q . <'A I (bq, fq;j --· 

00 (u, r)(v, r) r (1 + d + r)t' 
= ~ ( l ...J.. c r 1!( l + d r) r ' "=O \ I ' ' • 

X Hm+ l, n+ ll' .. z !(w--c-r, h), (ap, ep), (1 + w-hl+ r, h) J, 
P+ 1, q+2 (w, h), (bq, f~), (w--c-h) j 

where h>O, R(w)>O, R(d)>-1, It I <l, R{w-h(a,-1)/e,}>0, 
i= l, ... , n, T>O, I arg z I <iT71". 
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(v) 

(4.4) 

V. B. L. Chaurasia 

Letting h=k, in (2.4) and using (1.5) we get 

J: x"'-1 (1-x)<1 F4 [u, v ; 1 + c, 1 +d; -xt, (1-x)t] 

x Hm, n[ zx1' (I-x)-h \ (ap, e,P)] dx 
p, q (bq, Jq) 

oo (u, r)(v, r) tr 
= ,.:0(1+c, r)(l +d, r)I'(l+w+d+r) r ! 

X Hm+2,n+l [ \<I-w,h),(ap,ep),(l+c-w,h) ] 
p+2,q+2 z (l+d+r,h),(l+c+r-w,h),(bq,/q)' 

where h>O, R(w)>O, R(d)>-1, I t I < 1, R(w+h bi/fi)>O, 
R{d-h(a/-I)/e;'}>-1, i=I, ... , m; i'=I, .. ., n, T>O, I arg z I <!T ... 

(vi) Since the G-function and several other functions are special 
cases of the H-function, the integral for the various other functions 
can be deduced as special cases of our main results. 
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1. Introduction. Let II >..vµ. II (v, 11-=0, I, 2, ... ) be an infinite 

matrix of real numbers. Letf(x) be an integrable function and Nv(x)}, 
v =0, 1, 2, .. ., be an orthonormal system in [O, l]. 

Let 

00 
(1) f(x),..., .E Cv¢v(x) 

v=O 

where 

Cv= f:f (t)r/>y(t) dt (v=O, 1, 2,. .. ), 

be an orthonormal expansion of f(x) in the system {¢v(x)}. 

If 
00 

/\ (f)= .E >. ,,c ¢ (x) 
µ,x v=o Vr v v 

is uniformly covergent in x, for each µ=O, 1, 2, .. ., 

lim /\µ, x ( f)= /\ (f) 
/L~OO ' X 

and 

exists uniformly in x, then ( 1) is said to be uniformly summable- J\. 
The 1\ -summation method is not necessarily regular. 

Now let {.\v} be an infinite sequence of real numbers. If the 

00 
series .E .\vCv¢v(x) converges uniformly in x, then {ilv} is called a 

\1=0 

sequence of uniform convergence factors of orthonormal expansions 
of f(x). 
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If ( 1) holds, then 

S 11(f; x)=£
0 

>..vcv¢v (x)= J: f(t)(...~0, >..v¢v(x)¢v (t)) dt 

= f: f (t)K11 (x, t) dt 

where 

n 
K11(x, t)= .E f..v¢v(x)¢v(t). 

v~o 

In this paper, the orthonormal system {¢v(x)} is considered closed 
in C, the class of continuous functions on [O, I], and I ¢v(x) I <Av, 
where the Av arc independent of x. 

In [3J the following theorem on uniform convergence factors is 
proved. 

Theorem 1. The necessary and sufficient conditions that {>..v} be 
a sequence of uniform convergence factors of orthonormal expansions 
of f(x) ED'' , are 

(2) that there exists an M such that 

J: I K 11 (x, t) I dt<M 

for all x and n. 

(3) For every E>O, there exist N and YJ>O such that for any 
measurable subset HU[O, l] of m(H)<YJ, we have 

If H (Km (x, t)-K11(x, t))dt I <E 

for all m, n >N and for all x. 

We note that if(!) holds. then 

=f 1 

f(t)K (x, t) dt 
o n, µ 

where 

n 
K (x, t)= J; ,\ <P ,/x)<Pv(t). 

n, /J.. v=o vii 
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We also write 
00 c ¢ 

/\ rf)=lim11-.00 /\ (f)=l: ,\ v µ v v(x) 
µ, X 11, ft, x v~o 

=lim11 -~,, Jt f(t) K (x, t) dt. 
o n, µ 

Now if 

lim,,-~ 00 J1 

f (t)K (x, t) dt 
o. n, µ 

exists for every f(t) E L"' , then [K (x, t)} converges weakly in L 
n, µ 

(class of summable functions). But since L ·is \.veakly complete 
([2], p. 240), there exists a K (x, t) E L such that 

fL 

/\ (f)=lim11 -+,,, J1 

f(t)K (x, t) dt= f1 

f(t)K (x, t) dt. 
µ, x o n, µ 0 ft 

2. Main Result. 

Theorem 2. The necessary and sufficient conditions for uniform 
summability-/\ of orthonormal expansions of f(x) E L"' , are 

(4) lim ,\ exists (v=O, l, 2, ... ) 
µ~oo vµ 

(5) 111 . I j K (x, t) dt < M (fL=O, 1, 2, ... ) 
o' n, µ µ, 

for all x and n. 

(6) For every E>O, there exists N and ti>O such that for any 
measurable subset HC[O, l] of m(H)<ti, we have 

If (K (x, t)-K (x, t)) dt j <E (µ=0, 1, 2, ... ) 
H nz, fl· n, 1i 

for all m, n > N and for all x. 

(7) f~I Km (x, I) I dt<M 

for all x and µ. 

( 8) For every E >0, there exists µ and fl> O such that for any 
measurable subset He [O, l] of m(H)<r1, we have 

I J H (Kfl-, (x, t)---Kµ,,, (x, t)) dt I< E 

for allµ', µ,">!.J· and for all x. 
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PROOF. [n order that {A } for each fixed µ,=0, I, 2, .. ., be a 
vµ, 

sequence of uniform convergence factors of orthonormal expansions 
of /h) E £"' , by Theorem l, the conditions (5) and (6) are necessary 
and sufficient. We first establish the necessity of conditions ( 4), (7) 
and (8). 

Since 
/\ ( f) 

µ,, x 

converges uniformly in x, for every f(t) E L"' , and by hypothesis 

I ¢,,(t) I <Ak, independent oft, 
therefore, 

lim /\ , (<Pk(t))=lim J 1 
<fa,,(t) ( z ,\ ¢ (x) ¢ (t))dt 

fL--?OO !.!, X fL-->- 00 O V=O vµ µ V 

=lim A, ¢, (x) 
fl,--1> 00 /(µ /( 

exists uniformly in x, for every k. 

This implies that 
lim ,\ 

µ,->-00 kµ, 
exists for every k. 

The necessity of condition (4) is established. 

Now suppose we contradict (7). Then there exists a sequence of 
indices {µ, 1} and a sequence of points {x,} such that 

(9) Jim. J 1 

JK (xi, t) / dt= + oo • • - ... oo 0 µ, 

.But, by Banach-Steinhaus Theorem ( [2], p. 80), for every 
f(t)EL"', 

\JO) 

which contrndicts the uniforrn convergence of /\ ( f ). 
'- µ, .x' 

Hence the necessity of condition (7 )· 

-Now we ccmtradic( (8). Then Cor some E >0, Ehae exisc two 
increasing sequences cf positive integers {v-/} and [11-/'}, a sequence 
of points {x;}, and"' ~,equencc of sets {Hi} with m(ff.)_,,O as i_,.oo, 
such that ' 

( ll) I JP :(K , (x,, t)·--K " (x~, t)) dt . ;>E. 
! H;, fl; µ; · 
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Now put K , (x., t)-K ,, (x,, t)=ix, (t). 
µ; µ. i 

Since 

limµ-;. 
00 

Aµ, x ( f) 

exists uniformly in x, it follows that 

lim,_ 00 J:f(t) ix, (t)dt=O 

for allf(t) EL"' . 

Therefore, by the Theorem of Lebesgue ([2], pp. 7-8), viz., for 
every E>O, there exists an ri >0 such that :for any subset HC [O, l] 
of m(H)<ri, we have 

I J HIX; (t) dt j <E (i-= 1, 2, 3, ... ) 

which contradicts (11 ). Hence the necessity of condition (8). 

Now it remains to show the sufficiency of conditions (4), (7) 
and (8). Let E>O, then by Luzin's Theorem, for every f(t)E:L 00 

, 

there exist h(t)E:C and an ri>O such that 

(12) If (t)-h(t) I <E:/2, 
except in a set HC [O, 1), m(H)<TJ. 

k 
Since Nv (i)} is closed in C, there exists g(t)= E 'Y P <Pp (t) such 

P=O 
that 

(13) I h(t)-g(t) I < E: /2 
in [O, 1]. 

Combining (12) and (13), we get 

(14) If (t)-g(t) I < E 

for all t E: [O, l] -H, wherem(H)<11. 

Above we note that 

(15) /\ (g)=lim 11 _,.. 00 /\ (a) 
fL, X . 11, J-l, X ,., 

J
1 k n 

=limn-oo ( 2 Yp ¢p (t)) (I: A.,, ¢v(x).Pv(t)) di 
0 P=O v=O µ 
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Now consider 

06) f
1 
/\ , (/)- /\ ,, (f) 

1
1 

µ 'x µ ,x 

= ! J1 

f(t) (K , (x, t)-K ,, (x, t))dtl 
' n µ /l 

< \ J [o, l]-H (f (t)-g(t)) (Kµ, (x, t)-K
1
J,,, (x, t)) dt / 

+) f "ff (f (t)-g(t))(Kw (x, t)-Kµ,,, (x, t)) dt 

+ / J: g(t)(Kµ, (x, t)-Kµ,, (x, t)) dt J =11 +12 +13• 

From (14) and (7) 

(17) 11 < J [o, I]-H / f (t)-g(t) / / Kµ," (x, t)-Kµ,, (x, t) j dt 

< E (J:I Kµ, (x, t) I dt + J:I Kµ" (x, t) j dt) <2ME. 

(18) Let H=H1 +H", such that 

(f(t)-g(t)) (Kµ, (x, t)-Kµ,,, {x, t))~O on li1 

and (f (t)-g(t)) (K 1 (x, t)-K ,, (x, t))<O on H 2• 
µ µ 

Obviously, m(H1)<YJ and m(H2) <ri. 

Now by (18) and (8) 

(19) Ia< j JH1 (f (t)-g(t)) (Kw (x, t)-Kµ'' (x, t)) dt I 

+I J~ (f (t)-g(t)) (K , (x, t)-K ,, (x, t) dt) 
Ha I" !" , 

< (ess sup If (t) I +sup I g(t) I ) 

x{IJH1 (Kµ, (x, t)-Kf-l'' (x, t)) dt I 
+. JHll (Kµ,, (x, t)-Kµ," (x, t)) dt f j 

< (ess sup If (t) I +sup i g (t) I ) 2E 
for all µ,', fl,"> h, and for all x. 

From ( 15) and ( 4) it is clear that 

(20) 13 =0 

for all µ'~ µ" > 1-is, and for all x. 
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Thus (16) in conjunction with (17), (19) and (20) yields 

I /\ft', x (f)- /\ µ/', x(f) \ ~ 2ME+(ess sup) f I (t) 1 

+ sup I g (t) I ) 2E 
for allµ', µ," > max (µI> µ2), and for all x. 

H~nce /\ (f) converges uniformly in x. 
µ, x -

This evidently completes the proof of Theorem 2. 
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l. Introduction. Recently, a number of papers have been 
published ([l]-[9]) extending the well-known contraction principle. 
The purpose of this paper is to obtain a theorem that contains 
several of these results and also improves an earlier result of Sehgal 
and Thomas [7]. 

Throughout this paper, (X, d) is a complete metric space and M 
a non-empty subset of X. Let F be a commutative semigroup of self
mappings of M. We shall further assume that F satisfies the following 
condition: 

(1) for each xEM there exists an /., E F such that for ally EM, 

d(f.,y, f.,,x) ~r1.(d(yJ,,y)+d (xJ,,x)) 

+ ~(d(y,J,.,x)+d(x,fzy)) + ¢(d(x, y )), 

where r1., ~ ER+ (non-negative reals) and ¢: R+-?R+ is a mapping 
which is nondecreasing, continuous on the right and satisfies 
¢(t) <fl -3(cx+ ~))t, if i>O. 

Note that the hypothesis on¢ in (1) implies 3(o:-t-P)< l. 

2. lVfoiira ire:mh. 

Theorem 1. Let M be a closed subset of X and suppose F satisfies 

(1). If there exists an x0 EM such that 

(2) sup {d(x0 , fx0) : f E F}< cc 

then, there exists a unique u E M such th2t fu=u for each f E F. 
Moreover, there is a sequence {g,,}(:F with gnx-"'·u for each x E M. 

We need the following lemmas to prove Theorem 1. 

Lemma 1. Let ¢: R+-?R+ be a mapping which is continuous on 
the right and satisfies ¢lt) <; ct for some c with 0 <; c <; l, t E R+. 
Then for each rER+, limn ef/'(r)=O. 
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PROOF. Since cp(r)<r for r>O, the right continuity of¢ implies 
that ¢(0)=0. Now for any r> O, {<Pn (r)} is a nonincreasing sequence 
in R+ and hence there is an s >O such that .pn(r )__,,. s. If this s > O, then 

s=limn ¢n+1 (r)=<P (lim 11 ¢ 11 (r))=</>(s)<s, 

a contradiction. Thus lim.12 </>n (r)=O. 

Lemma 2. Let F satisfy (1). Suppose there exists a u E M with 
fu u=u, chen (a) u is the unique point such thatfu=u for each fE:F. 
Further, if the sequence {x12 } in M defined by Xn+i=f x,,, x0 E: M, 

Xn 
is convergent to u, then (b) there is a sequence {gn} CF with g?i x->u 

for each xE M. 

PROOF. If v ~ u satisfies f.v= v, then by (1) 

d(v, u)=d(f,, v,fu u)<;2~d (v, u)+<P(d(v, u)), 
that is, 

d(v, u)<(2~+(1-3(()(+~)) d(v, u)<;d(v, u), 

a contradiction. Thus u is the unique fixed point of the mapping 
fu. Furthermore, by the commutativity of F, we have, for any fE:F 

fu=f(fu u) f,,. (Ju), 

and hence fu=u. To prove (b) let for each nEJ (non-negative integers) 
fx-f and g11 =f'n.fn-l ···fo· Then g,..E:F. We show g11X-?U for each 

x,, 
xEM. We have 

d(g,, x, u)<;d (g11 x, Xn+1)+d(x,,+1' u). 

Since by hypothesis Xn-'»u, to prove (b) it suffices to show that 
d(g .. x, x 11+1)-70. However, by (1), 

d(gnx, Xn+i)=d<fn (g11-1 x), fnXn) 

<u.(d(gn-1 X .• gnx)+d(x"' x,,+1))+ ~(d(gn-l X, Xn+1) 

+d (x12 , gnx))+<f>(d(gn-1 x, x,,)) 

<()( (d(gn-1 x, Xn)-!-2d (x12 , Xn+i)+d (.x,,+i, gnx)) 
+~ (d(gn-1X, Xn)+2d(xn, Xn+1)+d(xn+1, gnx) 

+<f>(d(g'n-1 X, X11)). 

It fo !lows from the la5t inequality that 

(3) (_l-u.-fi) d(gnx, X11+1) <2(()(+ ~) d(x11 , Xn+1) 
+(()(+fi)d(gn-1X, X11 )+</>(d(gn-1 x, xn)). 

We consider cases (i) lh+~=O and (ii) lh+~r"O. If o;+fi=O, then 
putting r=d(g0x, x1) we have by (3) 

d(gnx, X 11+1) <<P(d(g,,_1x, Xn)) <··· <¢n(r)~O as n--· oo, 
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Ifa+f3~0, then, since <P(d(g,,_1x, x,,))<;(l-3(a+~))d(g12-1X, x,,). 
it follows by (3) that 

(4) 

where 
and 

d(g12x, Xn+i) <;'Y d(x,,x,,+1)+S d(g12-1 x, x,,) 

'Y=(l-(a+~))-1 (2oc+2~)<1 
S=(l-(0(+~))-1(1-2(0(+ (3))< 1. 

Now let e>O be given. Since d(x,,, X 12 +1)-+0, there exists an 
integer N such that d(x11 , X12 +1)<e for all n'";;;;N. Using the relatioD;~ 

( 4) repeatedly, it is easy to verify that for any positive integer k, 

d(gN+k x, xNH+1)<:(l-S)-1 Ye+ S"' d(gNx, XN+i). 

Since e is arbitrary, it follows from the above inequality that 
d(g,.x, X,j +1)-0 as n-7-tX>. 

Proof of Theorem 1. Let {xn} be the sequence constructed in 
Lemma 2 where x0EM satisfies (2). Let for each nEI, fn-f x,, 

(5) O(x,.)={ fx11 : f E F}, 

Since for any positive integer J, Xk+J =fXJ where 

f=ik+J-1° fk+J-2··.fk E F, therefore X1<+JE 0 (xk) for each positive 
integer J. Thus if m, n EI with mS>n, then it follows that 

(6) 

Let for each n E J, 

d,, =sup {d (xn, y): y .E 0 (x,,)} 

By (2) d0< tX> and it follows by ( 6) that d ')2< oo for each n E /. 
We show that d.n-? 0 as n-+ oo. To prove this, Jet y be any element of 
O(xn+i). Then y=f (x12 +1) for some f E F. Hence, 

d(x,.+1• Y)=d (Xn+1JX12+1)=d(fnXn, fn( fxVJ )), 

and therefore by (l ), 

\7) d(xn+ 1, y) <Q( (d(x 11,f11 x1,)+d (fx.mfn ( fxn)) 

+~(d(x11,fx,,,.)+d(fx'Tl, fnxn)) 

+<P(d(xra, fx,.)). 

Now, since d(fx71 , f,. (fxn))<d(x.,l'fx,,)+d(x 7,, (fwf)x'Tl)<;2d,,, 

and d(fx.,..,f,x .. ) <d(x71 ,fx,.)+d (x,,,f,.xn) <;2d11 , it follows by (7) and 
the hypothesis on ¢ that 
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(8) d11+1<3(a+~) d31 +¢(dn)<(3(o:+~)+(l-3(o:+~)) d12 =dn• 

Thus {dn} is a non-increasing sequence in R+ and hence dt1-'>r ;;;,o. 
Clearly r=O for otherwise (8) together with the right continuity of 
¢would imply 

r<3(o;+~) r+¢(r)<r, 
a contradiction. Thus 

(9) dn-+0 as n-+oo, 

It now follows immediately from (9) that {x11} is a Cauchy sequence 
in M, in fact if m, n EI with m>n, then by (6) Xm E 0 (x,.) and hence 

d(x,,, Xm) <d,,--:,..0 as n--:,..oo. 

Since M is a closed subset of X, there exists a u E M such that 
X 11-+u. We assert that 

(10) limn d(f.,x,,,fu u)=d(u, fu u). 

To prove this assertion, we note that 

d(fu X1pfu u) < d(fu Xm Xn)+d(xm u)+d (u, fu u), 

and d(u,fu. u) < d(u, Xn)+d (x,,,fu X11 )+d(J;, Xnofuu). 

Hence, we have 
I d(fu x,.,f .. u)-d(u,fu u) I <d(xnJu x,,)+d(xm u) <dn + d(x 11 , u) 
Therefore, as n-+oo , the last inequality implies (10). Now by (1) 

(11) d (f .. x 11 ,fuu) <ot (d (xnJuxn) + d (u,fuu)) 
+~ (d (xn.fuu)+d (u,J;~x,,)) +<P (d (Xn, u)) 

<at (d (xx.fux,,)+d (u,f,, u)) 
+ ~ (2d (xm u)+d (u,f,,,, u)+d (xmfuXn))+<P (d (x,., u)). 

Since d (x.mfuxn)<d,., it follows by (9), (10) and (11) that as 
n-?oo, 

(12) 

Since o:+~<l, (12) implies thatfuu=u. Lemma 2, now complet
es the proof of Theorem 1. 

Note that Theorem l improves Theorem 1 in l7]. The following 

special case of Theorem l provides a generalization of ancarlier result 
of Guseman [3] and a recent result of Khazanchi [5] and Iseki [4]. 
(See also Reich [6]. ) 

Corollary 1. Let/: X-+X be a mapping satisfying the condition : 
for each xEX, there exists a positive integer n=n (x) such that for 
all YEX 
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(13) d( f"y,f"x)<:,.11. d (x,rx)+d (y,f"y)) 
+ (3 (d (y,f"x)+d (x, ry))+Y d(x, y) 

where 11., (3, YER+ with 311.+ 3(3+'.Y< I, then f has a unique fixed point 
uEX andf"x-Ht for each xEX. , 

PROOF. Let F={r : n>O}. Then F is a commutative semi
group satisfying (1) with fx=f11 <"'> and </> (t)='.Yt there. It is easy to 
show (see [4]) that (13) implies (2) for each xoEX. Thus by Theorem 
1 there is a unique uEX withfu=u. Setting 

8=(1-11.-(3)-1(11. + (3 +'.Y)< I, 

it follows from (13) that for sufficiently large nEl and xEX, 
d(f~x, u) ~8 d(f''-''<'">x, u) and this implies thatfnx-+u. 

It may be noted that in [4] Corollary I is proved with the 
additional hypothesis that f is continuous. 

If M is a bounded subset of X, then, since (2) holds for each 
x 0EM, we have 

Corollary 2. Let M be a closed bounded subset of X and suppose 
F satisfies (1). Then there exists a unique uEM with fu=u for /E F 
and there exists a sequence {g12}C:F such that g11X-?U for each xEM. 

Note that Corollary 2 improves an earlier result of Browder [2]. 
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Baidyanath Ray has proved a fixed point theorem for a sequence 
-of continuous maps on a metric space (see [4], Theorem 2.1). We 
prove the existence of fixed point in complete quasi-gauge space 
in [l]. We also extend the result for these incomplete quasi-gauge 
spaces which can be completed. 

We first give a few definitions : 

DEFINITION 1. (Reilly [5]). A quasi-gauge structure for 
topological space (X, T) is a family P of quasi-pseudometrics on X 
such that T has as a subbase the family P of quasi-pseudometrics on 
X such that T has a subbase the family {B(x, p, .o) : x in X, p in P, 
E>O} where B(x, p, E) is the set {Yin X/P(x, y)<E}, If a topological 
space (X, T) has a quasi-gauge structure P, it is called a quasi-gauge 
space and is denoted by (X, P). 

Remark. Every topological space is a quasi-gauge space (see [5] 
Theorem 2.6). If (X, d) is a metric space we may take P to consist 
of d alone. 

DEFINI l ION 2. A continuous mapping T : X --r X of a quasi-gauge 
space X into itself is called densirying, if for every x, y EX such that 
p (x, y) > 0, we have 

p(Tx, Ty) < ,\ p(x, y). 

We now prove the followifig theorem for the complete quasi-gauge 
spaces. 

Theorem 1. Let {T,J be a sequence of densifying and weakly 
p-contractive mappings, each mapping being on a left (right) 
sequentially complete quasi-gauge space (X, P) into itself such that

( i ) For any two operators T., Ti, p(T, x, Ti y) < ,\ p(x, y) 
where O < ,\ < 1 and x, y E X with x -,c. y and 
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( ii) There is a point x0 in X such that any two consecutive 
members of { xn = TnXn-1 } are distinct. 

Then T has a unique common fixed point. 

PROOF. The above theorem has already been proved in paper [I]. 
We define the completion of quasi-gauge space (X, P) as follows. 

Suppose (X, P) is a quasi-gauge space and (X*, P*) is a completion 
of it. Then x• consists of all equivalence classes of Cauchy sequences 
in (X, P) under an equiv::ilence relation defined as follows. If {xn} and 
{yn} are P-Cauchy in (X, P) then {x,,} is equivalent to {Yn} if and only 
if lim11 -.,00 p(x,,, y 11)=0. Let T : (X, P)-?(X, P) be a contraction 
map. Then define T* : (X*, P*)-?(X*, P*) as follows. If x*EX* with 
{x11 : XnEX}=x* then T* x*=the equivalence class containing {Tx11}. 

Next we prove two lemmas. 

Lemma 1. Suppose {Tn} is a sequence of densifying mappings, 
each mapping being from a quasi-gauge space (X, P) into itself, such 
that 

( i) If x, y EX with x,c. y then p(T;x, Tiy) < 'A p(x, y) where 
0 < ..\ < 1 and i,j = I, 2, 3, ... , and. 

( ii) There is a point x0 in X such that any two consecutive 
members of x are distinct and Xn=Tw.Xn-l• for n= 1, 2, ... ,. 
Then (i) and (ii) are true for { T,, *} in X*. 

PROOF. (i) Let x*, y* be any two points of X* such that x*:f:y* 
and let {xn} Ex* and {Yn} E y*. 

Without loss of generality, let xn,c.Yn for all n. Now for any two 
members Ti and Tj, 

We have 
lim11 -v.00 p(T,x11 , Tiv,,)<..\ lim,,-.,.00 p(x,,, y,,) 

i.e. p(T,*x*, T/y*)<.\ p*(x*, y*). 

(ii) Take x0 * =X0' =the equivalence class containing {x0, x0, ... , 

x0, ... ,}. Let x 1 *= T1 * x0', the equivalence class containing {T1x0 , 

T1x0 , ••• , T1x0 , • ,} i.e., the class containing {xH Xp .. ., x1 , ••. } 

=xi'. Similarly Xn * =x,/ where n= 1, 2, ,. Since x,. ~ Xr+i for any 
r, so x,.'¢x·'+1 ' and hence x,. *;;;6x,.+1* for any r. 

The proof is thus completed. 

Note. Under the hypothesis of Lemma 1, we can apply Theorem 1 
to show that {Tn *}each mapping (X*, P*) into itself has a unique 
common fixed point u* in X*. 
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Lemma 2. If {T n} is a sequence of densifying mappings, each 
mapping being a quasi=gauge space (X, P) inco itself and there is a 
dense subset X of X such that for any two operators T,, Ti, 
p(T,x,Tiy)<'A p(x, Y), where O<'A< I and x, y E X0 with xr" y 
then p(T, x, Tj y) < 'A p(x, y) for all x, y EX w1th x;F y. 

PROOF. Suppose xr" y are any two points of X. Since X 0 is 
dense in X, there are two sequences {xn} _and {Yn} of points of X 0 

such .that limn~., Xn = x, limn~oo Yn= y and Xn >"' Yn for all n. Since 
Xn, Yn E X and Xn >"' Yn, we have p( T;Xno Ti y n)< 'A p(x, y). Using 
continuity of T,, Tj, we get 

p(Ttx, Tiy)<'A p(x, y). 

Theorem 2. Let {Tn} be sequence of continuous densifying 
mappings, each mapping being on a quasi-gauge space (X, P; into 
itself and suppose there is a dense subset X 0 of X, such that 

(i) For any two maps T., Ti, p(T.x, Tiy)<'A p(x, y, where 
O<'A< I and x, y E X0 with x;F y and 

(ii) There is a point x0 in X such that any two consecutive 
members of {xn = T'»xn-d are distinct. 

Then a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of a 
unique fixed point u common to {T,,} is that there is a sequence {u,.} 
in u*, with Tn * u*=v*, for (n=l, 2, 3, ... } converging to u. 

PROOF. By Lemma 2 (i) holds for every pair x, y of points of X 
with xr" y. Then by the note following Lemma 1 there is a unique 
fixed point u* in X* common to {Tn * }. For sufficient part, let 
{un}E u* converging to a point u in X. For a fixed m, 

p(u, Tmu)=p* (u', (Tmu)') 

<p* (u', u*)+p*(u*, Tm* u*) 

+p*(Tm *u*, (Tmun)')+p* (lTmu,J, (Tmu)'). 

By the continuity of Tm, the terms on the right-hand side tend to 
zero as n->oo, the lim11 -,)>.,, (v, Tm v)=O i.e., T,,, u=u. So we prove 
that u is a fixed point common to Tn(n= l, 2, 3, ... ). Uniqueness 
u of follows from that of u*. 

For the necessary part, if u is a fixed point common to {Tn} then 
u'=the equivalence class containing {u, u, ... , u, ... } is a fixed point 
common to T-r., {n=l, 2, ... ,}. Since u is unique, u* contains {u, u, 
... , u ... ,}. Define u,.=u for every n. Then {u11} E u* and converges 
to u. 

This evidently completes the proof of Theorem 2. 
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Abstract. In this paper periodic orbits of collision in the three· 
dimensional circular restricted problem of four bodies have been 
studied. It has been assumed that the infinitesimal mass is moving 

under the gravitational field of three finite masses which are in circu
lar orbits for which a particular solution is an equilateral triangular 
configuration. The study has been made under the restriction that 
the masses of the three primaries are µ, ('/.µ, and 1-µ(l + oc) and the 

third coordinate 1;3 of the infinitesimal mass is of the orderµ and oc 
has to be a significant quantity. 

1. Equations of Motion. Let P 1 , P 2, P3 be three bodies of 
masses m1, m 2, ma moving in their mutual gravitational field. We 
know that a particular solution or the problem is an equilateral 
triangLtlar coafiguration. Let! be the length of the side of the equila .. 
teral trianigle, w the constant angular velocities of the bodies and K~ 
the Gaussian constant of graviation. Then w is given by 

11 2F{= K2(m1+m 2 +m~)=K2m (say). 

Consider the motion of an infinitesimal mass P in gravitational 
field of P19 P£, P::· The primaries move in a plane and the mass of 
P is so small tbat the triangular configuration is not changed. let 
C be the geometric centre of the triangular configuration P1P2 l's and 
G the centre of mass of the masses m 1 , m2 , m3 situated at Pi, P 2, P" 
respectively. Take the line GX parallel to CP1 as X·axis and the line 
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GY perpendicular to GX and in the seme of rotation as the Y-axis 
and the line through G and perpendicular to the plane P1P2 P3 as the 
Z-axis. Let the coordinates of P be (X, Y, Z) and those of Pj as 
(Xj, Yi, 0); (j=l, 2, 3) in the rotating GXYZ system. Let I be the 
unit of length, 1/w the unit of time and m the unit of mass. 

Let (~, ri, ~) be the coordinates of P in the fixed GXYZ system. 
Then ~=X cos t-Y sin t,l 

11=X sin t+Y cos(, ~ (1) 

~=Z. J 
Thus the kinetic energy of the infinitesimal mass is given by 

r=t [~2+~2+~2 1 =Mi2+:Y2 +z2-2(xY-xi> +(xll+Y2)1 

Let (
oT oT oT) . . . 

(P1, P2. p3)= ox a:Y' oz =x-Y, y+X, z). 

Then T=t [P12 +P22 +Ps2l· 
If P1, P2 , P3 be the distances of P from P1 , Ps, P~ respectively, then 

the potential function of P is given by 

V=-[fL1 _._i:._2-l-1:§] 1 

P1 . P2 ' l'a 

where µ,i=mi/(m1 +m2 +ms); (j=l, 2, 3). 

Now the Hamiltonian His given by 

H = -(T- V) +P 1X + P2Y + PsZ, 
/ 

or equivalently 

H=t [p1 2+P2ii+ ps2 +2(p1 Y-pllX)]-1.:1 _!'.:.2 _!:a. 
Pi 1'2 P3 

(2) 

We, now, shift the origin to C, the geometric centre of the 
equilateral triangle P1P2 P3 through parallel axes. Let (x1 , x 2, xs) be 
the coordinates of P and (x1' _;i 2 , 0) the coordinates of the centre of 
mass referred to Cx1 x2x?- system. We have (x1 , x 2, x8)=(X+.>.\, 
Y +x2, Zl and therefore 

P1=i-Y=Ci:1-X2 -(~1-:;;2), ·1 (3) 
p2 =Y-rX=(x2 tx1)-C~2+."i\) ; p3= z=x3• 

In canonical form tbe equations or motion are 

aH aH 
X;=,;,-. ;p;=-;:-, (i=l, 2, 3), 

up, uXi 
(4) 
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where, from (2) 

H=i [P1 2 + P22 +Ps2] + P1(X2-xll)-p2(X1 -x1)- fli_ flll_'!::.~ 
P1 P2 Ps 

(=c, c being the energy constant) ([l], p. 583). (5) 

A1so 

or (6) 

2. Regularisation of the Solution. We r.!gularise the problem 
by Levi-Civita's transformation which may be generated by ([I], 

p. 583) 

S=(A+i;12 -i;2!)P1 +21;1/;1Pll+;;3p3, 

such that 
aS oS . 

Xi=ap/ 'ltt=(J;;i (1= 1, 2, 3). 

where -rr,. (i= 1, 2, 3) are the momenta associated with the new 
coordinates/;;, and A= 1/\1'3. We have 

as 
7T i = 

0
;;
1
=2/;1P1+2;;2pz, 

aS 
7Tir=~=-2~1P1+2~1P2; 

as 
7Ts= 0;;

3 
=Ps· 

Solving these equations for pi, p2, ps we obtain 

7T1;;1-7T2;;2 • Tr1i;2 +"ll'aJ~l • 1 
Pi 2(;;12+;;211)' Pz Z(;;1•+;;,•)' Pa=71's. I 

cS ~ oS L 
Further X1=~p =A+;;12-1;22 ; X!=.,-=2i;1i;s; r 

o 1 uP2 j 
. _?S _,.. I (7) 

-~s-:;:- -i'.,s. J 
op~ 

Thus the Hamiltonian H. given by (5), becomes 

-rr2 I 1 v A H=st2 + ·2 r.:,5+2 (-rr1<&-r.2~1)·-2s2<1l'1;;~+r.lll~1) 

1l'1;;1-71"~;;t c; •· 1 11"1;;a+·r.s~1 -; fL1 ,u~ {13 - -·2v· ·'~ T --2~!-- -~1 -P1 ---p$··-p;=c (8) 

where nll=7l"12 +r.~!; i;.8 =~1~+~2 :.:. 
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Since the coordi1ntes of P 1, P 2 , P3 in the Cxyz system are 

(A, 0, 0) ; (A cos 
2
;, A sin 

2
;, 0 ) and (A cos 

4
;, A sin 

4
; , O} 

therefore, 

P1ll=(~1'+~2ll)2+i;sll=i;4 +~~'; ) 
P~2= 1-t i;4+3A(~1 1 -~22)-2i;1~2+i;s2, }
('311= l +~4+ 3A(i;12-.;,2) +21;1~1 +.;a2. J 

The equations of motion ( 4) become 

. aH . aH . 
~i=o'ITi; 71',=-o~,' (i=l, 2, 3), 

where His given by (8). 

(9) 

(10) 

We now introduce a new independent variable -.. instead of t 
given by 

dt=P1dT, '1: =0 when t=O. 

The equations of motion (10) become 

di;,._aK. d11';=_aKC=l 2 3) 
d'l: -a'IT, ' d'l: a.;; 1 

' ' ' 

where K i5 new Hamiltonian given by 

K=P1(H -c) 

'IT
2 P1 1 l ( A P1 ( i:-=g ·~ +2 P1'1Ta

2 +2 P1 'IT1i;z-'IT2~1)-2·~ 7i1<oll+'ll'xi;1) 

l ( i:- i:- ) - P 1 1 ( )- P1 -2 7I1<,1-11'll'>l! X2. ~2+2 'IT1i;1+1l'2i;1 X1·~ 

Pi ~ ( -µ,1-V·2 p--µ3 p -P1 Co+ JL1C1 +fL2cs+i.tsC3). 
jl 3 

We have put the value of c from (6). Here · 

2µ1-flz-µ .. µ, 2-,u3 . _ 
·,c 2 1A.· 0 ·•! . Xz= -2-' X3= • 

(I)) 

(12) 

(13) 

Suppose flx, µ, 2, /Ls are the masses of the Sun, the Eart:1 and the 
Moon, respectively. 

Let fl1=l-ct.µ,-fi; ti2 =0'.µ; ,(l3 =µ, where O'. is a constant of the 
order 102. Let us take ~s to be of 0(1-1.,) ; then 

I _Yf+ ( ) 0 ·c 2-3ct.f.t-3lL 4 - C/.ft-fl . 0 
It -i; 0 /L , ~l.=-----2 -· 'Xo= -- . X -, ' ~ 2 '. 3- . 
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The Hamiltonian (13) becomes 

K 71'3 1 t:'! ll 1 !:I( ~ A 
=g- +1 .., 11'3 +1 .., 71'1i;2-71'2i;1)-2 (71'1!;2+71'2!;1) 

- ~ (71'1i;1-11'si;2) rt.f'-2-fi) 
1 (2-3cx.tt-3µ ) + 2 (11'1i;a+71'2i;1) 

2 
A -(I-<1.µ,-fi) 

Pi P1 
- <1.µ --·-/.l--Pi {c0 +(1-<X.f.l-fl-)c1 + cx.µc 2 + µc8}, 

P~ P3 
or 

71'1 1 1 
K=--g +-y i;111's2 +-:z i;1 (11'1i;1-1l'zi;1-2c0')-1 

+ µ [-i(<1.-l)(11'1/;1-11'2i;z) 

3A ( l){ p1 1i1 --4 (/.+ 11'1i;t+11'2i;1)+(cx.+1)-<1.---
P2 P3 

+r1(ac1' +c2 ')]+o(µ.s), 

where c0'-c0 +c1 ; c/=c1-c2 ; c1'=c1-C:i· Putting Kin the form 
K0 + µ Kio we have 

'll'll 1 l 
Ko=8+ i i;•nsll+2 i;2(71'1/;2-71'2i;1-2co')-l=-E. 04) 

and 

l 3A 
Ki=-4 (ix-1)(711/;1-11'2/;'l!)-4 (cx.+1)('11'1i;2+71'2i;1) 

+(ex.+ 1)-cx. _PPi_'.2,+P1(cr.c1' +c2'). 
2 Pa 

We note that ([5], p. 386) 

(i) The form K 0 ensures that the orbits which are analytically 
continued from the two-body orbits will belong to the K=O 
manifold, that is, are solutions of the regularised equations 
of the restricted problem. 

(ii) K0 is supposed to be negative=-€ 
(iii) I E I < 1. 

3. Generating Solution. For generating solution we choose K0 

for our Hamiltonion function. Since it is not involved explicitly, 
therefore, the Hamilton-Jacobi equation may be written as 

l. [(?~r +( 0~)~]+; i;~/}~-r 
& . 01;1 0<:;2 - J 01;3 

1 ·[, · aw aw 'l +-- i;2 i;2 -. --i;1 ~-- -2co =u., 
2 ai;1 o~i 

(15) 
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where IX= 1-e>O, being taken for an arbitrary constant. 
~1 =~ cos ¢, ~9=~ sin ¢,the equation (15) becomes 

+ r (~t,r + ~2 G:rJ + ~ ~! (:~:r 
1 !:2 ( aw 2 ') , +1 <,, ,-0¢- Co =IX' 

where Ct.' is another arbitrary constant. 

Putting 

(16) 

This differential equation is the same as in (flJ, p. 583), except 
that instead of c0 in that equation, we are getting c0'. Therefore, the 
solution of (16) can be written as 

w=U(~)+2G¢+.H~s ; z=~li, (17) 

U(z, G, 1X')=[H2 -2(G+c0')]!Jz ,./f(z) dz. (18) 
Z1 Z 

Here z1 is the smaller, of tl1e roots of the equation 

[ 
21X'z 02 J 

f(z)= - 22 J1ll-2(G+c
0
') +;p=2(G+co') =O. (19) 

Let the other root of equation (19) be z:1. Let us introduce 
parameters a, e, l by relations 

z1 =a(l-e) ; z2=a (1 +e) ; z=a(l-e cos !), (20) 

where 0 <e ~l. 
We take a new parameter L instead of r1.: defined by the relation 

a.'=L[F/2-2(G+c0')]1 1ll>0~ (21} 
We have 

L . J---------as 
a= v s 2-2(G+c

0
') ; e=v 1-v < 1 ; 

l=[H2-2(G+c0 ')]1 12('t'-'t' 0). (22} 

Taking (/, L, g, G, h, ir) as the canonical set corresponding to 
Hamiltonian K0 and~~ of 0(1L), the final solution can be taken as 

±~1 =,./a(I=CCOsI) cos¢; I 
:!::~ll=y a(l -e cos fl sin¢ ; I 

l;' I fl v LU G2 . I l 
..,,~= 1- sm 
. sll-2(G+c0') ' I 

±'.ll'i= 2e L sin I cos ¢-2G sin¢ ~i 
v a(l-e cos/) 

±rri=~~-f si~ l sin ¢+2G cos q,
0 

l 
Va(l-ecosl) l 

rrn=H, J 

(23) 
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where ¢ is given by 

1 l v L2-G2 . l _ I ¢=-(f+g)-
2
- _______ sm , e~ , 

2 H 2 -2(G +c0') 

and when e=l, (G=O, /=0), we have 

~1 = ± v 2a sin ~- cos ¢ ; 

.1- . l . 
~2 = ± V 2a Sill l Sill ¢ ; 

1: =h- V2a HL sin l 
<.,3 2 , ' 

H2- Co 

4L l 
7r1=± .;- cos 2- cos¢; 

v 2a 
4L l . _ 

7r.1= ± ~ cos 2 slll ¢; 7ro=u. 

where ¢ is given by 

1 L . 
¢=2 g 2(Hs-2co') Sill !, e= 1. 

l 
I 
I 
r 

I 
I 
~ 
I 
I 
I 
l 
I 

J 

(24) 

(25) 

(26) 

The original synodic cartesian coordinates in the uniformly 
rotating xyz system are obtained from equation (15) (tJ.=0) and 
equations (25) as 

X1=A + ~12-~22 ; X2=2~1 ; X3=~3, ) 

7r1~1-7T2~x • _7T1~2+7Tll~2 • r (27) 
Pt 2(~12+~22) 'P2-2(~1z+~22) , Ps=7r3. j 

The synodic cartesian coordinates referred to GXYZ system are 
given by 

X=x1-:~1 ; Y=x2 -.~2 ; Z=x3,} 
X=X1; Y=X2; Z=X3. 

It may be noted that :~ 1 =:~2=0. 

The sidereal cartesian coordinates are given by 

~=X cos t-Y sin t; I 
11=Xsin t+Y cost; t=Z, I 
~=cos t(X-Y)-sin t(Y+X) ~ 
~=sin t(X-Y)+cos t(:Y+X) ; ~ =Z J 

(28) 

(29) 
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Here t is given by the relation 

dt=r1d-c or It /;
0 

= J: ~2 d-o+o(µ.). 

Therefore 

t-t.=[i-12-2(~+co')]l/S [!- e sin/], 

where t 0 is a constant. It may, further, 1 be observed that I is the 
eccentric anomaly of the two-body problem. 

In terms of the canonical elements the complete Hamiltonian may 
be written as 

K=L [H2-2(G+c0')]1 12-I +14-i(a-1) {2eL sin l cos 2¢-2G sin 2¢} 

_ 3_::1 (a+ 1)•{2eL sin I sin 2¢+2G cos 2</>}+(a + 1) 
' 4 

- a a(l -e cos /){I + a2(1-e cos /)2 

+3Aa(l-e cos l) cos 2<j,-a(l-·e cos/) sin 2¢F112, 

-a(l-e cos l){l+a2(1-e cos /)2 

+3Aa(l-e cos l) cos 2¢+a(l-e cos l) sin 2¢}-1 12 

+ a(I-e cos l) (a c/ + c2 ')] +o(µ.!), (30) 

Let us denote the coefficient of µ by R and neglecting µ2 , etc., 
we have 

(31) 

The zero-order terms of R are 

-1 (o:-l}G sin 2¢-
3
2
A (et:+l)G cos 2¢+(a+ 1) 

-ix a{l+u 2 --f-3Aa cos 2rp·--a sin 2</>}-112 

-a{l +a2 +3Aa cos 2¢ +a sin 2.p}-l 1£+a(a (/ +c2 '). (32; 

The equations of motion for the l':omplete Hamiltonian are 

dL 'OK aH dG aK oR 
----- ---- ='-/I - • - - --=-µ-- • a"' -- at al ' (/7 - - ag 7g ' 

ail aK oR di aK _ . aR 
--=--=--~1·---- • ---=-=[H2 -2(G+cn')l1f'2 +11 --- • 
a"' oh oh ' (IT aL · 1 c:L , 

~ oK -L oR .- -- - -------·- __________ _. ______ ,,_ +!"' -
d-.-aG-- f1,?--2(C + co')]1 12 oG 

I 
I 
J 

~ {33) 

! 
J 
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dh oK Lfi oR 
([T =cli=[i:l2 -2(G+co')]112- +µ.'(/if. 

Equations (33) form the basis of a general perturbation theory 
for the problem in question. 

4. Existence of Periodic Orbits when µ ,,o 0. The periodic orbits 
exist when µ,,oO if (cf. [I], [3], [4]) 

(34) 

and 

o2(K1) o2(K1) 
0 

01V9ll cwa aw2 
0 0 

02(K,) os(K1) 
0 

c11·2 aw3 QlV32 
0 0 

allK n2Ko 
----.!.__ 
oa,·aci1 aas ca1 

o2(K) 02(K1) '()3[( 
--L _o 

(l!'J! oar ,, l\"3 001 oa12 
7"'0, (35) 

o2(K,) a2(K1 ) a2Ko o2K 22Ko _o 
i3W2 ()a 8 (JW3 oa2 aa1 oas aa22 ;;a3 oa2 
o1(K1) a2(K1) o2Kn a2K 0 02K0 

0W3 oaa aw3 (la3 oa1 aas oaa cas aa3: 

where x 1=L, x2= G, X3= jj; y1 = l, y2=g, y 3 =-- h; X;""· a;, y,=n,<0)+ w 
(i=l, 2, 3). 

To prove that the determinant ( 35) is non-zero, we proceed as 
follows : 

We may note that 

a•(K;) =O for a(K1)=0 
ca jaw; cWi ' [ 

i= l, 2, 3 . . ] 
·-1 2 3 zr6i • 
}- ' ' 

Also Ko='11[a32-2 (a2 +c0')]1 12-J, 

Therefore, the value of the determinant obtained from the elements 
in the 3rd, 4th and 5th rows and columns of (35) is given by 

al 0 (36) 
[~2 -2(a2 +c0)]31~ ,c · 

since a1 r:'O, assuming that a~+ c0 <0. 
Again, we consider the determinant, obtained from the elements 

in the 1st and 2nd rows and columns of (35). From (32), we have 

K1 =~ (a-I)G sin 2<P-
3

;_
4 

(a+ J)G cos 2<f1+(a+1) 

-(I. a fl +a2 ..j-3Aa cos 2¢-a sin 2¢}-111 

-a{l + a7+ 3Aa cos 2q, +a sin 2¢ }-112 + a{t;1.c/ -t ell'}, 
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where 2¢ =)'1 +Yt=n1<")+11ll<0J + 11' 1 + H'2 (approx.) 

Also 

~ - - X,i(X12~X22) . ' .. - . ' - (0) ' c,s-Ys . " 2( . + ') sm .J 1 , X; -ai , J; -n1 + >1, 
.\~ - ·'2 Co ' 

Therefore 

0(K1 ) 1 l) G 3A ( G . -· -=
2 

(•z- cos 2¢ +-
2 

o;+l) sm 2¢ 
aw~ 

+ 
2

0'.a
3 

{ -3Aa sin 2¢ ·-a cos 2¢} + 
2
-;. { -3Aa sin 2¢ +a cos 2¢}. 

Pf Ps· 

o;K) . as 
Thus -.-1 =0, gives 2¢=0, G=3 , where P2 =1 +a2 +3Aa. 

2~ p 

Here r 1~= 1 + a3 + 3Aa cos 2¢-a sin 2.P ; 

e3
2 =1+a2 +3Aa cos 2¢+a sin 2¢. 

a2{Ki) 3a3 . . 
Now --2 =-2--::-(C!.+l)~O(srncea~O,cx=l-e>O) lJW2 po 

We may also note that K1 , given in (30), can also be put in the 
form K1 =A +1i~s2 , where ,\,µ,are independent of ~3 . 

Therefore 

Also ~2(K1) =0. 
( W20W~ 

Thus the determinant obtained from the elements in the 1st and 
2nd rows and columns of· (35) i~ also not equal to zero. Therefore, 
the determinant ('5) is also not equal 10 zern. fiencc the conditions 
for the existence of the p;:riodic orbits for ,1tc/O are satisfied. 

5. Periodic Orhils of Collision when /L;:.'0. Levi-Civita ([6], p. l) 
has proved, in one of his papers a relation which is satislied along a 
collision orbit in.the restricted orbit. His main result is that the invari
;tnt relat!on for collision orbits can be nnalytically continued from the 
one that corresponds to the problem of two bodies. In our case it 
is given by U=O. Therefore when .'1 ,,~o. this condition yvill change 
;nto "· 

G + /lF (/. L, g, G', h. H, fl)=O .. (37) 

,/ 
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For showing the validity of that continuation orbits, we willconsi· 
der orbits corresponding to the case when e= 1 (i.e. G=O) and the 
orbit starts as an ejection from the origin and returns to it after a time 

T -4 ([2], p. 829). 

Consider, now, a periodic orbit (µ.;;eO) starting at the ongm as 
an ejection orbit. Levi-Civita's condition for the collision is 

0 + l=f'' f{/", 8), ( 38) 

X2 2~1 ~t 2 where tan O=--- =~ 2 ~ 2 =tan ¢, fl'= \iF;; thus, 8=2¢. 
X1-A 1 - 3 

The condition becomes 2¢ + l = P' f(I'', 2<p) 

But 

2 ~/¢ + 1'1 = P131 :l f~P/'2 , 2<$). 
{,[ 

tan¢=~"· Therefore, 
~1 

dcp I _ ~ ) l!:ll 
J-r=4(~12+~12) (t;1 rr2-i:;9 TC1 -~r., 

The condition (39) yields 

(39) 

G ~(;I 
=1~2 --2. 

G="~4--l'1 ~I+ ~2 i'13/l! f (/>1112, 2¢). (40) 

The condition (40) corresponds to (37). At -r=O, equation (40) 
is safofied since there both G(O) and ~(O) are zero. 

The orbit chosen will certainly satisfy equation (40) since it starts at 
the origin. 1f the ejection angle for fli?-"-0 case is almost the same as for 
the fl=O case ; then for sufficiently small value ofµ, the two orbits 
will remain as close as wish in a finite length of time ([8]). This 

mean° that after a time-~- T bas elapsed, the ,u.,,:o orbit will re-ente1 

an arbitrary :--mall neighbuirhood of P1 ccoO. Since equation (40) is 
sali,;fied along the entire orbil, the infinitesimal body will approac11 
the origin with cliaractcristic of r; collision orbit (f6J, p. 1). 
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1. Recently, Carlitz ([4], [SJ) gave two Saalschutzian theorem 
for double hypergeometric series. Subsequently, the author [7] presented 
a unification of Carlitz's results and also gave ({7], [ 8], [9)) what may 
be regarded as Dixon and Watson sums for terminating double 
hypergeometric series. The object of this paper is to obtain a Watson 
sum for the non-terminating double hypergeometric series : 

0 : 3 ; 3 r-: d, a, b ; d, a', b' ; 1-

F 1: 1; 1 2d:(a+b+l)/2;(a'+h'+l)/2;' 

1+2d=a +a', min {Re (a-b'), Re (a' -b)}>:O. 

Foliowing the notation due to Burchnall and Chaundy [3], as in 
[7), the Kampe' de Fe'riet hypergeometric series can be defined as (cf. 
also (11], p. 423, Eq. (26) et seq.) 

Fp : q ; Q[(ap) .: (bq) '. (BQ) } X, YJ 
r : s ; S (er) • (d) , (Ds), 

00. ((ap))m+n ((bq)m((BQ))n xmyn 
=.:.. . ! t' 

m"bO \(c))m+ 12 Hd,>)m((DS));, m. n. 

where (ap) stands for the sequence a1 , ... , aP, (A)m= 1,(,\ +111)/ r(A), 
and in general, q;CQ, s?'-S. 

2. The result to be prov~cl is 

FO : 3 ; 3r-: d, a, b ; d, a', b' ; -j; 
1 : 1 ; 1 2d: (1 + a+b)/2 ; (1 +u' +b')/2; 

_ ,(1, }, }, i (1+2d), }(l+a+h), J(l +a'+b'); 
- l }a, }a', w+a), -}(l+a'), }(l+h), J'.l+h'), 

}(a-b'), J(u'-b)i }(1-h-b'j) 
10-b), i< 1-b'), }( 1+2d - b-b'), 
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_ r(L ~. }, } (1+2d), ~(1 +a+b),i(I+a'+b'), 
}a, §a', ~b, ~-b', Ml +a), ~(1 +a'), 

}(a-b'I, ~{a'-b), }(1-b-b')\ 
1-lb, 1-~b', I+d-~b-~b'j' (2.1) 

provided l + 2d=a+ a', Re (a-b')>O, and Re (a' -b)>O, 
where, for convenience, 

(
a, b, c, ···) r(a) I'(b) rrc) ... r p, q, r, ... I'(p) I'(q) I'(r) ... · 

Proof of (2.1). Consider the double series 

F=FO: 3; 3r-: a, b, d; a', b', d~ ;] 
1 : l ; 1 c : e ; e· ; 

__ .3 (a)m (b)m (d)m (a')n (b'),. (d')n. 
-m n=o (c)m+?i (e,m (e')12 m ! n I 

' 
Using the well-known sum (cf. [2], p. 28, Eq. (3)) 

m.n (m, nl (c-lh (chk (-mh (-nh (-I)k (c)m (c),, 
1.:!:'o (c-l)2k (c+m)h (c+nh k ! ··= (c)m+n ' 

and after some simplification, we have 

F=E (a)k (bh (d)k (a')" (b')k (d')k (c-llk (-I)k 
k~·o (e)k (e'Ji, (c)2k (c-l)2k k ! 

x F (a+k,b+k,d+k;) F (a'+k,b'+k,d'+k ;)· (22) 
3 

li e+k, c+2k ;1 
3 s e'+k, c+2k ; · 

Now taking c=2d=2d', e=(l +a+b)/2, e'=(I+a'+b')/2, using 
the familiar Watson sum {[2], p.16) and on separating the even and 
odd terms, it is expressible as the difference of two ,F6 (l) series. 
On choosing 1 +2d=a+a', each 7£6 (1) reduces to 5/?4 (1), which can 
be summed by using the known formula ({10], p. 56, Eq. (2.3.4.5)), 
giving us the deoired result (2.l). 

REMARK. Formula (2. l) reduces to the Watson sum when 
fJ',o-:..(/, 

3. Th2 '.,F2 (1; ~;cric:, in (2.2) can also be summed by Saalschutz's 
theorem, which <tfter some simplification gives 

rP: 3 : 3(--; a, b, -11 ; a', b', -m ;-1 
'i: l: !1__c: l-i-at-b-c-11; 1-t-a'+b'-c-m; 

(c---a),, (c--b),. (c--a')m (c-h'),,, 
~c-= ((:)°-;,-rei-;;:((.·~--a--b),, (c--a' - f/ Jm 

, c-1, He+ 1), a, a', b, b', --n, -m ; 
1
• ') x .F., I -- . 

· \&(c-·l),c-a,c-a'.c-b,c-b',c+n,c+m; · / 
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There exist no sums for 8F 7 (-1). The known sum for GFr. gives 
no elegant result. It can be summed if it is reduced to ,F3 in the 
following three ways : · 

(i) c=a + a'=b + b' ; 
(ii) c= a-n=a' -m ; 
(iii) c=a-m=a' -n. 

In the first case we get the result due to Jain [6]. The second case 
gives us 

FO: 3 ; 3(-: a, b, -n ;a', b', -m ;] 
1:1;1 c: l+b; I+b'; 

I'(a-b)I'(a'- b') (l+b+b'-a')m n J m ! 
= I'(a)r(a'-b-b') (l+b)n (l+b')m(l-a')in ( 3.I) 

ln the third case, the sum will be zero unless n=m, in which case 
a=a·, and hence we will get a particular case of the result (3.1) 
above. 

ACK!NOWLEDGEMENT. I express my sincere thanks to Professor 
H. M. Srivastava for pointing out the references [3] and [11] below. 
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1. Introduction. Some years ago, Srivastava [5] gave various 
classes of expansions for the generalized Appell functions of two 
variables (cf., e.g., [I], p. 150). Subsequently, Ragab [4] rediscovered 
an obvious special form of one of Srivastava's expansions ([5], p. 48, 
Eq. (7)). These expansion formulas seem to have been motivated by 
similar results for the ordinary Appell functions which were given 
earlier by Burchnall and Cbaundy ([2], [3]). The object of the present 
note is to derive certain general identities, involving double series with 
arbitrary terms, from which some of Srivastava's expansions would 
follow as special cases. Indeed, if we let { f (n)}, {g(n)} and {h (n)} be 
sequences of arbitrary complex numbers, then the identities to be 
established may be unified formally as : 

00 00 

( 1.1) :S A, 
'=O 

:S B,, m, nf(m+n+2r) g (m+r) h (n+r) 
m 11=0 

' 
00 00 

= ~ f (m + n) g (m) h (n) :S A, Br, m-r• n-r 
m,n=o rc:io 

for arbitrary coefficients Ar and B,., m, n-

The following known forms of certain familiar hypergeometric 
summation theorems will be required in our analysis (cf. [2]) : 

(1.2) '£ (-m),(-n),. (a)m+n . 
"=O r! (a), (a)m (a)n ' 

(1.3) '£ ___ (_~J11),.(-:!1)_r __ (alm(e<k 
'=0 r! (-a-m-n+ 1), - (a)m+n 

Of these (1.2) is valid if m, n are positive integers and (l.3) is valid 
when one of m, n is an integer. Also the following summation 
theorems are valid only when one of m, n is a positive integer : 
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(1.4) 

(1.5) 

(1.6) 

(1X)m (iX)n. 

(1X)m+n ' 

(a)m+n(Y)m(Y),, , 
(Y}m+n(1X)m( 1X)n ' 

oo (1X-Y\. ( -m),. (-n)r (a)m+n (Y)m(Y),, 

r~o r ! (IX),. (--y-m-n + l)r (Y)m+n (1X)m(1X),,· 

2. Reducible forms of (1.1). By suitably specializing the coefficients 
Ar and Br, m, n, the innermost series on the right-hand side of (I.I) 
can be summed by one or the other of the known results (1.2) to (1.6), 
and we thus arrive at the following identities : 

~(-1)' (a)r (y-o:)r 
(2.1) "" ' '=O r · ()'),. 

(2.2) 

(2.3) 

(2.4) 

00 

l 

00 (a+ r)m+n 
X :S 

1 1 
J (m+n+2r) g (m+r) h (n+r) 

m "'=O m n . 
' 

~ (Y)m+n (ct.)m (o:)a 
m, n=om ! n ! lY)m (Y)n f (m+n) g (m) h (n); 

f(m+n+2r) g(m+r) h(n+r) 
r ! m ! n ! (Y)r -

00 
{Y)m+n J ) ) = :S (-Y--(Y. )-.,--, (m+n g(m h(n) ; 

m "=0 Jm a m . n . 
' 

~ (-1)" (1X),. 

'=O r ! 

co 
x :z: 

m' u=o 

(a+r)m+n 
. 1 1 f (m+n+2r) g(m + r) h(n+r) 

m. n. 

(o:)m (a) . 
l --.:...;::.:......:__-'..!_" j(m+n) g(m) h(n) · 

m 1l=O In J fl J ' 
' 

'i (-1)' co f(m+n+2r) g(m+r) h(n+r) 
r=o r ! \'Y+r-1),. (Y) 2r m ~n=O 1Y+2r;m lY-t-2r)n tn ! n ! 

' ' 

_ co f(m + 11) g(m) h(n) . 
- ~ I I ('V) ' m, Yi-Q /1! • fl • I m+n 
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(2.5) 

00 f (m +n+2r) g(m + r) h(n+r) x :s 
m n=O (Y+2r)m (Y+2r)n m ! n ! 

' 
= ~ (oc)m+n ,f (m+n) g(m) h(n) 

m n=o(Y)m+n (oc)m (oc) 11 m ! n ! 
' 

provided that the various series involved are absolutely convergent. 

3. Applications. By appropriately choosing the arbitrary sequences 
{f(n)}, {g (n)} and {h (n)}, the identities (2.1) to (2.5) of the preceding 
section can be applied to derive some of the expansion formulas given 
earlier by Srivastava [5]. For example, if we let 

(3.1) 

and 

A 
II (a1)n 

f(n)= _j=-
1
--
c 

(/')11 Il (c ;)11 
j=l 

B' 
n (b)jn 

B 
n (bj)n 
·-1 

g(n)=1; xn, 

n (dj),. 
j=l 

(3.2) h (n)= j;l y", n=O, 1, 2, ... , 

n (dj)n 
j=l 

our identity (2.1) will yield the following result due to Srivastava 
<[5], p. 48, Eq. (7)) : 

(33
) F[(a):(b),oc;(b'),oc; l 

. (c): (d), Y ; (d'), y; x, Y,_ 

= ~ (-·lY {oc)r ()'-oc)rf(2r)g {r2J!j:J_ 

•=o r! (Y)r 

Fl" (a)+2r, oc+r : (b)+r; (b')+r; x y] 
X ,_ (c)+2r9 Y+2r: {d)+r; (d')+r; ' ' 

where f, g, h are given by (3.1) and (3.2), (a) abbreviates the 
sequence of A parameters a1, ... , aA, with similar interpretations for 
(b), (b'), etc., and the notation used for the double hypergeometric 
functions occurring on either side of (3.3) is du~ to Burchnall a.nd 
Chaundy {3, p 112]. 
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Remark. An obvious special form of Srivastava's expansion 
(3.3) above happens to be the main result (12) on page 346 of a 
latter paper by Ragab [4]. 

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS. The author wishes to thank Dr. B. M. 
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Summary. Rund [1] derived Gauss-Codazzi equations for the 
curvature tensor K a;~')'e in a Fins I er space. Srivastava and subsequ-

ent authors (cf. [3], [4] and [5]) have derived them for Cartan's first 
and second curvature tensors in a subspace of a Finsler space. The 
object of the present paper is to derive these equations for the curves 
of congruences associated with a hypersurface of an n-dimensi on al 
Finsler space. 

t. Introduction. Let us consider an n-dimensional Finsler space 
Fn with the fundamental metric tensor F(x, x) homogeneous of degree 

1 in x '. The metric tensor is given by g ii (x, x) def i~; a i F2(x, i) 
and is symmetric in i and j. The symbols CJ,, 'll .. and ; .. z denote the 

i UtJ 

partial derivatives o/'ax', o/ax' and o1/'ax' oxi, respectively. 

The covariant derivatives of rJ (x, x) with respect to xk in the 

sense of Cartan are given by 

(l.l)a i i ( · i) m h *i i *h 
Tj/k=o,,Tj- om Tj Gk +Tj rhkT-hr fk 

t Present address: Department of Applied Sciences, M. M. M. Engi
neering College, Gorakhpur-273001, U. P., India. 
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and 

(1.l)b ii . i h i i h T. k=Fo 1cT.+ T. Ah' - Th A.,, J J J /(, jl(; 
*. . 

where the connection coefficient r h~ (x, x) and tensor field A ~k(x, x) 

have their usual meanings. For dttails see Rund [2]. 

A hypersurface F n-1 of F,, may be represented parametrically in 
the form xi=xi(uo:), C<.=l,. .... ., n-I, where the n-1 parameters uo: 
form the coordinate system of F,,-1 and it will be assumed that 
the matrix of the projection factors Bi= c°'xi has the rank 

i 2 
n-1. Throughout this discussion we shall denote B r< = o x' and 

IX.p IX~ 

Bij ... k = Bi Bj Bk . 
IX~ ••• '.)' IX ~ '.)' 

It is easy to verify that the vector uo:, the induced metric tensor 
gC<.~ (u, u) and the induced symmetric connection defined in the 

hypersurface Fn-1 are related with the corresponding qwmtities in the 
space F ~ by the following relations. 

(l.2) 

(1.3) 

(I.4)a 

Furthermore, 

IX IX.El S 0(, i IX 
B. =g B g. , Bz. Br< =or<• 

. l e lS f' f' 

If N' (x, x) denotes the unit normal at each point P of Fn-i with 
respect to the tangential direction xi at P, we then have 

(l.4)b g i 1 N-N.=NN'= I N Bi =g .. Ni Bi ==0 
z J i ' i C{. tJ ex. ' 

The induced mixed covariant derivative of r! as denoted by 

i 
Tei. 11 y is given by 
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(1.5) 

With the help of mixed covariant derivative r! 
11 
y we can cons

truct a mixed tensor [5] 

(1.6) 

which are regarded as a vector of imbeding space F 11_ 1 and are also 
normal to F 11 - 1• Thus, we can write 

(1. 7) 

where ao:f3 is the second fundamental form symmetric in oc and (3. 

Verma and Sinha [SJ obtained the induced derivative Niu f3 in the 

form 

(1.8) Q a0 i i 1 m -P• 
NII 13=- a(3 g Bo +Em P(3 u 

where 
. . . . p 

E 1 =N°Mm-2M1
, M 1 

= C1 N m m m mp (1.9) 

Mm=Cpkm NPNk=Mkm Nk. 

2. Generalized Gauss-Codazzi Equations. We consider congruence 
of curves such that each of them passes through each point of the 
hypersurface. Let t..• be the contravariant components of the unit 
vector in the direction of the curve of congruences. This vector may 

be expressed linearly in terms of Bi and normal vectors N' of F11- 1• a 

Thus, we write 

(2.1) 

where d and tare the parameters. By taking the induced covariant 
derivative of type (1.5) of the equation (2.1 ), we have 

(2.2) >..ill (3 = B~ t~! f3 +ta. B~ II (3 + d II (3 Ni+ d N1~ f3. 

Now differentiating (2.2) covariantly with respect to uY in the sense 
of (1.5), we obtain 
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(2.3) ,\ill [~rr= B~ t~I [~y]+t°' B~ II [~yJ+dNill [~Y] +N'd II[~/']" 
Also from equations (l.6), we can write 

(2.4) B~ II [~/'] ~/ ~[~ II Y] . 

On substituting the value, of 1!~ and Nill )'from (1.7) and 0.8), 

we obtain 

(2.5) 

+Ei Im 0 · P 
m P[Y ~Je u · 

Similarly, with the help of equations (1.7) and (1.8), we obtain 

(2.6) Nill [~yJ= B~ aa:[)' II~] ga:
0+ E~ (I;J[~uP) II Y] 

-i-lm E ·P 
' P(~ <m>y] u · 

On differentiating th() equation ,\i U ~ = ,\~ h B~ with respect to uY 

and using the commutation formula 

2,\il [hk)= RJhk ,\1- K~hk em ,\i/j, 

we get 

(2 ) 2 i ( Ri j Kj /m ii ) hk .7 ,\ 11 [~y(" jhk ,\ - mhk ,\ if B~r 
Similarly, w~ have 

o o °' Koc IE o 
(2.8) 2t II [~Y] =Roc~)' t - e~)' t, oc 
where a comma denotes the induced covariant derivative of (l.l)b 
and 

(2.9) R~~y(u, zi)=2{ a1yr;1°oc-( B[pr:t~) G;
1 

0 . • E E p 
+c<l':E(o[)' a~] G - GP[~G)'] 

+ r :lt r ~]soc}. 
(2.10) K~~y(u, ~)=2{o[yr;foc-( apr :r~) G~i+ r:&r;;(l.} 

We know that 

(2.11) d II ~=3~ d- ( ao: d) G~. 
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Differentiating (2.11) covariantly with respect to u'Y in the sense 
of (1.5) again and subtracting the equation thus obtained by interchang
ing the indices {3 and Y, we obtain 

(2.12) . ( oc oc p) 
d II [{3Y] = ooc d 0[{3dGyj + G P[{3GY] • 

By substituting equations (2.5), (2.6), (2.7), (2.8) and (2.12) in 
(2.3) and after arranging the terms, we get 

i ( ") j hk Rb · . oc i j m ij hk 
(2.13) Rjhk x, x ,\ B13y= cx.{3y lU, u)t Bo +Kmhkl ,.\ j B{3Y 

-B~ K:f3Y z\
0 

ex. +1[ B~{ oc ncx.[y 11131 +1e"Qfff3 uYJcx.} gcx.0 

+Nif i\ d( a[{3dG~] +G~[{3 G~1 )+/Tie({3 O yd 
+~~{1E Qe[{3l~P>YJ / +d (1;(13uP) ilY]} 

+dlN{3 E~m> II YluP} 

Multiplying equation (2.13) by Bf and noting (1.9), we have 

(2.14) i ') j o Bhk 
R 'hk (x, x .\ Bi {3Y J 

= R0 (u u) zri+Ki /m;._i/. B? Bhk -Koc ze to 
cx.{3y ' mhk J z {3)' e{3y , ex. 

+2[ goco{ d Qcx.[)' II 131 +teTie({3 OYJcx.} 

-Bf{ 2M~( ieiJe[{3 1'::_P>)')uP + d ( 1M{3uP) 
11 

)']) 

-d Im Ei ·P}. ] 
P[{3 <m> !I )')11 

Again multiplying (2.13) hy N; and using ( 1.4)b, we get 

(2.15) R;hk (x, x) N;>J B~~ =K!,ilikN;Zm>.ilJ B~~ 

+2[ iJed { ?[{3 dG; 1 +G~[{3 G~]}+1e!Je[{3 II Y] 

+N,{ <1 fEQ e[{3/m<P>Y] ;,r+d(1;{13 ~P) II YJ 

+d 11{{3 E~m> II Y] z-/}l 
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Equations (2.14) and (2.15) which are based on a vector >i.' of 
most general nature can be regarded as generalization of Gauss
Codazzi equations in a bypersurface imbeded in a Finsler space Fn. 

3. Particular Cases. Since the vector A_i is a linear combination 

of B~ and N' , therefore we can consider a congruence of curves in 

three different ways. Ficstly, it is such that the vector >i.' in the direc· 

tion of the curves of the congruences is normal to Fn-1, i.e., >..'=dNi; 

secondly, it lies in the space spanned by B~, i.e., >i.'=t"' B!; and thirdly, 

it is tangential to the curves x•=u"' B:· 
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Abstract. In this paper an exact solution bas been obtained 
for the thermoelastic problem of an isotropic material occupying a 
half space with stress free edges subjected to two different temperature 
distributions, i.e. (i) a constant flux of heat within a circular region of 
exposure, the exterior of circular region being free from any flux of 
beat and (ii) paraboloid distribution of temperature within the 
circular region, the exterior being insulated. Numerical results have 
been given. 

t. Introduction. The thermal stress problem in an elastic half
space at constant tempei:ature T= T0 inside a circle of radius a, the 
exterior of the circle being thermally insulated, was considered by 
Nowacki [2]. Recently Bhattacharya [I] has considered the problem 
of determining the thermal stresses due to prescribed flux of heat on 
the surface of thick plate. The object of this paper is to find the exact 
solution of the thermoelastic problem of an isotropic material with 
stress frioe edges subjected to two different temperature distributions. 
In the first case, we assume a constant flux of heat within a circular 
region of exposure, the exterior of the circular region being free from 
any flux of heat. Secondly, we assume a paraboloid distribution of flux 
within the circular region, the exterior being insulated. The numerical 
calculations for the variation of (pp+ ea) on he free surface have also 

been obtained in both cases. 

2. Solutions of the Equations of Thermoelasticity. We shall 
consider the temperature and displacement field in a perfectly elastic 
solid which is conducting heat. With regards to both its mechanical 
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and thermal properties the solid will be assumed to be isotropic and 
homogeneous. It will be assumed that there is symmetry about 
z-axis and any point of the solid may be expressed in terms of 
cylindrical co-ordinates (P, 8, z). For symmetrical deformations of 
the solid the displacement and the only nonvanishing components of 
stress tensor will be (u, 0, w) and pp, 88, ii, Pz respectively. 

The temperature field is given by the Laplace's equation 

( '1 2 T=a 2T+.2_ oT+a? =O 
2.1) v aP' P 'OP oz2 ' 

in the steady state and in the absence of thermal sources. Stress 
components are obtained by using the potential of thermoelastic dis
placement <P given by the equations 

~~ ~=a<P md~=~ oP oz 

From the equations of equilibrium and the stress strain relations in 
problem of thermal stresses, we have 

(2.3) 

where T is the deviation of the absolute temperature from the 
temperature of the solid in a state of zero stress and strain, <1. is the 
coefficient of linear expansion of the solid and 11 is its poisson ratio. 

A particular integral of the equation (2.3) is given by 

(2.4) <P=-~-J"' ~-s A(~)(l + ~z)e - ~z J 0 (~P) d~, 2 0 

where A(~) is a function of~ only. 

From the relations (2.3) and (2.4), we obtain 

(2.5) T= [ ~-1 A~~) e-~z J0 (~P) d~ 
which satisfies equation (2.1). 

The components of displacement and stress can now be written as 

(2.6) ur=-·{ [ r,-2 A(f,) (l+f,z)e-f,
2
11 (f,t') df,, 

(2.7) WT= - ~ z f ~ ~-1 A(~) e-~z J0 (~P) df,, 

(2.8) 
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(2.9) ;;r=-2/.L ( 0
'<P + ..!... ?j) 

aP2 r ap 

=/.L~ ( ~-1 A(~)(l +~z)e -~zJ~ (~P) d~, 

(2.10) PPr=-2µ, (
02

<P + }_ a_q,) 
(Jzll P 'OP 

=fl~ f J: ~-1 A(~)ll+~z) e-~z J1 ~~r,) d~ 

+ J; ~-I A(~)(l-~z) e -~z J0(~P) d~} 

(2.1 I) OBT=-2/.L I 0:.±+ 0~1') 
\oz2 aP2 

=µ,~ { 2 ( ~-1 A(~) e-~z J 0 (~P) d~ 

- ! f ~-s A(~)(l + ~z)e -~z J1(~P) d~} 
The subscript T denotes that the stresses are due _to the thermal, 

expansion, µ, being the modulus of rigidity. 

We observe that the shearing stress rz'-, vanishes for z = 0, and 

the stress zzr does not vanish. 

To satisfy the boundary conditions on the plane z=O, we superim
pose an elementary stress system. The components of stresses and 
displacement are expressed by means of Love's function t/I by relations 

1 o2
t/I 1 [ as"'] 

(2.12) Uc=(l-21J) oPoz; We (l-21J) 2(1-!J)\/'Z 1/1- oz2 , 

(2.13) 

,-. 2µ 0 r 081/JJ 
PPc=(l-21'/)0zL 1JV'l!t/l-·ijjj2' 

--- 2µ, a [ i atP l 
OOc=(l-217)oz 1JV'~t/l-7 i)P_/ 

----- 2µ 0 r ()2"'J 
Pzc=(l.:_21J) 3P l.(l-ri)vztP-a-z.-2 , 

,.-._ 21L 0 [ 02"'1 ZZc=o~21J) az (2-21J)\/'2tfi·- ()z2 ' 

the function tJ! satisfying the biharmonic equation 

(2.14) \7 2\72t/I= 0. 

The solution of the equation (2.14) can be assumed in the form 
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(2.15) I/I= [ ;-3 ~(;) (2'1 +;z) e -;z J0 (;P) d;, 

where B(;) is the function of; only. 

The components of complementary stresses are given by 

- 2µ,z J"' -;z (2 16) PZc = (1-2'1) 
0 

; B( ;)e J1 (;P) d;, 

,...._ 2/L f"' -;z 
(2.17) ZZc=(l-2'1) 

0 
B(;) e (l +;z) J0 (;P) t1;, 

Now the boundary conditions to be satisfied are 

(2.18) [Pz'.]z=o = 0 ; Czzr + z;:Jz=o == 0. 

The first relation of (2.18) will be satisfied for z=O and from 
equations ( 2.9) and (2.17), we have 

(2.19) B(;)=-(l-2'1) ~ ;-1 A(;) 
2 

Consequently the remaining stresses and the displacements are given by 

Uc= - ~ J~ ;-2 A(~)\217 + ;z-l)e -;zJ1 (;P) d;, 

(2.20) 

We=~ J: ;-ll A(;)(2-2'1+;z) e-;zJ0 (;P) d;, 

(2.21) 111'.=-fl~ (f ;-1 A\;) (l-;z) e -;zJ0 (;P) d; 

+ J: ;-2 A(;) (211+;z-l) e - ;z 11 (;r) d~ } 

(2.22) oec=-11~ (2'1 J~ ~-1 A(~) e-;zJ0 (;r) d~ 

- ~I~ ;-2 A(;) (211+;2-l) e -;z l1(~P) a;} 
Adding (2.6), (2.7) and (2.20), we find 

u=-~ [ ;-2 A(;)(11+~z)e-;2J1 (;p) d;, 

(2.23) 

w=~ (1-11) f~ ~-2 A(;) e -;z 10 (~P) d~. 
Also adding (2.10), (2.21) and (2.1 l), (2.22), we have finally 

rr=2r1L~ (1-?J) [ ~-a A(~) e -;z Ji~;r) d;, 
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(2.24) Oe=2p.~ 0-T/) [[ ~-1 A(~) e -~z J0(~P) d~ 

- ~ [ ~-2 A(~) e -~zJ1 (~P) d~} 
Hence we have 

Pr+Oo=2/t~(l-T/) f: ~-1 A(~)e-~zJ0{ei1) d~ 

(2.25) 

PP-00=2µ~ 0-T/) [ ~-1 A(~)e -~z{J0 (~P)- 21~~~P)}d~. 
3. Temperature Distribution. In this section we shall suppose 

that there is prescribed flux of heat within a circular region 0<;P<1, 
on the free surface z=O, the rest of the surface being free from any 
flux of heat. So the boundary conditions are, on the plane z=O 

(3.1) 
oT ;;; =-JM; o.;;;;;r<l, 

=0; P>l. 

Now from the equation (2.5), we have 

T=J
00 

~-1 A(~) e -~zJ0(~P) d~. 
IJ 

Therefore 

--=- A(;)e J0 (~P)d~. oT J"' -~z 
oz 0 

So that on the boundary surface z=O, we have 

I"' ~ A(~) J !~P)d~={f(P), O<P<l, 
0 

~ 0 c, o, e> l· 

Hence by Hankel's inversion theorem 

(3.2) A(;} J1 -~- = 
0 

P f(P) lo (~P) dP. 

Under the same set of transformations, we have on z=O 

u=-~T/ J; ~-2 A(~) 11 (~P) d~, 
(3.3) 
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Pr'+eo=2µ,p (l-IJ) ( ~-1 AW Ju(~P) d~. 
(3.4) 

PP-B0=-2µP(J-IJ) f~ ~-1 A(~) {J0(~P)- 2J~~~£i}d~. 
Case (i). Let us assume that the flux function is constant so that 

f(P)=K. Then from (3.2), we have 

A(~) Ji 
-~- =K 

0 
PJ0 (~P) dp, 

=K~i__(~l. 
~ 

Hence 
(3.5) 

This value of A(~) substituted in the relations of displacement and 
stress components gives complete solutions. 

We find the values of (Pr+ Oo)z=o and (PP-BB)z=o with this ex· 
pression for A(~) as 

(rP+08)z=o=2 1 (I+IJ r1.Kj~ Jim:o(~P)d~. 
and 

(PP-BB)z=o=-2µ(1 +1J)r1.Kf~ { Jo(~p~Jl (~) _ 2J1(~~~1~~Pl ld~. 

If we assume that 211(I+r,·~r1.K=o, then 

r 21p F ( ~ , ~ , 2 ; ~) for P > l, 
(Pr+ OO)z=o=o~ 2/rr for P=l, 

i p(_I-, } I· p») for P<l. l 2 2' ' 

rl L F (2-, _!_ 2. ~)-F(...!. ·-21- 2 ;~)for P> I, 
2f' 2 2 ' ' P2 \ 2 ' p• 

&P-Be)z=o=-6~-2(/3t I ) (l l )forP=l, 
I F - - 1 · p2 -rF --- --· 2; P2 for P<l. L 2' 2' ' 2• 2 . 

Case (ii). Next we assume that if there is parabolic flux given by 

f(P)=K(I-1' 2 ), then we have from (3.2) 

A(~J= K ft f'(l-P2) li~P) dp 
~ 0 

(3.6) 
-K [411i9 _~ .T.o(~) ]· 
- ~3 ~2 . 
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Therefore from (3.4), 

,.-.., ,.-.., Joo (411(~)lo(~P) 
(PP-81J)z=o=li 

0 
. ~3 

Hence in this case 

( 2P2 f (- 1 -3 1 ) (-1 -3 1 ) } 
I 3 l F 2' 2· 1 ; p2 -F -2' 2' 2; ps for P> 1, 

=-< 32/457r for P=l, 
I P{ 1-1 -1 ) (-1 -3 )} l 3 3F\ 2' l' 2; pz -2F \2' l' 2 ;p for P<l. 

4. Numerical Results. The variation of [pp+ BO]z=o for different 
21-'(l+IJJaK 

values of p within the circle P<l in both the cases when/(P) is 
(i) constant, and (ii) parabolic flux is given by the following table : 

p o·o 0·8 1 

[0 +eeL=o (i) 1 ·0000 0·9899 0·9588 0·9039 0·8208 ·6373 
2,u(l +·IJ)aK (ii 0·6666 0·6468 0·5896 0·4854 0·3856 ·2828 
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The aim of this paper is to establish three interesting double series 
relations for the H-function of two variable~. By suitably specializing 
the various parameters involved, these relations would yield the 
corresponding double series relations for a large number of special 
functions, and orthogonal polynomials occurring frequently in physics, 
applied mathematics and statistics. For rnke of illustration, we have 
obtained in this paper, corresponding double series relations for 
Kampe de Feriet function, Fox's H-function and M"' m-function. 

1. Introduction. The parameters of the H-function of two 
variables (7, p. 117], occurring in the present paper, will be displayed 
in the following contracted notation (analogous to the notation of 
Srivastava and Panda (8, p. 266, Eq. (1.5) et seq.]): 

0, n1 : m2, n9 ; m3 , na[x ((a ; O'. , A )) : ((c , e )) ; ((e ,E ))] 
H P1 P1 P1 P2 Pz Ps Ps 

. q . ((b ; ~ , B )) : ((d , o )) ; ((/ ,F 
Pt• qi · P2, .ll ' Ps, qg Y q1 q1 q1 q2 qs qa q3) 

=(2ni)-ll f f <f,(u, v) 81(u) (;iz{v) x'' yv du dv 
L1 L2 

where ((a ; a , A )) denotes the sequence of parameters 
Pt P1 Pi 

(a1 ; a1 , A1), .. ., (a ; rt. , A ), and so on. 
P1 I'1 P1 

(l.l) 
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and 

ni 
Also, ef>(u, v)= TI I'(l-aj+aju+Ajv) 

j=l 

with 82 (v) defined analogously in terms of the parameter sets 
((e , E )\, ((f ,F )). An empty product is interpreted as unity, 

Ps Ps qs qs 
and all the greek and capital letters are positive. The nature of 
contours L 1 and L2 in (I.I), the conditions on parameters of this 
function, its asymptotic expan8ions, particular cases etc., can be found 
in a recent paper by Goyal [5]. 

To save space, three dots ... appearing at a particular place in any 
H-functiori of two variables will display that the parameters in that 
positio'n are the sam~ a> th:it of th~ H-function of two· variables 
defined by (J. 1). ) 

2. Double Series Relations. 

m n (-m),(-n)lb),+s 
8

0, n1 : ms, n2+ 1 ; ms, ns + 1 [ X 
~ ! --

•=O s=D r ! s ! (b),(b)s p1, q1 +l: p2 +1, qi ;ps+ 1, qs Y 

[... : (1-c-r, ix), ... ; (I-d-s, ~>•···] 
I ••• , (I-c-d-r-s ; ix, ~) : ... ; ... 

(b)m+n H 0 ' n1 : m2, 112 +I ; ms, 113 + 1 [ x I 
(b)m(b)n P1,q1+l :P2+l,q2 ;p:,+1, q3 Y 

··· :(l-c·-n, ix) .... ; (I-d-111, ~), ... ] l2.l) 
... ,(I-c-d-m-n; u., ~): ... ; ... 

i ~ (-m1,(-n)8 HO, n1 : m2, nll+2 ; ms, ns+l[X/ 
"=os::'. 0 r!s! . Pvq1 +1:p2"'f-2,qd-2;p:,+l, qsy 

/
... ~(~~~-:~ix~, (1-b.-r-. s,.o):_ .. ~ ~l-b-.1~~), ... . ) 
... ,(1 c d 1 s, <!.,~) . .... (1- b 1,0), o h--s,o), ... 
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=H 0, n1 : m8 , ns+2 ; m3 , n3 +1 
Pi.q1+l:p1+2,q2+2;p3+l, q3 

[ x 1··· : 
y ... , (1-c-d-m-n; oc, ~): 

'. (l-c-n'. o:), (1--b-m-n, o), ... '. (1-d-m, ~), ... ) (2.2) 
.... , (1-b-m, o), (1-b-n, o) ' ... 

~ I ( -m\( -n),(b)r+s H O, nr ~ m2, n2 + 1 ; m3, n3 + 1 . 
r~o s~o r! s ! Pi. q1+l · P2+l, q2+1 ;pa+l, q3+1 

["l ··· : (1·-C-·r, o:), ..• 
v .. ., (1-c-d-r-s; o:, ~): .•. , (-b+c-s+n, e<.) 

; (l-d-s, ~), ... ) 
; .. .,(-b td-r+m, ~) 

=(-lr+n Ho' n1 +1 :m2,n2+1 ;m3,n3+l 
p1 +l,q1 +2:P2+2,q2 ;ps+2, q3 

[ 
x I (1-c-d +b-m-n; o:, ~),. •• 

. y ... , (1-c--d-m-n; oc, ~),(1-c-d+b; oc, ~) 

~ ~~.-c-n, oc), ••. , (l'-c+b, oc) ~.:.1-d-m, ~), ... , (1-d+b, ~) J 

(2.3) 

Conditions corresponding appropriately to the conditions (i) to (vi) 
on p. 119 in the paper by Mittal and Gupta [7] are assumed to be 
satisfied by all the H-functions of two variables occurring in the 
above relations. 

Proof of (2.1). Writing the Mellin-Barnes integral of the 
H-function of two variables from (1.1) in the left-hand side of 
(2.1), and changing the order of integration and summation, which is 
justified as the series involved are finite, we find that 

/.h.s.=(21fi)-2 f f </>(U, 1') 01(U\ 02(v)I'(c-t OCU) I'(dt ~ v) Xu yV 
L1 L2 I'\c+d+ocu+~v) 

[ 
m n (-m),(-n)s 1h),+s (c+o:.u), (c+~v)sl 

X 2; :S rl s' (b) (b). (c+d + ocu+r<v) + ; du dv r..,.,o s=o • • r .> ~ r s .J 

Using the following result due to Carlitz [2, p. 232, Eq. (l.l)]: 

m n (-m), (-n), (b),+ 5 (c), (d), (b)m+n (d)rn (c) .. 

r:o s:o r IS! (b)r (b), (c + d)v+s (b)m (b)n (c+d):;,;-' (2•4) 

in the above expression and interpreting the result thus obtained with 
the help of (1.1), we get the right hand side (2.1). 
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The result (2.2) can be easily proved by proceeding on the Jines 
similar to those of the result (2.1 ). To prove (2.3), we also proceed as 
in (2.1) except that here we use the following result of Carlitz [3, p. 
416, Eq. (9)]: 

m n (-m), (-n)s (b\+s (c), (d)s 

.:O s!o r! s! (c+d)r+• (b -c-n+l). (b-d-m+ l)r 

instead of (2.4). 

(c+d-b)m+ 10 (d)m (c),, 
-(c+d)m+t1 ld-b)m (c-b)n ' 

3. Special Cases of (2.1). (a) On taking n1 =p1, n1=ns=P3-p3, 

q2=qs, m2=m3= 1, d1 ~Ji =0, replacing q9 by q9+ 1, putting all 
greek and capital letters equal to one in (2.1), and using a recent result 
due to Goyal [5, p. 119] therein, we get the following double series for 
the Kampe de Feriet function [1] : 

(-m), (-n)s (b),+s (c), (d)s 
r! s! (b)r (b). (c + d)r;;-

(b)m+n(c1,. (d)m 
= (b)m(b)n(c+d)m+n 

[ 

(a ) : (c ), c+n ; (e ), d+m x] 
P1 P1 Pa 

(b ), c+d+m+n: {d ) ; (f ) 
q1 q, qa Y 

(3.1) 

(b) Further on putting p1 =pa=q1 =q2=0 in (3.1), we get 

i i (-m)~ (-n\ (b).+, (c)r (d)s ¢
2 

(c+r, d+s, c+d+r+s, x, y) 
'=O B=O rJ S. (b), (b), (c+d)r+s 

(b)m+n (c\, (d)m ) 
=(b)m (b)n(c+d)m+n<Pa (c+n, d+m, c+d+m+n, x, Y (3.2) 

where ¢ 2{x, y) is the well-known confluent form Qf Appell's function. 

(c) Again on taking n1=p1 .:...-.q1=n3 =ps=O, m3 =q3 =1, fi=O, 
F 1=1, ~=l in (2.1), letting y--+0 and using [5, p. 122] therein, 
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we get the following series for Fox's H-function, which is also believed 
to be new: 

i i (-m)n (-n)s (b)r+/d)s 
r=O '~o r! S! {b), (b)s 

m 2, n2+ 1 [ I (l-c-r, a), ((c ,• )) J H x P2 P2 
p2+1,q2+1 ((d ,S )),(l-c-d-r-s,a) 

q2 qi 

--(b)m+n( d)m H m2, n2 + 1 
(b)m (b),, p 2+l, q2+ 1 

[ l(l-c-11,°'),{(c ,e )) J 
x P2 P2 

((dq2' sq.))' (l-c-d-m-n, °') 
(3.3) 

(d) On puttingm2==q2=1, n2=p2=0, d1=0, S1=°'=1 in (3.3) and 
using the .results [6, p. 600, Eq. (4.6) ; 4. p. 264, Eq. {3)] in it, we get 
the following double series involving Mk, m·function: 

m '11 (-m) (-n) (b) + (c) (d)
8 

(x)-<'+s> 12 
::S~ r s rs,-,"'-'~.;;......,,.......--

r_o s=O r ! S ! (b)r (b)8 (c+d),+s 

. M a (x) 
(d-c-r+s)/2• Cc+ +r+s-1)/ll 

(b)m+,_,(d)m(cVx)-Cm+n>J2 

(b)m(b)n(c+d)m+n Mca-c-n+m)/2• (c+<t+m+n-I)Jll (x) (3.4) 

(e) Lastly, if we take n=O in (2.1), the double series reduces to 
the following single series for the H-function of two variables : 

i (-m)rHO,n1 :m11,n2+l;m3,n3+llx/ ... 
r=o r I p 1 , q1 +1 :p2+l,q2 ;p3 +1, qs Y .. ., 

: (I-c-r, lh), ... ; (l-d, (3),. .• 
(I-c-d-r; a, (3): ... , ••• 

0, n1 : m1i. 11~ + l ; m3, 113 + l 
=H 

Pr. q1+l :p2+l, q2 ;ps \-1, qs 

J 

[x,... .= (I-c, a), ... ; (1-d-m, (3), ] 

( (3.5) 
y .. ., l-c-d-m ; °'• (3) . ... ; ... 

The special cases for the double series relations (2.2) and (2.3) 
can be obtained by specializing the parameters of the H-function 
of two variables as indicated above, but we shall not record them 
here due to the triviality of the analysis to be applied. 
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1. Let fl be a Hilbert space and A be a closed linear operator 
with domain D(A) dense in H. Let also A* with domain 
D(A*) be the adjoint of A. By L2

1 
(H), we mean the space 

oc 
of functions u : R->H such that the norm I u(t) I is square integra
ble on every compact subset of R (real line); and by L'[a, b] (H) the. 

Hilbert space of square integrable H-valued functions on the interval 

[a, b]. C~ (H) represents the space of H-valued continuously differenti

able functions with compact support defined on R and the collection 

of those <PE:C~ (H) such that <P (t)ED(A *) and the norm I A*¢ (t) I 

is square integrable will be denoted by KA*. Note that supp A*¢ (t) 

=supp rp (t) and KA* is a linear subspace. R(~; A) and R(t; A'*) 

represent the resolvent of A and A* respectively ; tis complex. Con
sider these abstract differential operators 

. l d d L.~ l d * . 
L= T di -A an ~=y (ft-A· ; i= v -J. 

For a given f E: L2

1 
{H), u EL\ (H) is said to be a weak 

oc .oc 
solution of Lu f if 

(Ll) 

---------

Research supported by N. R. C. of Canada. 
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for all <PE:K •; <, > represents the scalar prnduct in H. In this 
A 

case we write (wL) u=f ll is clear that also for functi,ms f=f almost 
,_, 

everywhere and u =u almost everywhere, (l.l) is satisfied. We 
assume that for one such pair u(t), (wL) u(t)=f(t) there holds the 
abstract differential inequality 

(1.2) I (wL) u(t) I <;,.<P(u) I ulf) I 

for all tE:R ; q, (t) is a positive scalar valued function. 

While discussing the uniqueness for solutions of the Cauchy 
problem, S. Agmon and L. Nirenberg [I] proved : 

Theorem 1. Let H be a Hilbert space and let u(t)E:H be a 
solution of 

(l.3) I Lu (t) l r.;;;.<P(t) I u(t) : 
fl 'H 

on the interval O~t~ T with u(TJ =0. Let J be a sequence of lines 
lm (=a , n=l, 2, ... in the (.-plane with a -oo and assume that t!ze n n . 
resolvent R (~ ; A) is bounded by M outside j' intervals of length s on 
each line of J for some appropriate j, s and M. There is a constant 
c depending only on j, s and M such that if q, (t; ~c, then u=O. 

2. The aim of this note is to present a generalization of the above 
theorem when u(t) saiisfy (1.3) 'weakly'-in the sense that (1.2) holds. 
In fact, we prove : 

Theorem 2. Let the resolvent R (~ ; A) be bounded by a constant M 
on a sequence of lines Im t=a , n= 1, 2,... in the '(.-plane with a11 n 
-.oo and uEL2

1 
(H) satisfy (1.2). If ¢(t)~c where cM<::l and supp 

oc 
u c ( -oo, T) for T < oo, then u=o. 

Proof. Choose any two real numbers ex. and~ such that -oo <~< 
11.< T and define ~(t) a scalar valued continuously differentiable 
monotonic function as follows. 

(2.1) ""( ·)-·{ 1, if t ";;;>(]",, 
'> t -· 

0, if t<~· 

Set v,.. (t)=ea,.t ~(t)u(t), where u is in £ 2
100 (Ii) and satisties the 

hypotheses of Theorem 2. It is clear that the supp v,.C[~, T] and on 
the interval [~, S], :v11(t)I is a square integrable function. First we 
note that 
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(2.2) ( wL)v91(t) + i:1n v,11(t )=ea'»t~(t) (wL)u(t)-ie
0

"
1
f(t)u(t). 

In fact, for all <PE K *, we have 
A 

(2.3) J<(wL)v,.+ia'211m rf>>dt 

=J<u, e01/~(L*¢-ia,,¢)>dt 

= f <u, L*ea,..t'f,</i + ie011t'f,'¢>dt 

= J <ea,if C,(11·L)u-iea.,ifc,,u, .P>dt. 

From (2 .2) or (2.3), one has 

(2.4) J < v,,, ~- ddq, -ia'2¢-A*¢>dr= SR <X(t), </J(t)>dt 
R l t 

where X(t) represent the right hand side of (2.2). As both vn (t) are 
of compact support, the Parseval formula in (2.4) leads to 

(2.5) JR<; 7,(>..), (>..-ia,.-A*)./i(/..)>d>..=fR<X(li.), ¢Cli.)>dii., 

wl1ere '~' denotes the Fourier transform. Setting (L*-ia11 )¢=1/J, we 

have (A.-ian-A*)¢(1i.). Since from the hypothesis, the resolvent 
R(t ; A) exists for t=.\ f iam the resolvent of A* would exist for 
f =.\-ia71 and R(( ; A)=R(f ; A*) which further implies that 

R(f; A*) is bounded by M whenever R(t; A) is bounded by M; 

see [2; page 255]. Thus in view of the hypothesis we hav~ ¢(li.) 

=R(>..-ia; A*)f(>,) for all A (real) and so in (2.5) one has 

\2.6) f <~"(,\'l, ~(1.)>dA=JR<X(,\), R(A.-ia,,; A9)~(>..)>d/... 
;R 

In the right-hand of (2.6) we use the Schwartz inequality, the 
hypothesis on the resolvent an<l then the Plancheral formula to get 

(2.7) I J<X(,\), R(A-ia,, : A*).fr('A)>dA. 12 

<_JI X(,\) l 2 dA J i R(l.,-ian ; A*)$ (A) l 2 dA 

,;;;tvt2 f I X(A) 1 a dA I I tPC\.) I 2d>. 

= M 2 S ! X(I) l ~ dt J I ~(t) I 2 dt. 
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And so, (2.6) and (2.7) give 

{2.8) \fT < vn(t), tf!(t)>dt I 2 <M2 f I x(I) I "dt f I tf!(t) I 2 dt 
j j?i 

for tfl=(L*-ian)<P where¢ ranges over KA*· Since for any t/JC:::C: \H), 

¢~t)= 2~ f />.. R(,\-ia11 ; A*'~(>..) d>..EKA* 
" R 

and satisfies (L*-ian)<P=tf!, one concludes that the collection 
{'II; (L*--ian)<P=t/J, ¢E:KA*, supp ¢C[~, TJ} 

is dense in L2[~, r/H). Thus from (2_._8) one easily has 

(2.9) J I v11(t) I 2 dt<,_ M 2 J I X(t) I 2 dt 

from where 

(2.10) 
.· f T t . . 11 /2 l 

/3 
I ea,, ·~ (t) I 2 dt j 

~M UJ: I eant~,u I 2 dt]'
1

" + u: I eant~J1L1u I "dt r2

} 

<M ur: I /n1~'u I 2dtJ1
12

+c[f: I eant~u 12 dtr
2

} 

in the Jasr term of the right-h<Jnd side of (2.10) we use ( 1.2) and 
¢(t)<;.c. 

As cM<l and ~(t)=l on !~er.from (2.10) one concludes 

(2.11) J
r a t a <J.. 

I e "u(t) I l! dt<const. e" 
17. 

Choosing 11.'>o.:, from (2.11) one therefore has 

J
T 2a (<X.-11.') 

(2.12) 11.' I u(t) I 2 dt<const. e " · ' 

Making an->oo, we have u(t)=O on ct..<t<,,T. Since er. is arbitrary, 

we conclude that u(t)=O on -oo <t<. T. 

This completes the proof. 

I thank Professor S. Zaidman for his kind interest. 
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The methods of calculating elastic energy in the plane theory of 
elasticity are reconsidered in this paper. Available methods are based 
upon the real-variable methods. But, in the plane strain problems, 
it is shown that the complex-variable technique is more useful for 
finding explicit expression for elastic energy and that it gives the 
results in a simpler manner. 

The available literature on elasticity states two methods for the 
calculation of elastic energy. 

In plane strain problems, the first method calculates the strain 
energy density [I] given by 

W=C!µ.) (e_.._..+evv) 2+ ~ [(eyy-exz.)2+4e;v] 

for an elemental volume of unit height of an elastic body under 
consideration. Here ,\, 1• are usual Lame's constants and e;; (i, j =x,y) 
are the components of strain. Integrating the expression over the 
whole area:, the elastic energy of the body per unit height is obtained. 
Hence, the total energy E, in the body per unit height is given by 

E=fSs W dS 
where Sis the area of the cross-section. 

In the second method, the work done at the boundary by the 
traction forces is calculated. Using the classical theorem (l] for the 
equivalence of the work done on the boundary to twice the potential 
energy, the elastic energy of the body under con~ideration ts 
calculated. The kinetic energy is assumed to be zero. ln two-dimen
sional problems, if p71x, Pnv are the components of the tractions on 
the boundary and u, v are the displacement components, then the ~train 
energy in the body per unit height is given by 

E= S, (u Pnz+ V Priv) ds ( 1) 

where sis the boundary of the cross-section. 
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In this paper it is shown that the powerful complex variable 
technique can be applied to find a formula for the calculation of 
elastic energy. This is achieved in the following way. 

From (I), it may be seen that 

(2) 

where Re denotes 'Real-part of'. 

Also, using the notation given in Muskhellishvili [2], it 1s weH 
known that 

(3) 

and 

. 1 [ ,,,, ( ) ( )] 4u +),. _ (4) u-iv=-2µ. z..,. z +tf! z + 2A/L ,P(z). ' 

Hence, using (2), (3), ( 4), the elastic energy Eis given by 

E= -! Re Is [2--h z ¢' (z) + cfi(z) + 4~;. ,\ ¢(z) ] 

lX id [t/>(z) + z ¢'(z) + t/l(z)]. (5) 

If the region is mapped onto a unit circle (as in the case of many 
problems of the plane elasticity), the above formulae can be directly 
transformed. Let the mapping function be z=w(P), and let 

¢(z)=¢(w(P))--f(P); ¢'(z) ~~~!) 

and t/l(z)=tfl(w(P))=g(P); t/l'(z)=::~~~ 

Substituting these values in (5), 

E= ~ Ref I' [--2~ii w(P) 1a:f :J + g(P)+ 
4~>.: A /'(P) ] 

x i.d. f J(r)+w(P) j~ +g(P)], 
·· w'(P) 

where I' is now the boundary of the unit circle in the P plane. Note 
that P/)= L Explicit results in a simple manner may be derived by 
writing the known expressions for f (P). w (P). g(P) for the case, when 
the region in the :: -plane is finite or infinite, simply-connected, and 
the finite boundary i5 subjected to given boundary tractions or dis
placements. 
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As an illustration of this method, the elastic energy stored in an 
infinite plate with an elliptic hole under uniform pressure P is calcu
lated. The problem in classical elasticity is solved by mapping the 
region outside the ellipse onto a circle I P I= I. The mapping function 
is 

z=w(P)c:: R :( ! +rm),, 

where 
a+b a-b 

R=z-1 and m=a+b' 

a, b are semi-major and semi-minor axes. 

If f(P) and g(P) are the functions ¢(z) and t/i(z) when z is replaced 

by R( -}+rm), then for the classical solution of the elliptic hole 

problem, it is well known [3], that 

f(i1)=-PRP · g(P)=-PRP+ m(f'B-t m) 
' l-m112 

Hence substituting these relations in ( 5) and evaluating the integrals' 
we get 

(6) 

which gives the elastic energy stored in an infinite plate with an elliptic 
hole. a is poisson's ratio. 

From (6), as a particular case, the elastic energy stored in an 
infinite plate with a circular hole may be obtained by putting m=O. 
This comes out to be (rrP2R1)/2µ. 

IJ} may be seen that the energy stored in an infinite plate with an 
elliptic hole is minimum for the case when the plate has a circular 
hole of the same area as that of the elliptic hole. It follows from (6), 
by differentiating (6) with respect to m and since the second derivative 
is positive, that the energy is minimum for the case of a circular hole. 

Results pertaining to elastic energy in the case of a square hole 
under uniform pressure in an infinite plate can also be found by the 
above method. The function, mapping an approximate square hole 
in an infinite plate onto a unit circle, is given in [3]. The mapping 
function is 

z=w(P)=A ( ~ - ~ {J
3 

} 

where A=area of square hole. 
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The values of <P(z), t/!(z) are not given in the above book not are 
available in the literature. The values of these functions can be found 
and are given as 

<P(z) = p Aps' 
6 
13 r 

tf!(z)=-:6PA r4+z' 
By calculations similar to those given above, we find the energy 

in the region per unit height as equal to 

p2Alli.[ µ, 7] 
E='J,"µ 3(A+ µ) + 6 . 

Jn a subsequent paper it is proposed to apply the above method to 
another class of problems concerning inhomogeneties. 
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Abstract. The existence of periodic orbits of collision in the 
three dimensional elliptic restricted problem have been examined. 
However, the eccentricity of the ellipses 'described by the primaries 
and the z-coordinate of the infinitesimal mass are taken of the order 
/L, where ,,, is the mass of the smaller primary and 1-1', the mass of 
the bigger primary. 

1. Equations of motion. Let µ and I-µ be the masses of two 
primaries (finite masses) which are moving in elliptic orbits around 
their centre of mass. We take the origin at the centre of mass and 
the plane C'f motion of the primaries as xy-plane and the line joining 
µand 1-,u as x-axis. Let the coordinate system rotate with the 
variable angular velocity 

0

j about z-axis where f is the true anomaly 
of one primary around the other. This introduction of a non-uniform
ly rotating and pulsating coordinate system results in a fixed location 
of the primaries. Let the coordinates of the infinitesimal mass be 
(x, y, z). 

The equations of motion of the infinitesimal mass under the gravi-
tational field of the two primaries are given by 

d2x -21Y _ iJV, l 
df2 df -ox l 
d2y 2dx oV L 
a]2 + df = o y • r ( 0 

d 2z oV 1 

dfi· =az' J 
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where Q V= , 
l+e' cos/ 

il=t[(l-µ)r 1
2+ttr22]+ l-ft +~ _...!_ (l+e' cos /)z2, '1 fj 2 

with , 12=(x-/L)2+y2+z2 

r9
9 =(x-v+ lJ2 + yi + z2 

and e' is the eccentricity of the elliptic orbit described by the primary 
bodies. 

2. Regularisation of the solution. For reguiarising the solution, 
let us first reduce the equation {1) to canonical form. For this let us 
iritroduce the variables 

X1=~-µ, ; ~2=Y; Xa=z) 
P1=~-y=x1-~1 }-
P2=Y+x-µ=x2+x1 . 
p3=xs J 

(2) 

where O denotes differentiation with respect to f 
The equations of motio.n (1) become 

dx, oH ! 
q=~. ~.· w 

dp, __ oH ("-1 2 3) 
dJ - ax, l- ' ' J 

where H= t[p1
2 + p 2

2+ p 3
2 -t x 1

2+x11i2-t X3
2)+ (p1X2-P2x1) 

-1 ~ 1L. {i(l-µ)r12+ttr112}+~-µ +!:..J-!xas (4) 
+e cos r1 r2 

Now for regularisation of the solution, we shall introduce Livi
Civita's (1906) parabolic transformation which may be defined as 
canonical transformation generated by 

S -,.. 2 " 2> + 2,.. " + " I =l C,1 -<;2 PI C,1 C,2P2 <;3p3 I 

rs as . >- <5) 
such that x. = -, 71'- = - (i=l, 2, 3) j! 

' 'i!P; ' o~; 

where 7l', are the momenta associated with the new coordinates ~ .. 

The equatiL'ns of motion (3) in terms of the new variables become 

d~; oH 
df = 07!'; 

d1l'; oH(. 123) 
df =-o~; l= ' ' 

l 
~ 
j 

(6) 
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where B is given by 

71"2 1 ~4 I 
H= 8~2 +-2 71"32 +1+2(71"1~2-71"1~1) 

___ I __ /[ L{...!._ (L-µ)r12+1u12}+!__-µ+£:_1 
l+e'cos 2 2 r1 rs 

and 

Jacobi's integral (Szebehely, 1967) may be written as 

H+I=C 

where l=Jo' e'Q sin f df 
(1 + e' cosf )~ 

(7) 

Now, we introduce a new independent variablc-. instead off 
defined by 

df=r1 d-.,f=O at 't'=O. (8) 

The equations of motion (6) will be transformed to 

~=aK I 
d-. a11"t ~ 
dn·; cK I -a:;= - a~. (i= 1, 2, 3) J 

(9) 

where K is the new Hamiltonian, given by 

K=r1 (H-C)+ [
1 

I dr1 

l 71" 1 11";,2 . ~4 (11"1~2-71"2~1) 
=Y1 8~2+-y·t- 2-+--2--

___ l __ l(l-µ)r12 µr22 1--·µ £-}-c] 
l +e' cos fl, 2 + 2 + r 1 + r 2 

J·· 1 J' e"sinf [ I { . } J -µ µ 
+ o o(l+e'cosf)z 2 ,1-, )r1s+µr22 +-1-.1-+;; 

- ~ (l+e' cos/K.2 ]dr1 df 

Suppose that e· and ~3 are small quantities of the o(p.. ), we may 
take r1 =~2 +o(µ) 

e' = fL ei. neglecting second order terms, we get 

K=K0 + fLKi. where 
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(JO) 

( 11) 

The form given to K0 ensures that the orbits, which are ana!yticaliy 
continued from the two-body orbit will belong to K=O manifold, 
that is, are solutions of the regularised equations of the restricted pro
blem (Giacaglia, 1967). 

With Giacaglia, we ~hall assume that K0 is negative and so the 
corresponding two-body problem will admit bounded orbits as a 
solution in a rotating system of coordinates. It is easy to see that 
I e I< I. 

3. Generating Solution. For Generating Solution, we shall 
choose K0 to be our Hamiltonian function Since f is not involved 
explicitly in the equation (10), so the Hamiltonidn-Jacobi equation 
may be written as 

__!_ l,..(~ )I { ~).!] _!_i:2 '~)2 
8 0~1 + \0~1 + 2 "' \il~3 

+-2~ ~2 [~1 ow -~1 ~~ -2 co]-1=-e, (12) ae1 a ... 2 

where 7r,.,,.~i (i=l, 2, 3) 

Putting ~1=~ cos¢, ~2=~ sin¢, theequation (12) becomes 

+U~~f+ ~2 G;YJ+-;~2 (~~J'+~[-~:-2co]=Ct., (13) 

where Ct.= 1--e >0. 

Proceeding as in (Bhatnagar, 1969), the solution of (13) may be 
written as 

ui= u(~)+ 2G q, +fl ~:: 

u(z, G, a)=fH'~-2(G+ Co)J1'2J:
1 

v]{z) {; 

Z=~2 

Here Z1 is the smaller of the roots of the equation 

f(-) [ ,, 2az G" -1· 
"' ,,,_, - ;;;~-- }1~-2(G + C

0
) + H 2 -2(G + C

0
) • 

( 14) 

(15) 

(16) 

( 17) 
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Let the other root be z2 • For a general solution we need only 
two arbitrary constants and for these constants, we have, 11. and G. 
Therefore the solution may be regarded a general solution. 

We introduce the parameters a, e, I by the relations 

z1=a (1-e); z2 =a (I +ei ; z=a (l-e cos 1) (18) 

and take 11.=L[iJ2-2 (G + C0)]112 >0. 

and 

From equation (18), we get 
L 

e=[ 1-z~~2r/2 =L i-f:J'2<1. 
From ( 17), (18), (19) and (20), we get 

f (z)=a2e2 sin2 I 

The equations of motion associated with K0 are 

d~1= oKo =-3+ _!_ ~2~2 ~ 
~ a~ 4 2 I 
d~s_ oKo -~-J.. ~2~ ~ 
d'> - 071'2 - 4 2 I I 
d_~=oKo ='11'3~ 1 JI 
d'> 011'3 

It is easy to see that 

[H2-2(G+Co)l1'2 ('>-'>o)= Jz . ~z ' 
Z1 V f(z) 

where z=z1 at '>='>0 • 

_ Jl ae sin I or (H2 -2(G+ C0)]1 i2 ('t'-'t' 0)= ---. -
1 

a!=l 
0 ae sm 

(19) 

(20) 

(21) 

(22) 

Hence /=[H2-2 (G+ C0))1 12 ('t'-'t' 0) (23) 

The parameters a, e, I are, therefore, given by (19), (20) and (23). 

From equations (14) and (15), we can easily show that 

- = -· = ------- =l 0w 0U f z dz 
aL oL z1vf(z) 
0w _ . a U _ V L2 _ (j2 . 
ac-2¢+ ac-2<P-f-- -I1j=2cc:T+ciJ sm 

f= \/1-e•f ___ di ---
1-e cos I 

(24) 

c:w _ [-l(La-o~p12 . 
""" -~3 + ------- Slfl f=lz 

'OH H 2-2(G+C9) 
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Equations (24) establish the canonical set (/, L. ; g, G ; h, H). We 
may observe that when e=I, we have G=O,f=O. 

Since K0 = (J(-1, it follows that 
Ko=L[H3 -2(GtC0 )]1'2 -1>0, 

and therefore, for the problem generated by this Hamiltonian, we 
have 

dL aKo I 
(Fr.=- 0L =0 L=const.=L0 1 
d_G ___ oK. __ o_-0 G t G I - =cons .= 0 d" og I 
dl! aK0 I 
d" =-ah=O H=const=Ho 1 

di aK. - I 
ik=aL 0 =[H2 -2(G+ C0)]1'2 =const.=nz ~ 

l=nz "+10 : 

where /0, g0 , h0 are the values of /, g, h at "=0. 

The angle c/1 is given by 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
J 

(25) 

(26) 

(27)-

We can easily express the variables ~;, 11'; in terms of the canonical 
elements (/, L, g, G, h, fl). We have 

± ~ 1 = v- i cos "'= Va\ i - e cosli cos "' 1 
±~2=v~ sin¢= v a(l-e cos l) sin¢, L 

H(P- C 2)ua . r (28) 
~3 =h- - :i 2 G C - sm /, l 

. H ·- ( + o) j 
Therefore 

. __ 2e L sin l cos ¢-2G sin ¢ 
+71'1- ····-·- -·~ 
- ±-Va(l-e cos/) 

± 11'z= 2e __ ~ ~in I sin¢+ 2_q_ c_ci._s_j 
__ :ryu(i-ecos/) 

11'3=J-1, 

~ 

! 
I 

~ 
I 
J 

(29) 
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where¢ is given by equation (26). 
When e= 1 (G=O), we have 

±~1 = \, 2a sin l/2 cos¢ 
±~2 = V2a sin l/2 sin¢, 

h fJL . I 
~a= - - 2 2(' Sill ' H- o 

4L + 71"1 =--=-cos 1/2 cos ¢, 
- '\/29 

+ 4L I . -· 
_ 71'2=·--=· cos /2 sm ¢, TC3 =H, 

\/'29 
where¢ is given by equation (27). 

l 
I 

I 
I 
>-
1 
I 

I 
I 
J 

(30) 

The original synodic cartesian coordinates in a non-uniformly 
rotating system are obtaini:d from equations (29) or (30) and equation 

(5). When ft=O, we have 
X1=~1 2 -~22 ; X2=2~1~2; X3=~31 

P1= 2~ (7r1~1-r.2~2) ~ (31) 
I I 

P2= .. (~. 71 2 + ~211'1) I 
2z J 

Pa=rr3 

Here z=a (1-e cos l). 

In the uniformly rotating system, the coordinates <t. ~' ¢)are given 
by 

~=rx1 ; '7"- rx2 ; ~=rxs I 
{ =YXI +d1 I 
~ . . r 
'7 =rx2+rxll I (32) 
if,=rx8 +rx3 , J 

where f is worked out from 

llJ!-::f 2
) = 1 +e' cos f 

r 
The sidreal car1esian coordinate are obtained by considering the 

t1 ansformation 

xi=[ cos!-~ sin f 
X2=~ sin/+iJ cos/ 
X1=;/i 

~¥1 = (!-2> c~s !-<[+~)sin f r 
x~=~~ -r;) smf+(~ +'Y)·) COS/ l 
x3=¢ j 

(33) 
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All the above differentiations are with respect to f, where f is 
given by 

df=r1 d'r 

or f-fu=[H2_ 2(~+Co)]l/2 [l-e sin/], 

andfo is a constant. 

(34) 

In terms of the canonical variables introduced, the complete 
Hamiltonian may be written as 

K=K0 tf'-K1 

=L Hll-2(GtC0)]112-l+µ,[J.. , 1s_ ~+1-'1 
2 2 '1 

C-C 
+e1 cos/(l+!r1

3)+r1 -..!!.__ 
fL 

+ el Sill . } 1 -- 2 ll f '1 ff . f 
o o 0-t p.e1 cos l)'t x 1_2·(1-l-'r1 + Vr2) 

+ l-µ. +l". _ _L(l+f.Le1 cosf)~s2}dr1 df] (35) 
r1 r2 2 

where ~1 , ~2 and ~ 8 are given by (28). If we denote the coefficient ofµ. 
by R after K has been transformed completely !n terms of the canonical 
variabe, we can write the complete Hamiltonian as 

K=Lff!. 2 - 2 (GtC0 )]
1

' 2-l + µ, R+o(µ. 2
) 

The equations of motion for the complete Hamiltonian are 
~ 

I 
I 
l 
l 
I . 
I 

>-
1 
l 
I . 
I 
I 
J 

.... (36) 

These equations form the basis of a general perturbation theory 
for the problem in question. 
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4. Existence of periodic orbits when ,a;FO. We shall follow the 
procedure as in (Choudhry, 1966) for proving the existence of 
periodic orbits when µ4 O. 

When ft=O, the equations (36) become 

di 0K0 
d~ =-:;;y; =[H9-2(G+C0)]

1
'
2 =const. 

dg 8K0 -L 
~=w = _ l_2_.-2-( G_+_C_o_)]-1 /-ll =con st. 

dh oK0 Lli . 
d-r =OH = [H2-2(G+Co)J1'2 const. 

dJ:._ 0K0 --O 
d-r-- of -
dG 0K0 ----=O a-r·- ag 
a-- aK 
d: =- oh 0 

=O 

i e. 

l 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
~ 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I 

J 

(37) 

(38) 

These are the generating solution of the problem of two bodies 
in a three dimensional coordinate system. Here a;, w, (i= 1; 2, 3) 
are constants. 

Further l 
I 

(39) 

(40) 

Here K; (i=l, 2, 3) are integers rn that n,< 0> are commensurable. 

Let the general solution in the neighbourhood of the generating 
solution be periodic with tl1e period -r 0 (1 + o:) where o: is a negligible 
quantity of the o(µ). Let us introduce a new independent variable 
¢ by the equation 

" ¢=--· 
1 +o: 
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The period of the general solution will then be i-u. This period 
coincides with that of the generating solution. 

The equations of motion can be written as 

dx'=-(l+ix) aK 
d<P oYi 

dy; =-(l+ix)~ 
d<P ox,. 

l 

~ 
(i=I, 2. 3) j 

(41) 

Let us take the general solution in the neighbourhood of the gene
rating solution as 

Xi=a; +~,+~; (cp) 

y,=n,< 0>,p + wi +v, + YJi(<P), (i= I, 2, 3) 

Then ~i' '7,· are given by the equations (Bhatnagar, 1969) 

~Tc (i-o, ~;. V;, µ) ~~_!_1+ ~ a2 [Ki] + ~ o2[K1l =0 (42) 
-µ 't"o OWk i=l iJwk oa; i=l OWk ()wi 

( ) 
oK o2K o2K 

1/3 't"o, 0,., v,., µ, =ix't"o-. -0 +01"0~-+02 't'o--0 -
oa3 oa8 cal oa:l ()a2 

a2K 
+03 "o ~a~~ +0(11)=0. (45) 

Periodic orbits will exist if (Duboslim, 1964) 

~[Ki]=O (i= I. 2, 3) (46) 
Clw. - ' 

o[Ki]=O (i=l, 2, 3) (47) 
oa; 
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+ L1J: (l+:1e:i:~f)»x[-;-{(l-µ) r12+w12 }+I '1µ 

+ ~ - ~ (l+f-L ex cosf)~3ll] dr1 df 

Taking only zero-order term, we ha·ve 

1 r 1 r 2
1 r1 

[K1J= 2-r1s--z-+l-r9' 

where z=~2 =a; r1 2=a2 +~32 

Now 

r2ll= l +a~+2a cos <t>+~s 1 , 

~3=w3 +terms containing w 1 and w2 • 

2¢=""1 +w2 + ni (O) + n2(0) 

o\K1 ) • [ 1] ---- - =a1 r1 sm 2¢ 1--3 
o "'a r2 

=,0, gives 

2¢=0, 71' or rs= 1 

(51) 

But-02-l~1]=a1 r1 cos2¢[1-1a]+a1 r1 sin 2¢(- 3
4)(-a_si_n_2_¢) 

(lw2 r2 r1 r2 • 
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Therefore when 2¢=0, 71' or r 2 =1, 

o2 [Kq 
-::;-r r:'O 
uWll 

Again 

2¢ is independent of w3, therefore 

....;0;...
2

....:<_K....:.1.:...) =a1 sin 2<1i-J--(r1 (1-1s)] 
()W2 (J013 0"'3 r2 

Further 

=0, for 2¢=0 or 71'. 

oK1_ l_ r 2 or1 _r,2 or1 _ !2_ 2r or2 
(lw3 - 2 1 (lw3 2 (lw3 L · 2 (lw3 

(52) 

(53) 

1 or1 r1 orll ---+--
1'2 ows rs2 ()w3 

But 

and 

Thus (54) 

Therefore :~1 =0, gives, ~3 =0 or B=O. 

Now n2[K1]=Bo~3 +~ ~B 
(lwss (lw3 3 ()w3 

~O, when either ts=O, or B=O (55) 

From (52), (53), (55), it follows that determinant (50)~0. 

Hence condition (48) is satisfied. 

o(K1) 3 . 2 ar1 r 2
2 rr1 r1 2

. or1 1 or1 I org 
Now ()~J; = i 11 ()wl - 2 0W1-i' 12 OW1--f:~ o~ t r~ 2 · a,_~ 
But ~1_ =O . or2 _ ?r2 ,?_(2¢) -2a sin 2<P 

awl ' ()wl - 3(2</,) awl 2r2 

o(K' Thus :...-' =0 for 2¢=0 or ·rr (56) 
r·Wl 

This satisfies condition (46). 
Let us consider the condition (47). Since K1 ;s independent of 

a1 , a2 , as, therefore 

Z'[Ki] (. -=0 1=1. 2 3) 
oa.i ' ' ' ' 
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Hence all the conditions, viz. ( 46), ( 47 ), ( 48) are satisfied for the 
existence of the periodic orbits when /J. ~ 0. 

5. Periodic Orbit of Collision when µ ~ 0. In this section we 
shall prove the existence of periodic orbits of collision when µ, ~O. 

Proceeding as in (Bhatnagar, 1969), in our case, the condition of 
collision should be of the form 

G + µ,F'(l, L, g, G, h~)=O (57) 
We, again, consider the case when e= I. In that case the orbit 

starts as an ej~ction from the origin and returns to it after time -r/4. 
Levi-Civita's condition for collision is 

O + 1 =Pf (P, 0) (58) 

where X9 V -tan(}=-- ; P= r 
X1-fl 1 

or 

The condition (58) in our case, becomes 

2¢ +I='/,-;-f (vf;, 8) 

2 d¢ d" - f (. 1- 8) - --+1= /r vr d-r: dt v 1 1• 

But 2¢'=--~ -~2 
G-~4+r1 ~2=~ll , 1s/2f(r111s, 2</i). (59) 

This corresponds to (57). Obviously this is satisfied since at -. =0, 
G=O, ~=0, ~s=O (i.e. r1 =0) 

Since condition (59) is satisfied along the entire orbit, the infinite
sional body will approach the origin with characteristics of a collision 
orbit. The proof of the existence of such periodic orbits in the 
collision is, therefore, fully established. 
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Abstract. Jn the present paper we have evaluated an integral in 
which the integrand is a product of two H-functions of two variables 
and an algebraic function. The integral obtained in this paper 
generalizes the r~cent result obtained by Gupta and Mittal [4]. 
Thi<> integral is believed to be among the most general int~grals 
evaluated so far and includes interesting integrals (which are themselves 
(j uite general in nature) as its particular cases. This integral, in turn, 
yields a large number of new and known integrals (obtained by 
earlier authors) as its special cases including Laplace's integral of 
the class of double Barnes integral which may prove useful in solving 
certain boundary value problems. 

1. Introduction. The double Barnes integral occurring in this 
paper will be referred to as the H-function of two variables throughout 
our present study a11d will be defined and represented as follows : 

(1.1) 

where 

HO, O : (m, n) ; (u, v) 
p, q [P, Q] ; [X, Y] 

[
{(ap ; aP, Ap)}: {(cp, YP)}; {(ex, Ex)}; x, y J 
{(bq ; ~q• Bq)}: {(dQ, SQ)}; {(fr, Fr)} ; 

=--1 r J ¢ (s, t) 81 (s) 62 (t) x" Y
1 

ds dt, 
471'1 JL1 L2 
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rn n 

(1 3) IJ 1 (s) 

_II r(dj-Sj s) IT r(l-cj+Y; s) 
J=l .i=l Q ~---p-~~~~ 

. n r(l-di+si s) n r(ci-Y;s) 
J=rn+ I j=n+ 1 

u v 
n r(fj-Fj t) n r(l-ert-Ej t) 

(
1.4) 82 (t) = _.i_=_l ___ __.;:..1_· =_l ______ _ 

y x 
n r(l-fj+Fj t) n r(ej-EJ't) 

j=u+I j=vtl 

where x, y are not equal to zero and an empty product is interpreted 
as unity; {(ap, ocp)} and {(ap ; aP, Ap)} abbreviate to p-parameter 
sequences (a1, 0:1), .. .,(ap, ap) and (a1 ; ai, Ai),. . ., (ap ; aP, AP) res
pectively. For the relations between the integers and parameters, and 
for the conditions of convergence and validity of the integral defined 
in (l.l), the reader will be referred to the earlier works "by Mittal and 
Gupta [5], and Srivastava and Panda (cf. [2] and [3]). 

Throughout the present study, where there is no possibility of 
being misunderstood, we shall denote the left member of ( 1.1) by 

(l.5) HO, 0 : (m, n) ; (u, v) I ) 
p, q : [P, Q] ; [X, Y] \ x, y . 

In the subsequent discussions, we have used a result on expansion 
of the H-function of two variables due to Prasad and Gupta l6, p. 40, 
Eq. (2.1)) 

(1.6) 

where 

( 1.7) 

0, 0: (m, n); (u, v) -( b cr µ) 
H x, ex 

p, q : [P, Q] ; [X, Y] 
l°':'(-1)' .·µp,. 

=p- :4 ;--.-1- tjl(11,.)(cx ) 
1 l=U I • 

u v 
II r (fj-Fj P,.) II r (l-c;+Ej P,.) 

l·-2 1·-1 
(1.8) tjl(fl,.)= - y . -- . x 

TI I' (1-f;--F1 I',.) TI I'(ei-Eil'v) 
i=u+l j=v+l 
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s' <R(fi/F1)<(3' ; I arg (b) I <i u'Tr, u'>O ; I arg (c) I <i v''lT, v'>O; 

(1.9) , . R ( e ,- 1) . -1 . S =max ~ , z- , ... , v, 

· f3'=min R(fj/F;), j=l, ... , u; 

p q m P m 
u'=-:S ocj- ~(3i+.~ Yi- }; 'Yj+ ~ 

j=l j=l J=l j=n+l j=l 

Q 
a·- :s J • 

J=m+I 

x p q u y v 
v'=- ~ Ai- :S Bi+ :S Fi- :S Fi+ :S 

j=l j=l j=l j=u+ 1 j=l 
E;- :S E;. 

j=v+I 

and the Gamma functions involved in ( 1.8) exist and the H-function 
involved in (1.6) is the H-function due to Fox [l]. 

2. Maio Integral. We establish our main integralas follows : 

J
"' P-1 ~ -,\ 

(2.1) 
0 

x (l+ax) 

H 0, 0 : (m, n); (u, v) l{(ap ; Cl.p, AP)}; {(cp, Yp)}; {(ex, Ex)}; 
x p, q : [P, Q] ; [X, Y] {(bq ; (3q, Bq)}; {(dQ, oQ) ; {\fy, FY J} ; 

bxa, ci\l+ax~) v 1· HO,' O; .(m': n'~ : (u': ti'), [{(a:P': oc:p, A'!,)}; 
p , q . [P , Q J , [X , Y ] {(b q, , (3 q,, B q;)}; 

f(c'p,,)"'p,)} ;{(e'x,,E'x,)}; x· . xk ] 

{(d'Q;' o'Q; )} ; {(f'r,' F'r')}; O+ax~)h '(l+ax~Jk dx 

= b-Pfa_ ~ r ~:-l> r aNc Pr b -(µPr+~N)/a 
F Q w~ 

a 1 r =O N=O r ! N ! 

H n+l, m 
X p'+q+Q+l,q'+p+P+l 

(m', n'); (u', 1') [C; {(c' , ,y' ,)} ; {(e' ,, ,E' ,, )} ; ~ S J 
[P', Q']; [X', Y'j D·{(d'P / ) . . {(f' )I. F' J)'.}· bhjf' 'lfa 

' Q ' C( ' y'' r' ' 

where 

{ l h k )'} {(' C:= (1-d __ _._ d E · - o . - o l -b +B P 
Q a Q ' cr Q' a Q ' q q r 

_ _!__ ~ E, !!_ ~ , ~. {) )},{ca' ,, a' ,, A' ,) }' 
a q crqcrq pp p 

(1-v P,.->.-N, h, k) ; 
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D=(I-A+v Pr,h,k), {(1-cp-!'YpE; :YP' :yp)J. 

{ (b' , ; W ,, B' ,}•{0 -a -A P _ __!_ex E; !!:_rz. ~rz. )} 
q q q p p r a p cr "p' cr p 

E=r+µr +~ N, r 

and the conditions given below are satisfied : 

a, fl, v, h, k>O; R <P+a oc'+1,(3'+hoc"+kW')>O; 

R [P-~ i\+ar'+(,u+~ v) S'+(l-~) h Y"+(i-~) k S"]<O; 

I arg b l<l u' 11', u'>O; f arg c l<l v' 11', v'>O; 

, arg ~ 1<! u" 11', u">O; / arg S i<l v" 11', v">O; 

S'<R (f1/Fi)<W; S', W, u', v' are given by equation (1.9); 

oc' =min R (dj/Sj), j= 1, ... , m ; 

, R (c,-1) . 1 Y =max -y-;- , z= , ... , n; 

and oc:', (3'', )'", S", u" ,and v'' are given by the expressions for 
«', ~', r', S', u', v', respectively, by putting one more dash on the 
parameters involved. 

Proof Expanding the first H-fonction of two variables in the 
integrand of (2.1) by the expansion formula (1.6) and interchanging 
the order of integration and summation which is justifiable under the 
given conditions, the left hand side of (2. l) reduces to 

XH bxa cp,'YP1,taP pt~, Cl.pf m, n [ \{( )1 r(, -A ' )'] 

p+P, q+Q kcaQ, DQ)}, {(bq-Bq Pr, ~qJ} 

XH ' ' d· 
0, 0 : (m', n') ; (u', v') ( Bxh Sxk ) 

, p', q' : [P', Q']; [X, Y'J (1 + ax~)h (I+ ax~ )k x, 

where the second H-function in (2.2) is the same as the second H

function in (2.1 ). 
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Now, interpreting the second fl-function in (2.2) in the form of 
double Barnes integral, we arrive at 

1 00 (-1)' p J f (2.3) -
4

_9.F I -,-r- ~(P,.) c r cf(s, t) 8/(s) 81'(t)~ 5 0 t dsdt 
1r 1 r-a • L/ L2' 

I"' P+11Pr+hs+kt-I 
1 

~)->..-hs-kt+vP x x \ +ax r 
0 

m, n [ a {(cp, y p)}, {(ap, Ap p ,, ocp)}J 
XH bx dx, 

P+P, q+Q {(dQ, 0Q)}, {(bq-Bq Pr, ~q)} 

where Li', L 2', <f/ (s, t), fh' (s), 82 ' (t) correspond to the second 
H-function in (2.1). 

. . · f l; ->..-hs-kt+vP The bmomial expam.10n o (1 +ax ) "reduces (2.3) 

in the form 

(2.4) 1 oo (-1) r P,J f , , , -4 ip !. -,-,- t/!(P r) c ... cp (s, t) 81 (s) Bi (t) 
'IT 1 '=0 • Li' La' 

X~sot dsdt i aNN I I' (1->..-hs-kt+vPr) 
N=O · I' (->..-hs-kt+vP,+1-N) 

X J; xP+t.tl' ,+hs+kt+l;N-1 

m,n [ l{(Cp>"Yp)),{(ap-A/r•o:p))} 
X H bxa x. 

p+P, q+Q {(dQ, ~Q)},{(bq-Bq Pr, i)q)} 

Now, evaluating the inner integral in (2.4) with the help of the 
known result 

(2.5) f.,, l'-1 m, n r -(J 1· {(ap. O'.p)}l x H zx dx 
0 p, q {(bq, ~q)} 

11l 11 

fl r {h-~i Pfo) Il I' (I-ai+aj P/a) 
_ 1 _P /a j= 1 J= 1 
- -L --·---· 

a q p 
Il r (1-brt ~i pfa) TI r (ai-0'.i Pfa) 

j=m+l j=n+l 
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provided that a>O; (30 <R(P/a)< S0 ; I arg z I <i>.0 7T, >.0 >0 and 
A>O, where 

S0 ':"min R(bj/(3j),j=l,. .. ;m; (30 =max R(0
•oc/ ). i=l, .. ., n; 

n p m q q p 
>-o= ~ (f.j-. 'S a:j+ I [3i- I [3i; A=:S [3i- I (f.i; 

j=I j=n+I j=l j=m+l j=l j=l 

and finally, interpreting the above double Barnes contour integral 
with the help of (1.1), we obtain the right-hand side of (2.1), provided 
that the conditions stated with (2.1) are satisfied. 

3. Interesting Particular Cases. (i) Taking p=q=O=a in {2.1), we 
obtain the following interesting result : 

(3.1) x 1 H bx H ex J
oo p_. m,n[ a {(cp,yp)} J u,v [ µ,l{(ex,Ex)·J 
0 P, Q {(dQ, SQ)} X, Y {(f Y' F y)} 

X
HO, 0 : (m', n'); (u', v') (rJ. h .., k )d 

, , . [P' Q') . [X' Y'J t'x , vX x p. q . ' , ' . / 

b-P/a "' {-ff -fLP,fa 
=-aF I --rb + (P,.). 

1 ·~o r . 

Hn+ I, m+ 1 . : (m', n') ; (u', v') 
X p' + Q+ l, q' +P+ 1 : [P', Q']; [X', Y'] 

l
e*; {c' P' y·P'n; {(e'X'' E'x, )} ; .l__, _s_ J 
D* . {(d' "'' )} . {(f' F' )} . bh/a bk/a ' 

' Q', 0 Q' ' · Y'' Y' . 

where 

1 h k )} C*={(l-d -- (P+t.i. P) s. · --8. , - SQ Q O' r Q, ' Cf Q O' 

{(a',;(!.' ,, A',)}, (l+vrr-,\; h, k); 
p p p 

D*=(l-,\ +vP,; h, k), { ( l -Cp- ~ (P+f-l 1>,) )' p; : )' p' ~)' p)} 
{(b' , ; W ,, B' ,)}, 

q q q 

and the conditions given with (2.1) with p=q=O=a are satisfied. 

(ii) Taking v=X=O=p=q=fi=n=v; F1 =cr=l=fL=~ and takir.g 
h~O in (2.1), we obtain the recent result due to Gupta and Mittal 
[4, p. 435, Eq. (2.1)] 
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(iii) Putting u= Y= l=µ=a=F1 ; v=X=O=n=a=f1 and taking 
c---+O in (3.1), we arrive at the recently obtained result due to Gupta 
and Mittal [4, p. 435, Eq. (3.1)]. 

(iv) Putting n=P=O=v=X=a=d1 -fi.; u=Y= 1 =µ=a=F1=m 
=Q=S1, and taking c-+0 in (3.1), we arrive at the result recently 
obtained by Gupta and Mittal [4, p. 436, Eq. (3.2)]. 
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1. Introduetion. Let Fn be an n·dimensional Finsler space [l) 
equipped with the 2n line elements (xi, xi) and the fundamental metric 
function F (xi, x•). The metric function F(x, xl is positively homoge
neous of degree one in x' and satisfies the condition imposed upon it. 
The metric tensor gij (x, x) of Fr is given by 

( 1 ( ') def 1 · • F• ( ') 1. ) a gij X, x =· 2010 j X, X 

(1.1) b g;; g1"=8f; 

where 8~ is the Kronecker delta, 

With the help of the above metric tensor, we have 

(l.2) C;;k=l<h Kjj• 

which satisfies the following relations : 

(1.3) C'-k=gih Ch·k, c .. k x'=C"k x1=C··k xk=O J J I} ZJ >J • 

Let X• (x, x) be a vector field depending upon the directional as 
well as positional coordinates. The projective covariant derivative 
f2) of a vector field X' (x, i) is given by 

(1.4) x((k)) = ~tX9-(§mXi) II~/"+ X" Il ~ilc 
where 

(l.5} i ( . !if {Gi 1 ( i Gr .. G' ). } 
IIhj x, x) '!_· hj-(n+l) 28(h j)r+x• rhj . 

"t Present addresll : Department of Applied Sciences, M.M.M. Engineering 
College, Gorakhpur-273010, U. P., India. 
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The functions II ~j are called the coefficients of projective conn

ection. They are symmetric in their lower indices and are positively 
hom~geneous of degree zero in their directional arguments. They 
also satisfy the following identities [2] : 

( i . h 0 (b) . i def. i 
(1.6) a) IIh_jk x =, ohII jk- IIhjk' 

The projective covariant of x' vanishes, i.e., x~(k)) =0. 

Let us consider an infinitesimal point transformation 

(1.7) x•=x' +vi (x) dt. 

With the help of the above point change we can obtain the Lie-

derivatives of a tensor field T~ (x, x) and a projective connection 
. } 

coefficient II Jk (x, x) as follows l 4). 

(1. 8) 

and 

(1.9) 

where 

i ( ") i Qi 1 i h .r 
£vII jk x, x =v((j))((k)) + Jkh v '+ IIjkh v((r))x 

£ T i ( . ) i h ( · yi m . r 
v j x, x = Tj((h))v - om } v ((r)) x 

-fz i i h 
-1Jv((h)) +Th v((j))' 

( 1 10) Qi ( . def. 2 { i i r r i } 
· hjk x, x) · 0fkIIjJh- IIrh[jIIkJj+ IIh[jllk]r 

are called the projective entity [2]. The commutation formulas invol
ving the operators of Lie-projective covariant derivative and partial 
derivatives, are given by 

(1.11) 1i. ( £,. T~-)-L, lo. r; )=o, 
} /C \ } /( 

(1.12) L .. (Ti ) ( " .. Ti)\ _Ts £·· i Ti f s ' "(( )) - ±:,. • . )' -- ; . ' rr - ~v n . J r, ] (( r ) J rs s TJ 

- ( L n s ) l. ~ r~) xm, 
. rm s J 

(l.13) \ L TI J1z )((/\))-( £v Il ;dz )((j)) =£'-'' Q~zjk 
+2/ni/[ L· nr . 

r 1 s k]s 
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2. Projective Motion 
Definition 1. (Rund [I]). An F,, is said to admit a motion if 

there exists a vector v' (x) such that 

(2.1) M;j (x, ;()de). £v gij=O 

Definition 2. (Pande and Kumar [3]). An Fn is said to admit 
projective affine motion if there exists a vector vi (x) such that 

i (2.2) £vIT ., =0. 
jl( 

Definition 3. (Hiramatu [5]). An Fn is said to admit a homothetic 
motion if there exists a vector vi (x) such that 

(2.3) £v g;i=M1j=2og u· 
Applying the commutation formula ( L 12) to the metric tensor 

g; i (x, i) and noting tbe fact that projective covariant derivative of 
gif does not vanish, we have 

(2.4) (£vg;i )((k))-£v \gij((k)))=g,j£v Il~·k+gir£v n;k 
2 ,,., £ r .s -t '-'.. v IT kx l)r s 

With the help of Equations (2. l) and (2.4) we can deduce that 

(2.5) £vn Js= ~ gik[{ Mjk((s))-Mjs((k)) +M ks((j))} 

-£v (gjk((s)))+(£v gjs((k)))-(£v gks((j)J] 

{ i£ a i a . a} - C · v Il + C £ v TI . -g'k C. £v TI ;_b 
Ja bs sa b; 1sa . bk 

Transvecting (2.5) by xixl and noting Equation (1.3), we get 

(2.6) £v rr.:l xix1
=tg'k [ M;k((l))-M_;t((k))+Mkl((j)) +sjka xH:l, 

where 

(2.7) Si 1, 1 (x, x) !.:~!;_ {(L gj/((k)))--(£, gk!((j)') 

- \ £v gjk((l))) }-

If F,, admiis motion (i.e., Mj;,=0\ then Equation 12.6) reduces to 

(2 8) 2 £ ni .i .1 s,i .j.! . . u j/. x = Ji x x . 

Thus, we have 

Theorem 1. Jn a Fin,!n sp:Jc:e F,,, every motion 

afllnc motion provided tlL1t sj
1 

x_j;_L vanishes. 

is a projective 
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3. Projective Curvature Collineation 

Definition 4. The infinitesimal point transformation (1.7) is said 
to define a projective curvature collineation if there exists a veccor 
v' (x) such that 

i 
(3.l) f;, Qhjk=O. 

With the help of Equations (2.5), (2.7) and (3.I), Equation (1.13) 
takes the form 

<3·2> g~~(k)){ ( Mj]s((h))-Mj]h((s))-M <sh> ((}))) )-sj]sh} 

+gis{l Mv<s><((h))>((k))-M{j<h><((s)} >(,k)J 

--:S[j<sh>(lk))]}-2{ c;[j(!J,))] £vn~-( £vn~)(((k)) cJjr 

+ d £ r + d I £ r ) is C £ r 
hr[((k)) vIIj] hr\ vII[j {(k)1]-g(((k)) j]hr vIIs 

is r is ' r) } 
-g chr[j((k))] £vns-g l £vns [((k)) cjjhr 

-a,n !u l ls{~ M kJs((h))-M k]h((s)) + M <sh>((k))) /z 
.h r p .hJ 

-skJsh x -Ck]p £vnh x =O. 

Multiplying (3.2) by 2gja and subtracting it from the equation 
obtained by interchanging the indices a and j in it, we get 

(3.3> gi[a [ g~((k;)> {(Mj]s((h;)-MjJh((s))-M <sh>((j))) 

-Sj]sh} -g~:j))]{ ( M ks((h)) - Mkh((s)) - Msh((k)) )-s skh}] 

+ { Mkh[((a)) ((j))-M[j<h>((a)) (\k))-M k[a<((h))>((j))) 

·--( 8 uaJh((k))-skla <h>(U))))}-{ g1£a c~Jr(<k)) 
- gi]a C~kr>((j))1 }£v I1 ~ - ~rH ~t[j [ ga]il

5 !( M ks((h)) 

\ .h .h} r s h] 
-Mkh((s))+Msh((k))r -Skshx -Cks£vll1z x 

. i f '"") ' lz 
+ 2r fl hk l gi[ag l \ Mj]s((h))- Mj]h((s)) - M <sh>((j))]) x 

-Sj]sh /1 f ·-~;Js£z1 n f, ./i] =0. 
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Thus, we have 

Theorem 2. A Finsler space Fn admits a projective curvature 
collineation provided there exists a vector vi (x) such that Equation 
(3.3) holds. 
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1. Introduction. Io the areal spaces of general type, the properties 
of the curvature tensors have been studied by K. Tandai [l], [2] .. 
Subsequently, M. Gama [3] and S. Kikuchi [ 4] also studied these pro· 
perties, but the spaces considered by them were the areal spaces of the 
submetric class. 

In the present paper, we discuss some proper tie:> of curvature 
tensors in the areal space of the submetric class by using different 
methods. Throughout this paper, a bar ( I ) followed by an index 
denotes the covariant derivative and a comma ( , ) or semi-colon ( ; ) 
denotes the partial derivative. Also, Latin indices run from 1 ton 
and Greek indices run from 1 to m. 

2. Properties of curvature tensors. Let us consider the metric 

tensor g .. , which satisfies the followingrelations [4] 
l] 

and let its covariant derivative be defined by 

(I) a.* l *I *I 
gijl k=gij,k-gij;l I'rt.k-glj rik-gilI'jk=O. 

where *! s *! */ *l 
I' ak=P a I' sk and I' sk=Tks· 

Also, let us define the covariant derivative of a vector Xi by 

i i i G( *l . *' 
xlk=x, k-x; /r r1.1c+xI r;k; 
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therefore from (1), we find that 

Rl Rl (J. RI t -O 
glj ikm +gil jkm+gij; l tkmPa- ' 

which reduces to 
c:t. I t 

RUkrn + Rjikm=-g ij ; I Rtkm p «, (2) 

where R .. k = g
1 
.R~1 and 

lJ m 1 z1<:m 

(3) R1 - r~ - r1 - r""1 
(J. r11 

ikm - ik, m im, k ik ; n am 

*l rJ. *n *l * ·11 *l *n 
+ rim ; n r «k + r nm r ik - r nk rim. 

This tensor R~k is the curvature tensor of our space. From (3) we 
zm 

have directly the following result : 

I Theorem 1. The curvature tensor R.k satisfies the following 
zm 

relations ~ 
I l 

(4) R.k +R. k=O;R.lk +R.1 k=O, z m zm l m l m 

l l l . 
(S) Rikm +Rkmi + Rmik =O 'Rilkm +Rklmi+Rmlik =O, 

j 
where R "lk =g .1 R ·k 

1 m J z m. 
Now the covariant differentiation of (3) with respect to xh gives 

Rl =Rl -(Rl ) a 'ft Rt· 'fl -Rl f~ 
ikm lh ik;m, h ikmr; t ah+ zkm th tkm zh 

_RI [.t -RI. *t 
itm kh lkt rmh' 

Two similar equations are obtained by cyclic interchanges of the 
indices k, m and h. These relations are added and rearranged; by 
virtue of (4) this gives 

l I l .l l I 
Rik mi h +Rimhjk +Ril1k1m=[Rimh, k +Rirnh, 1c+Rihk, m1 

l * l * 1 * - [( R rJ. r t + ( R (1. r t (R • (J. t 
· ikm); t h imh) ; t c:t.k + ihk) ' / rJ.m J 

+ l- Rt £1 +Rt fl Rt ;.z J r l ri 
ikm th imh tk + ihk tm -L Rtkm ih 

+ Rl £it + Rl *t ]· 
tmh k thk rim 
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This identity, on substituting the value of R~k from (3) and then 
1m 

after some calculations, reduces to 

I l l *l OG t 
(6) Rikmlh + Rimh/k + Rihk/m + I'ik ; t Rocmh 

*l oc t * l t)(. t + r. t R hk+r ., t R k =O im · a i11 ; a. m 

and this identity is known as the first form of the Bianchi identity. 
Hence Vve have 

Theorem 2. In the areal spaces of the submetric class, the 

. Rl curvature tensor .k 
im 

satisfies the Bianchi identity of the first kind. 

Again, we have Khkt and Pkk;;' two other types of curvature 

tensors [3] of our space, defined as 

(7) i R i i A r ps 
K hkl= hkl+c h, r Rskl A 

and 

(8) i A_ ri ,\ i ,\ i 0 s ~n r 
phk, r= hk; ,-Ch, rjk+ Ch, n P0 l sk; A 

h i ",\ ,\ * ,\ g ,\ 
w ere Rhkl is defined by ( 3 ), C .h + Ch. = C .h = .h 

i , r i, r i , r i ; r 

" . " and C.h =g.'hC~ . From (4), (5) and (7) directly we, have 
i , r J i, r 

Theorem 3. i 
The curvature tensor Khkl satisfies the following 

relations : 

and 

(9) 

Ki ..LKi -O 
hki I hlk -

Ki +Ki +K_i =!Ci A Rr ..LCi ,\ R' Ci A Rr ) s 
hid k!lz lhk \ h, r ski' k, r' slit+ I, r · shk P ,\. 

Now we have, from (2), 

* ,\ r s 
Rf ·kz=--R -C R p . u ihk! ih, r ski A 
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and, from (7), 

(IO) Khiki+ Kihkl =(Rhikl + Rihkl) 

+(c A+c A)R' s. 
hi, r ih, r Skf Poc 

So, we conclude from (9) and (10) : 

Theorem 4. 

indices i and h 

The curvature tensor Khikl is skew-symmetric 

s 
where Khikl=gsiKhkl" 

Again, we can write (7) in the form 

i i i A r s 
Rhkl=Khkl- Ch, r Rsk/p A 

On differentiating this relation with respect to x/, we get 

in tnt: 

Ri -Ki i I\ r s i. /.. r s ( s ) 
hklJ.f- hkllj-Ch, ry Rsklp /..-Ch, r RSk/j PA, ·: p>.l/=O . 

Two similar relations result from cyclic interchanges of the indices
k, land j. On adding the three relations thus obtained, we find 

R~ld/j+Rhlj/k +R~jkjf=\Kkk11j+K~!jlk +Kkjk/l) 

-(ci A R r + d >. R' +Ci /.. R' ) s 
h, r/j ski h, r V> slj h, rll sjk PA 

i )..( r r r ) s 
-Ch, r Rskll.f+Rsljk +Rsjk/l pA· 

The indentity (6) is :now applied to both sides of this relation, and 
we get 

-( r~ik ; ~ R:j + r~l ; ~ R~k + r~j ; ~ R:kl) = ( KJ1kl/j 1 Khlj k 

. ) \ { i ;., r · i /.. r i A Rr ) 
-tkl 'k/')-1 c, 1·R kl-+C1 i".kRs1·+C1. r ;,' "k 1; , , '· 1, r J s z, . 'J ', "' .\J 

i ).. / *r a m "'r a m *r Ci. m ) s 
+ch. r \ rsk; nlalj+ I' Sk; mRr1.jk + rsj; mRr1.kl JP1i.· 

Collecting terrr:s, we see that this may be written as 
. . . * . . 

Ki + K1 K' . .m r l (/. -Cr a. 
hk!U h/W + "hJkll + R.r:1.)j' .r hk; m h, m;k 

..1- Ci A s *1, r r:1. , •n * i a __ Ci r1. + ci ,\ s * r r:1. , 

' h,rP,\ sk ·m)-r-Rajk(I'hz; m · h,m'l h,rPr rs/; m! 

-+-Rm ( r i IX - ci Cl. i A s * r 0: 
· ak/ hj;m h,m!k+ch,rpJi..rsj;m)=O, 
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and by virtue of (8), we have 
i i i m i ex. 

(ll) Khkl/j + Khljlk + Khjkfl + Rrx!J phk, m 

m i ex. m i ex. · 
+Rcx.jkphl, m+Rcx.klphj, m=O. 

This indentity is known as the Bianchi indentity of the second kind. 
Therefore, from (3), (7), (8) and ( 11), we conclude 

i , i i ex. 
Theorem. 5. The curvature tensors Rj!d Kjkl and P hk, m of the 

areal spaces of the submetric class satisfy the Bianchi indetity of the 
second kind. 
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Abstract. In this paper the problem of the steady flow of a 
perfect gas through a rectangular pipe has been studied, conductivity 
and viscosity being taken into account. It has been found that the 
adiabatic flow is possible but Stokes\ condition has to be modified. 

1. Introduction. The problem of the 5teady flow of a perfect 
gas through a circular pipe was discu~sed by Ray [3]. Kapur [l] 
studied the same problem again and has sho\\n that the adiabatic 
flow is not possible under the assumptions u=O, v=O, ,\=const., 
µ=const., c:r= 1 made by Ray and for the assumptions and the equa
tions to be consistent for a compressible fluid, either fL has to be 
assumed variable or Stokes's condition has to be modified. Kumar 
and Warsi [2] have solved the same problem by the method of Hankel 
transform without assuming the form of w as has been done by Ray 
[3] and Kapur [1]. · The analysis of the steady flow of a perfect gas 
through elliptic and equilateral triangular pipes has been reported by 
Sharma ([4] and [5]). In the present note, the problem of the flow 
of a perfect gas through a rectangular pipe bounded by the walls 
x==O, x=a. y=O, y=b has been studied. 

be the 
se.:1.ion ::~-~o and the flow direction be r~raik\ 10 1he ::>axis. Then 
the c0mponents u and v of velocity parallel to x and y axe:. vanish. 
Hence, in the absence of extraneous forces, the duf:'e basic equ:::tions 
of rnoLcn for steady viocous compres:,:ible flov,; and th{: 1:qn<..tion of 
Ct)TILinui<~ reduce to (cf. [4]J 

op o2 w 
0=- · + (A+Y)--

ox oXoz 
. op . o2 w 
0=- -- +(A+µ)-.. -aY ayaz (2) 
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(3) 

and (4) 

where r; is the pressure, µ, the ordinary coefficient of viscosity, ,\ the 
second coefficient of viscosity, w the velocity parallel to z·axis and 1> 

the density. 

Equations (I) and (2) give 
ow 

P=Pi+(,\+,u)oz 

where p1 , a constant, is the hydrostatic pressure. 

(5) 

Assuming PW to be independent of x and y, equation (4) gives 

Pw=P0Wo (6) 

where P0 and w0 are the density and velocity at the muuth of the pipe. 

The assumption that pw is independent of x and y implies that 
there is a layer of fluid of infinite density in contact with the surface 
of the pipe. At the surface, where w=O, gas sticks to the boundary 
and accumulates and therefore P becomes large. 

Substituting (5) in (3) and using (6), we obtain 

( 

()
2 w o2 w aiw) aw 

µ, ax2 +oy! +oz2 =PoWo az 
The boundary conditions are : 

(i) w=O, when x=O, x=a, y=O, y=b, z;;;i.o 
(ii) w=w0, when O<x<a, O<y<b, z=O 
(iii) w=O, wLen z-;..oo. 

3. Solution of the Problem. To solve the equation (7) 
boundary conditions (8), we assume 

W=w1e-"'" 

(7) 

) 
,'r (8) 

J 
under the 

(9) 
vvbere iv1 is a function 0f x and Y and v. is some constant to be 
dttermined. 

Substituting (9) in (7), we obtain 
OjJ M'1 0 2W1 I 9 , :7. \ 

ox2 + oY~--t\o;--r-µ l;oWo )1'•'1=0 (10) 

The solution of this dilkrential equation satisfying the conditions 
w1 =0 when x=O, x=a, y =0, Y=b is 

oo oo . 1mrx . n;ry 
11·1 = ~ ~ Am, ,, Slfl ----- - sm -

m=l "=l a b 
( 11) 
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.provided 

(7..2+- Powo-1f2 -+- =0 IX (m2 n2) 
µ, as bf' (12) 

Hence from (9), we obtain 

oo oo m7rx n7ry 
w = l: l: e-°'" Amon sin -- - sin -

m-1 ''-I a b 
(13) 

where IX is given by (12). 

The boundary conditions (i) of (8) are satisfied by (13). For 
the condition (iii) of (8), o:. given by ( 12) must be positive, so that 

ct.= -Powo+v[Pollwo2+4'll"1µ.11 (m2fa2+n'fbB)J 
2µ. (14) 

In order that the condition (ii) of (8) may also be satisfied, we 
must have 

oc oo . mrrx . mry 
w0 = S 4 Am, 11 sm - smb 

mio:::al fli;::al a 

Now from the theory of Fourier's series, we have 

where 

oo oo , . m11"X . nrry 
w0= ~ :$ w0 Am, 11 sm -a- sm -b 

m=l n=-1 

A Sl·n 1 · n11" d 'd ' , 
-

4 J'
1 J;, n7rx' y' 

m, n--b- -- sm- x y 
a 0 0 a b 

4 
=--~(I-cos m7r)(l-cos n11"). 

mn7r 

(15) 

(16) 

Substituting this in (16) and comparing the result with (15; we see 
that Am, 21 must be zero unless m and n are both odd, and in that 
case it is equal to l6w0 /mn7r2• Thus finally from (13), 

16w0 -11.z . 1mrx . n?ry 
w=~ ~ --e sm~- sm -

,,, n mnrr'I. a b 

\Vhcre m and n are both odd and IX is giv~n by (14). 

From this and (5), we obtain 
ow 

JJ=P1 +(;I,+µ.) oz 

(17) 

16wo rJ. Ill mr.x s111 n._1i"b)_·.' '18) =pi- --; · (.\+0) ~ ~ - e- z sin \ 
n2 m :n mn a 

Also, since Pw=P0H'0 , we have 
w2p [ e-lllz . m11"X nr.y l-1 

P= 160 ; ~ nm Sill --a sin 'Tj (19) 
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Evidently, each term of the series in (17) and also its sum satisfy. 
the equations of motion and the equation of continuity and hence are 
solutions. 

4. Energy Eq11ation. We shall now find out if the equation 
of energy is compatible with the derived form of velocity, pressure 
and density. 

Assuming/' to be constant and a=l, the energy equation becomes. 
(cf. [2] anci i3J) 

ai op (o'i a2i o2i) 6>..+8ti(ow\2 

Pwaz--w(Jz=µ, ox2 +ay2 +oz9 + 3 oZJ 

+ f(aw.)2 1 ow)21} 
µ, l ox' +\oy (20} 

where i, the enthalpy, is the heat constant, a the Prandtl number. 

The energy equation obtained by Ray has been modified by intro-

ducing an additional term ( >..+ ~ µ) (:;y. since in our case the 

Stokes's condition 3>.. + 2/l-=0 is not true. 

The equation of state for a perfect gas is 

. y 
ll'=·-p 

Y-l (21) 

where y is the ratio of specific heats at constant pressure and at 
constant volume. 

From (21) and (5), we obtain 

z=--·-=~·-- wp1+(>.+fl-w-. y p y 1 { I OW} 
Y-I P Y-1 t'0W0 

/ oz (22) 

and hence tb.2 t;n~T"gy equation (20) gives 
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Using (7), this reduces to 

02w yµ, (A.+µ,)[ a {( 0w)l! (Jw)2 
( ow)2lj 

(A.+µ.)w1oz2 +()'-l)PoWo oz ax +\oy + oz J 

+ 6A. + 8µ,(~)2 ..t.. {I~)! (~)itl. 
3 oz ' µ, \ax + ay 5 (24) 

Since each term of (17) is a solution of (I), (2), (3) and (4), let 
us substitute, say, the k th term of (17) in (24). We then have the 
following equations 

and 

( +) 
2 2yµ,(,\+µ.) "+6A.+8µ, '--0 >. µ. (/.k -· l'l.T/ OC/c -

(Y-1) P0 w0 3 

_2Y11- (,\ + µ) .x,, + µ=0. 
(Y-1) l'oWo 

Eliminating «1, between (25) and (26), we obtain 

9A.+ 8µ=0. 

Then, from (26), we get 

(25) 

(26) 

(27) 

9P0Wo Y-1 
IXk= zµ-·y- (28) 

Thus it is evident that although each term of the series (l 7) is a 
solution of (1), (2), (3) and (4), only one term for which«,. is given 
by (28) satisfies the energy equation (20). Hence finally we get the 
expressions for velocity, pressure and density as given by (17), (18) 
.and (19), provided 
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Abstract. The object of this paper is to evaluate six infinite integ
rals involving ~rheroidal function [101, and H-function of C. Fox 
[4] The results established here are of general character. A number 
of new and interesting particular cases involving spheroidal wave 
functions [11], Mathieu functions [8] and H-functions have been 
derived. 

1. Introduction. Let us abbreviate, for convenience, the parameter 

sequences (ai. a 1), ••• , (ap, o:p) and (bi. [31), ... ,(bq, [3q) by [(ap, o:P)J and 

[ (bq, [3q )], respectively. 

We start by recalling the definition of Fox•s H-function in the 

form (cf. [4], p 408) : 

• 2
5 ds, (1.1) 

where L is a suitable contour. 

*Present address : Department of MathemaHcs, l'vl.R. Engineering College, 

Jaipur 30 2004, India. 
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The H-function of two complex variables has been analogously 
defined by Mittal and Gupta [9, p. 117]. Here we have used its 
contracted representation as given by Srivastava and Panda [12, 
p. 130] for the multivariate H-function (in two and more complex 
variables). 

The known results ([10, eq. (14)]; [6, p. 226J; [3, p. 331, eqs. 
(26), (28); p. 371 eq. (51)]; [7, p. 381]; [2]), required in the sequel, 
may be recalled as follows : 

(i) The spheroidal function tfor.n (c, ri) of general order (Ct.>-1) 
can be expanded as 

,,, ( )-inv'2'll' ';;* -(ix+J-) 
't'or.n c. rJ --- "" a1.: (c I Ct.11) (cri) 

2 J,(+N+ 1 (c'IJ), (1.2) 
, Vor..,(c)k=Oorl '' ~ 2 

which represents the function uniformly on (-oo, oo ), where the 
coefficients ak(c I cm) satisfy the recursion formula [l l, eq. (67)] 
and the asterisk (*)over the summation sign indicates that the sum 
is taken over only even or odd values of k according as'n is even 
or odd. 

(ii) zu J/z)=2u H~: ~ Ui~ I [Hu+v), 1], [i(u-v), l]) ; (1.3) 

(iii) J"° xJ-1 K (ax)dx=a-J.. 2J..-l! f(i(,\ ± v)), (1.4) 
0 v 

provided Re(a) >0, Rep,± v) >0. 
(iv) J"' xJ..-l e-a"'K (ax) dx= y-rr r (.\.±v) I (1.5) 

o V (.2a)J.. I' (A +i) 
provided Re(a)>O, Re(>.)> I Re (v) I·. 

(v) J"' x).-t K (ax) K (ax) dx = 2).-s I'~t~~~±v)), (1.6) 
0 u v a ,\ 

provided Re(a)>O, Re(>..)> I Re(u) l + l Re (v) I . 

J
oo u 

(vi) 
0 

x>.-1Jv (ax) dx=a-;.. I'(.\.)/I'(l + v-->..u), (1.7) 

provided Rt!(l..)>0, I arg a I <(1-u).!r., u< I. 

( ") J"' -).-1 -ar W (2 ) d ·- I'(1±u+,\) __ , (1.8) 
vu 

0 
x e "''" ax x-(2a)J..F(I-k-t- ,\) 

provided Re(a)>O, Re(A.+i±u)>O. 

. . . ) J"' >.. -1 -ax E( P . d (Vlll 
0 

x e 11., 1J: : ax) x 

r(<t.) r<l3> f(Ct.+.\) r(l'+.\1 (l.9) 
a?.. I'la;+f'+.\) , 

provided Re(Ct.+>..)>0, Re(~+>..)>0, Re(a)>O. 
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2. Main Integrals. Main results to be proved here are the 
following: 

(i) J"' x>-- 1 Kv (ax) t/J°'n (c, 2xa/Z)Hm, n't zxs/f [(ap. a~)]) dx 
0 . p, q \ [(bq, ~q)} 

00 

=tM 2-N ~* a, (c I r:m) 
r=O or 1 

.Ho' 2: (m, n') ;(l,')O)(l-}(,\±v)+!N: s/2, a/2: 
2, 0 : [p, q] ; [O, ~] : 

[(ap,ap)]; ;(2/)S (/)all) 
[(bq, ~q)] ; [±!(r+o:+t), I]; a z, 2 a c , 

a+.l 
where, for convenience, M=[i" '\/2Tr/a'--Nv°'n (c) (2c) 2

], 

Tr p q 
c2 (a real constant;<cr-

2
, O<a<2; s+~ o:j<~ ~j; 

. 1 l 

p>n';;IO. q>m>O, q-;p.2+p; Re(a)>O; 

Re [.\±v+s bi/~j+r a/2]>0, j=l, ... , m. 

(2.l) 

(ii) [ x'--1 
e-az K., (ax) tjl°'•• (c, 2xaf2)H~' ;'( zxs Ji:::;:~) dx 

. 00 

=MvTr 2N :S* a, (c I an) 
r=O or I 

.Ho' 2: (m, n'); (1, 0) ([I-,\±v+N: s, a]: 
2, 1: [p, q] ; [O, 2] [t-,\ +N :s, a]: 

[(ap, o:p)] ; ; / s :II a) 
[(bq, ~q)] ;[±! (r+o:+!), l]; z (2a) , c /(2a) , (2.2) 

valid under the same conditions as given in (2.1) ; 

(iii) ( x!.-1 K2, (ax) Kv (ax) ~°'i. (c, 2xaf
2J 

. Hm' n'(z x 8 I [(av, o:~2J )dx 
p, q Kbq, ~q)] 

=J_M 2>.-N ~ a (cl o:n) HO; 4 : (m, n'); 0, O) 
8 r=O or l r 4, 1 : [p, q] ; [O, 2] 

\
( [l-~(.«+u+r;+ 1 N · J.s !.a]· ,;,::; - - 2 "2J2 ~ 

fi-,\+N: s, aJ : 

[(aP' "'p;]; ; (2/ )-' (2/ )cr 2)' 
[(b P ) , _ { + 1 ( 1• , o: _._ J_) 1] . a z, a c 

rp 1-'q J ' - 2 T 1 2 ' , 
(2.3) 
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where Re[A±u+v+s(bi/~i)+rcr/2]>0; j=l, ... ,m; and the 
remaining conditions are the same as given in (2.1 ). 

=M ~ . arlc 1 ixn)Hl,O:(m,n');(l,O) 
r=O or 1 0, 2 : [p, q] ; [O, 2) 

( 
[1-;..+N: s, cr] : [(op, «p)]; 

[l + v-(A + N)u : s u, cr u] ; [(bq, Bq)] ; 

( ± ~(r + o:+ !}), I] ; z/a', cs /a cr} (2.4) 

where, \ 11rg (z) 
r· m q n 1 

<[(l-u)s+2:~;"- I ~j+:iixj+ :S ix-j 
. I l+m 1 I+n

1
-

7r p q 
c2 <(1- u) cr 2 >0; (1-u) s+I o:j<2; ~j' s>O; 

I l 

O< (1 + u) cr<2 ; Re (a) >0, Re [A+ s (bi/~;)+ r cr/2]>0, 

j= I,. .. ,m. 

(v) J"' .;\.-1 -ax W ,2 _1 ,1, (. 2 cr/2) YTn1, n' x e k> ,, ax 'Yrx.n c, .x np 
0 ' q 

( zx·' /[(op, ixp 1)d 
[(bq, ~q)l_ x 

= ~ ~* a, (c I an) 2:1.-N ,... 
HO, 2: (m, n') ; (1, 0) 

2, 1 : [p, q] ; [O, 2) 
r=O or 1 

(
[t±u-.>..+ N: s, cr]: [(av. ixP)J; ~- __ ; 

[K--A.+N: s, cr]: [(b,11 Bq J; [±l{r+c.t+}), 11; 

::/(2a)', c2/(2o)cr), (2.5) 

where 

m q n p )" 
\ arg (.z) i < ( :S f3;- :S (3 i+:z ix;- ~ u.;-s 2>0, s>O; 

\i 1 +m 1 l +n 
Re[.>..+ }±u+s (b;/B;l+r cr/2]>0, j=l,. .. , m; wjth the remaining 

conditions being the same as given in (2.1). 
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(zx'1 ~~~:: ;;jDdx=M I'(or.')(~) r~o ~; 
1 

a,. (cl cm) 
HO, 2: (m, n'); (1, O)(fl-o:'-,\+N : s, O']~ 

2, 1 : [p, qJ; [O, 2] [I-,\-or.'-[3+N: s, O'] 

TJ-0-,\+N:s,O']:[(ap,or.p)]; ; /s 2 O') 
: [(bq, ~q)] ; [±l(r+or.+!), l]; z a, c fa , (2.6) 

where Re[sbj/~j+r 0'/2-or.'-~-,\]>0, j=l, .. ., m, with remaining 
conditions being the same as given for (2.1). 

Proofs. In order to prove the results (2.1) to (2.6), we first express 

the spheroidal function in its expansion form 1(1.2), change the 

order of integration and summation. Then, after using the result (1.3), 

we express both the H-functions in 'contour integral forms (1. 1), 

and again change the order of integrals. Evaluating inner the integrals 

by virtue of results (1.4) to (1.9), respectively, and interpreting the 

resulting double contour integrals by the definition of the H-function 

of two variables [9. p. 117], we arrive at our main results. 

The change of the order of integration is justified fl] due to 

absolute convergence of the integrals involved in each process. 

3. Special Cases. The spheroidal wave functions Smn (c, 2x a/
2

) 

[11] and the periodic Mathieu functions ce,. (co:;-1 x
0

/
2

, c8), sen+! 

(cos-1 x 0'/
2

, d1) are special cases related to ifi"'n ( c, 2x 0'/
2

) as fo1lows : 

[10, eqs. (18), (23), and (25)] : 

r a -m/2 i .a/2 - -I (l-4x ) .Smn \C, 2x ), or.-m-0, 1,..,, (3.1) 
.1. ( 2 _cr/2)- .J ( -1 .cr/2 2) __ J.. '3 2) 'l'«n c, x - 1 ce11 co~ .\ , c , Ct.- 2, \ • 

ll(l a-§ ( J cr/2 2) 1 (3 3) -4x ) se"+1 co~- x , c , u.=·2· • 

Thus, by virtue ·of the above properties of il'0tn (c, 2x0 f2), new 

results corresponding to the results (2.1) to (2.6) can be easily deduced· 

However, we mention here only a few of them due to Jack of space. 
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(i) In (2.1), if we take IX=m=O, 1, 2, ... ,it reduces to the follow
ing result : 

f"' x>--1(1-4xa)-m/2K (ax) Smn (c, 2xa/2 ) 
0 v 

00 

=!M' 2>--N' ~* a. (c/mn) 
r=O or 1 

HO, 2: (m', n') ; (1, 0) ([1-iO.±v) + iN' : s/2, a/2]: 
2, 0 : [p, q] ; [O, 2] : 

[(ap • o;p)] ; ; (2/ \' '2/ . a 2) 
[(bq, ~q)]; [±Hr+m+!),l]; a; z,, a; c , (3.4) 

where, for convenience, 

M'=[in-./z-rr/a>--N' Vmn (c) (2c)m + 1J, N'=Ua(m+})}, 

and the validity conditions are the same as given for (2.1) for IY.=m= 

0, 1, 2, ... 

A similar set of results can also be obtained from (2.2) to (2.6). 

(ii) In (2 .1), if we put «= -l, it reduces to the following result : 

f
'° x>.-1 Kv(ax)ce,. (cos-1 xa/2,c1) Hm,n'(zxsl[(ap,1Xp)])dx 
0 p, q [(bq, ~q)} 

ce71("1r/2, ell) 2.1. 00* ., A <n>( 2) HO' 2 : (m, n') ; (I, 0) 
4Ao<n>(c2) a>. r=~ or 1 l. r c 2, 0 : [p, q] ; [O, 2] 

(
[1-t(A. ±v) : s/2, a/2] : Lav, IY.p)] ; - ; (2/ )s- (2/ )a a\) r3 5

, 
-------- : [(bq, ~q)]; [±r/2, l] ; a "' a c , , . 1 

where the validity conditions are the same as given for (2.l) with 

IX=-!· 
A similar set of new integrals can be easily obtained by setting 

ex= - ~in the results (2.2) to (2. 6) <'rnd also o.= ~ in 1he mult~ (2.1) 
to (2.6). 

Also, on further specializing tbe parameter', our resuits (2.4), 
(2.5) and (2.6) reduce to those recently obtaired by Gupta and 
Jain [S]. 
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Abstract. The boundary-layer equations of an axi-symmetric 
body of revolution for the unsteady periodic external flow have been 
worked out. The velocity components near the wall have been 
obtained for the first and second approximations with the assumptions 
of corresponding stream functions. The velocity component u0 of the 
first approximation lags behind by a certain angle ()(i. whereas the 
velocity component v0 leads by an angle ()(a over the wall fluctuations. 
In the second approximation, the velocity component u1 leads by 
angles ~h ~2 over the wall fluctuations. All the amplitudes of the 
velocity components in both the approximations are found to increase 
with the increase of the distance from the wall. 

1. Introduction. Blasius [I] used the method of approximation for 
solving the non-steady boundary-layer. equations. Boltze [2] has 
performed the calculations on the steady boundary-layer equations 
of an axi-symmetric body of revolution. Later on, Schlichting [3] 
found a solution for the non steady periodic boundary-layers. In the 
present steady, the unsteady periodic boundary layer equations are 
considered taking the external flow of the form u0(x)e•w 1 considered 
by Roy [4]. The stream functions for the first and second approxima
tions have been expressed in terms of certain functions X0(1J), X11 (1J), 
X12(1J), X21(1J) and X2 l!(IJ), and are expanded for smail values of IJ. 

The velocity components near the solid boundary for the first and 
second approximations have been calculated. Tbe variations in these 
approximations have been represented graphically. 

Present address : Department of Mathematics, Sardar Patel College, 
Secunderabad-500025, India. 
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2. Basic Equations. The boundary- layer equations of an axially 
symmetric body of revolution are given by 

2!:!. +uou +v~ ='8}! + UoU +.,,a2
u (1) 

ot ax oY at ax ay 11 

a o - (ru)+-(rv)=O. (2) ax oy 

where r(x) is the radius of the cross-section of the body of revolution 
and U(x, t) is the velocity outside the boundary-layer. The boundary 
condHions are 

y=O : u=v=O } 
y=oo : u=U (x, t) 

(3) 

To apply the general method of approximations, we write 
u (x, y, t)=u0 (x,y, t)+u1 (x, y, t) (4) 

and obtain the first and second app1oximation equations from (1) and 
(4) as 

auo o'uo au 
--v~=-ot oi' at (5) 

(Ju1 o2U1 UoU OUo oUo (6) at -vayz = a-x-uo(Jy -vo()y 

with the boundary conditions 

y=O : Uo=U1=0 } (7) 
y=oo : u0=U (x, t), u1=0. 

We shall take the potential flow to be periodic in time as 
. iwt 
U (x, t)= U0 (x) e • (8) 

where 

(9) 

Thus, we get 
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3. Discussion 

The functions X0 (!J), X11 (!J), Xia (!J), X21 (tJ) and X31 (!J) can be 
obtained for small values of IJ as follows. 

Xo~ (./ 2 + y2 1J2- V 2 
;) 

2 4 48 

+i 1./ 2 _ v21J11+2.1Js_ .V2 I]~) ci4) 
\ 2 4 6 48 

X11~ - --"1Jll+--1JS+---- 'lj4 (
I I 1 •/'i-1 ) 
4 4 12 24 

+.(1-2,,;2 1--v2 i s 2+v 2- 4) l + 7Ji-_7J _ r1 
4 4 3 48 

(15) 

x "'v2 1 .VT 
12- g-f)ll-127}3+ n-1')4 (16) 

X31c.::(_7-5./21J2-__!_ 7Js+ 7-4 v2 "IJ 4 ) 

8 8 48 

+i (-7+5./2'12-_~fJs+ 7-4v'2'14) (l?) 
8 8 48 I 

(18) 

The small value of IJ implies from (9) that the normal distauce y 
from the body is small. 

The variations of the functions X1ll, Xiis with ti have been graphi· 
ca.Uy shown in figure I. 

Thus for small distance y from the wall, neglectings the terms 
containing pw:vcrs of y >'\ we get the velocity components for the 
frst approximation as 

(19} 

(
dU0 U0 ) I B I i (wt+ 0::2) 

Voe::: dx +71 ~ e (20) 

where I B1 I , I Bx I , o::1 and o:s are functions of v, w and y. 
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VARIATION OF STEADY STATE CONTRIBUTION OF VELOCITY 

·~·O 

Fig. l 

VARIATION OF AMPLITUDES OF FIRST APPROXIMATION 
.. 

18,J· 
.f•. . . 

. 113il 
0·5 

Fig. 2 
0 

0·2 ~ o.4 O·G 0·8 t•O 

-.--.- ~ 
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The variations of the amplitudes I B1 I and I Bs I with the distance 
y from the wall have been shown in figure 2 for w=O·Ol. v=O·Ol. 
The amplitudes I B1 I and I B2 I are found to increase with y. In 
figure 3, the variation of the phase angles a;1 and oc9 are represented 
for v=w=O·OI. 

GRAPH OF PHASE ANGLES OF FIRST APPROXIMATION 

~ 
I fl• 

D 
jg 
... -1s .... 
C) 
:z 
< 

Fig 3 

We observe here that the velocity component u0 lags by an angle 
oc

1
, and v0 leads by an angle oc2 over the wall fluctuations. 
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Similary, in the case of second approximation for small distances 
y, the velocity components u1, v1 are obtained as 

......,U dU0 IM I i (2wt+~1) +Uo2 dr I Ms Ii (2wt+~1) 
u1 - o dx t e r dx 

+ Uo dU0 Xf,, U! dr X~3 
dx w + r dx w 

(21) 

v ~[ !!:_ / u dU0 ) + u. ~o][IN /ei(2wt+'Y1) _ / v Xlllj, 
1 dx \ 0 dx 0 dx 1 V w w 

+ [fx( u02::) )[\N2\e i (2wt+'Y1) _,;; X;s) (22) 

where I M1 I• IM21, !N11, !Ns:. IB1i, jBxj, y1 and y 2 are all functions of 
v, wand y. 

GRAPH OF AMPLITUDES OF SECOJ'D APPROXIMATION 

150 

100 

Fig. 4 
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Abstract. The influnce of magnetic field on heat transfer in an 
electrically conducting viscous fluid flow along a rectangular channel 
with non-conducting walls is considered. The magnetic field is trans
versely applied to the fluid flow and wall temperature is assumed to 
vary linearly in the direction of flow. Expressions are derived for 
temperature and Nusselt number. Temperature profiles are shown 
graphically for different values of Hartmann number M, magnetic 
Eckert number Ee, and a non-dimensional number S*. 

1. Introduction. The problem on beat transfer in magnetohydro
dynamic channel flow have been discussed by many authors. Erickson, 
Wang and Fan (1961) studied the effect of magnetic field, electric 
field and viscous dissipation on b.eat transfer in the entrance region 
of a channel with non-conducting walls. Heat flux at the channel 
walls was not con>idered in their piper. Soundalgekar (1968) 
discu'ised heat transfer in a fully developed channel flow with con
ducting as well as non-conducting walls in the absence of externally 
imposed heat flux at the channel walls. 

Tn the present paper heat transfer in magnetohydrodynamic cha
nnel flow under transverse magnetic field with non-conducting waHs 
is discussed. The expression for the velocity profile derived by 
Sbercliff (1953) in the case of steady motion of conducting fluid in 
a rectangular pip~ under transverse magnetic field is untiii,ed to find 
expressiom for temperature and Nusselt number. Numerical calcula~ 

tions for temperature anJ Nusselt number are carried out under 
different conditions. The temperature profiles are shown graphicaliy 
and numerical results for Nusselt number are entered in a table for 
different values of Hartmann number M, magnetic Eckert number Ee 
and a non-dimensional number S*. 
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2. Mathematical Analysis. Take right-handed axes such that 
the z-axis is parallel to the fluid velocity v. and the x-axis is parallel 
to the imposed uniform magnetic field H 0 existing outside the fluid. 

Let the origin be on the centre line of the channel We take 2a 
as the channel width, V0 as the mean velocity and a and 11 as the 
fluid conductivity and viscosity respectively ; v, the permeability of 
the fluid and the walls, is assumed to be unhy and the magnetic field 
is then continuous at the fluid bo!ind~y .; e, ~.©:!Ji.Md d~sity, >is of no 
concern as the flow is unaccelerated. 

It h,is been shown by Shercliff ( 1953) that when Mis large 
compared with unity, the solutions of the magnetohydrodynamic equa
tions governing the present problem take a boandary layer character 
as in simple Hartmann case and then assuming that 

we have 

and 

op 
- =-Kv ox 

V =-- l-2e cosh -K1 a2
{ -M Mx} 

z 11M a 

H-=4-rr (.::.__)i ~ {--~+2e-M sinh Mx}· 
• 17 M a a 

Introducing the non-dime11sional variables 

V 
V0 x 

=b' ~=a' H,=H H0, 

we get 

K a2f' -M } V=
11
bM ll-2e cosh M~ 

and I a )i K a2 { -M } H=4-rr \ ~ 2 
H

0

1 M -~ +2e sinh ME. , 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

where b=(aµH0 z/4-rrp)k, Alfven wave velocity ; M =abc(A. v)i, Hartmann 

number; v, the viscous diffusivity; t..=cs/4-rrµcr, the magnetic diffusivi
ty ; c, the velocity of light assumeJ here unity. 

Now, for steady one-dimensional flow of an incompressible, vis· 
cous, electrically conducting fluid with constant properties, the energy 
equation is given by 

(5) 
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Also, for linearly varying wall temperature, the temperature distri

bution in the fluid, following Siegel ( 1960) is as5umed as 

T=-.z Hi (x). (6) 

Substituting (3), (4) and (6) in equation (5), we get 

d~: =-PAJa"{ 4Ms e -
2

M co~h 2M ~+ i-4Me -M cosh M~} 

where 

P RS* { -M } + • M l-2e cosh M~ 

riC Pr=T, Prandtl number, 

b2 
Ec=-c , Magnetic Eckert number, 

p 81 

ab 
R= - , ReJnolds number, 

v 

s e -ca 8 S*=-• 8*=-, S=-, 0=-
K k 81 81 

Ki a2 ri 
K=--· V=-· 

rib p 
Now, integrating equation (7), we get 

PE { -2M 4 -M } e*=-:i/ e cosh 2M~+!~2-M e coshM~ 

+Pr !S*{1~2-~2 e -Mcosh M~}+A~+B, 
wh;er~ A and B are constants of int'egration. 

Applying the boundary condition 

IJ* =0 at ~ = ± 1 

we get the values of constants as A =0, 

PrErt -2M l 4 B=-- e cosh 2M + · -- e 
M~ . 2 M cosh M --M } 

P, RS"'{! ? -M , , } ---x;r- .2 - j;jz e cosn /vi • 

The Nusselt number N" is defined ns 

l (dB* ) 
NM=- B*<ol d~ ~=l. 

(8) 

( 10) 
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From equations (8) and (IO), we get 

PrEc S2M -2M • h 2M -M • h l -w L e sm + 1-4e sm M J 

+ P,~S* { 1- ~ e -M sinh M} 
N .. =---------,-,-""'"" ( 11) 1;;;c { -2M _ ~ e-M}+ 2~~8~~- e -M -B 

3. Numerical Calculations and Discussion. Numerical calcu
lations for 8* are carried out forP,=l, R=O·l, S*=0,1,2,3; 
M =2, 4, 5 ; E

0
=0·3, o·6, 0·9, The results for 8* are shown graph

ically in Figs. 1 through 3. 

Q.4 

o:z 
I. 

"· .... 

o ·oz ·o4 -06 
e*.-,~ 

1.0 

0.4 I. ~· 
I\"'' 

1 bi~ 
II "n 
!' m fl 

0.2 r· ~ ! 
0 " .. 

... 
" . 0 

"' 

o. ·o 2 ·04 ..o.6 
a-~ 

Fig. 1. Tempreature Profile for 
S*=O, M= 2, 4, Ec=0·6, 0·9 

Fig. 2. Temperature Profile for 
S*=l, M=2, 4; Ec""'0'6, o·9 

1.0, 

. O.\l \\ 

04 ) • ; 

o.2u· ,s-~3 (
2 

0.0 ~-1 
() 02 .0'4~-~~0-6~ 

e*...:..:........ 

Fig. 3. Variation of 8* With S111 , M=2, E,=0·9 
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Fig. l shows the temperature profiles in the case of channel with 
non-conducting walls for M=2, 4; Ee=0·6, 0·9 and S*=O. In 
Fig. 2 temperature profiles are drawn for M =2, 4; Ec=0·6,' 0·9 
and s• = l. It is interesting to see from these figures that the tempe
rature decreases in magnitude with increase in the Hartmann number. 
Fig 3 shows the variation of 8* with S* for M=2 and Ec=0·9. We 
see that temperature decreases as S* increases. 

Nusselt Number. The numerical results fo1 Nusselt number are 

entered in the following table for Pr= l ·O and R=O' l. 
·----------~~---------

S* M Ee Nu 

0 2 0•3 3"646 
o·6 3"646 
0·9 3"646 

4 0·3 5·524 
0'6 5·524 
0·9 5·524 

5 0·3 6•909 
0"6 6•909 
0·9 6"909 

2 0·3 24"500 
0·6 6·200 
0·9 5·528 

4 Cf3 -15•500 
o·6 l l·429 
0·9 8•125 

5 0·3 -37·ooo 
o·6 1s·ooo 
0·9 10·214 

Influence of Ee. For S =0. M c=2, 4, 5 the value Nu remains 
unchanged when Ee increases. Thus the rate of heat transfer at the 
wall is not affected by the heat due to viscous dissipation. But for 
S*= 1, the value of N" is found to decrease with increase in Ee at 
M=2 and at M;>4 it attains negative value for Ec=0·3 and after 
that it attians positive value in dereasing order as Ee increases. 
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Abstract. The steady laminar flow of a viscous incompressible 
fluid in the presence of a transverse magnetic field in a channel of 
rectangular cross section with two porous walls of different permea
bility has been examined, using the slip flow conditions at the walls. A 
numerical estimate for the velocity profile, pressure rise and the skin
friction at the walls has been made and conclmions drawn. 

1. Introduction. The steady ·laminar flow of a viscous incompre

ssible fluid between two parallel and porous walls of different permea
bility has been studied by Terril! and Shrestha [ l]. This problem has 
been extended in the frame work of MHD by Reddy [2].. [n the present 
analysis, the effect of slip velocity at the walls i.s taken into comider
tion, following the notation of Reddy [2]. 

2. Basic Equations and Solutions. We seek the solutions of eqs. 
(3.1) and (3.2) of Reddy•s work subject to the boundary conditions: 

au 
..\=-1: u(x, ..\)=e 0~, V(x, ..\)=Vi. 

. (Ju 
,\ = 1 : u(x, .\) = -e (),\ , V(x, ..\)= V2, 

(2.1) 

where e=~u/h, the non-dimensional first order slip as in Schaff and 
Chambre [3]. 
when fV2 ldi/Vz/ fnl!owing Reddy's analysis we solve eq. (3.8) of his 
paper, i.e., 

j'" +R2 (f' 2-fj'')-M2 f'=K, 
subject to the above boundary conditions, i.e. 

f(-l)=l-a 2,f(I)= l,f'(± l)= +EJ'' (±I). 

(2.2) 

(2.3) 
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When R2 is small, we solve eqs. (4.2) of his paper subject to : 
fo (- l)=l-oc2,fo(l)= 1, fn(± 1)=0, n:>l ; 

{,,,,' ( ± 1)= + e /,." ( ± 1) ; n :>O. (2.4) 

The first-order perturbation solution of eq. (2.2) subject to eq. 
(2.4) is obtained as : 

(1) 
f (.\) = fo (,\) + Rd1 (.\) , 

(l) 
K =K0 +R2 K 1 , (2.5) 

where/0 (~./1 (.\), K 0 and Ki ue given by 

/ 0 (,\)=1- oc~ +2A1 (sinh M,\~A9,\), (2.6) 

/ 1 (,\)=2~1 {sirih M,\-,\ sinh M}+A 1 (~oc2){1-e -MA.} 
-,\ f ~ (2-ocz) (l-e -M)+ 7Af A2 cosh M 

'l_M M 

Ai 4{sinh M·-M (cosh M + eM sinh M)}' 

A 2=M (cosh M +eM sinh M). 

(2.7) 

(2.8) 

(2.9) 

B1={M Cfl5h M+(eM2 -l) sinh M}-1l{A~~2 M 
-M 

(2-o:s) A Ml 
4 1 s 

h M-3A2 A . h M+A1 (2-oc2) {-1-_e __ -e-M} 
cos 1 2Slll 2 M 

+~ l (3M A~ All+2A1 M (2-cx.2)) cosh M-(12 Ai A2+ 

A 1M (2-cx2)+ A 1~2 (2-o:ll)-A~ A2 M 2
) sinh M }]. (2.10) 

K
0
=2A 1 M 3 (cosh M+eM sinh M), (2.11) 

K1 =4Ai (M2 +A~)+7Ai A2 M cosh M 

+A1 M2 sinh M\~-~t2 -A 1As )+M2 (1-cx.2) 

-M +A
1
M (2-cx.2)(e -l)+2B1M 2 sinh M. (2.12) 
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In the absence of magnetic field, the above reduce to : 

(2.13) 

oc;(l+9E)A 3oc~(1+7e) ,\a 
ft (,\)-:- - 560 (1 + Je)3 + 1120 (l+ 3e)8 

oc• lt,7 

112; {l +3e)2 ' (
2 .1 4) 

· · 3ocll 
Ko . -2 (l-t-3E) ' 

K _9(36+252e+560 f;a+420 e3)oc: 
1 - 560 (I + 3e )3 

3oc1 (2-ix1). 

4(1+3E) 

(2.15) 

(2.16) 

When oc1 =2 and e=O, we recover the solutions of Berman [4] 
from equations (2.13 through 2.16). 

When I Vil >IViif, a perturbation solution for small R1 can be 
obtained in a similar manner but this will not present any new 
physical features, 

3. Discussion 

(i) Velocity distribution. The velocity components in the axial and 
perpendicular directions have been obtained from equations (3.5) of 
Reddy's work, they are . . . 

u [ 1 4R2 x ] , V 4R2 ) 
U(ol= "11 -- R* Ii. f (>..) ; u(o)= R* f (>.. .• (3.1) 

where f (>..) is given by eq. (2.5), R*=4h U(O)/v is the entrance 
Reynolds number and 

f' (>..)=2A1 (M cosh M.\-A1)+R1 [2B1 (M cosh M.\-sinh M) 

(2 ). _M1; {A1 ( 2 .)(l -M).+ 7A~ A1 cosh M 
+A1 -ixll e - M -ix2 -:e . M 

+(
2 

2 ix'1_A1 A3 ) A1 sinh M}+~i {..\Msinh M>.+cosh M>.}+A 1 

{(<2
-

2
o:x)A._A 1Ai1.\2 ) Mcosh M>.+(2 

2
1X

2 -2A1 .42 >..) sinh M>.}l \ 

(3.2) 

The function f' (,\)has been plotted in Fig. 1 for R2=0'5 and for 
various values of M, o:ll and e. Increase in the value of ocx increases 
the velocity distribution in the channel. It is seen that the dimension
less slip velocity f' (±I) increases as M increases. We note, when 
1X2 =2, R2 =O .and M'FO, the effect of slip decreases. the ceri'tre line 
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velocity f' (0) from its maximum value of J ·5 (continuum flow) 
towards a value of t ·o. It is further, observed that the flow at the 
'centre of the channel gets retarded in the presence of the slip as well 
as the magnetic field. 

__,_,__( .. o 

------ =0·2 

Fig. 1. Plot of velocity distribution in the axial direction 

(ii) Pressure distribution. The non-dimensional pressure drop in 
the axial direction is given by eq. (5'10) of his paper, i.e. 

Px= ~* ( ~ ) [a: - 2
:; ( Z ) ] (-8 K), (3.3) 

where K is given by eq. (2.5) 

The variation of the pressure drop in this direction for R* = 1000, 
R1=0· 5 has been plotted in Fig. 2 for various values of M, «m and «. 

As in Reddy's work, the pressure drop increases with increase in the 
Hartmann number M. By increasing the values of e and «1, it decrea
srs rapidly, more so along the axial direction. 

(iii) Friction-coefficient: From eq. (5.13) of his paper, the wall 
friction in non-dimensional form is given by 

c(+ I) _ _!_(-! - 4Rs ~) [f'' (>.) ] (3.4) 
f R* Gt3 R* h >. = -1 and l 
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f" (-l)=-[2A1 M 1 sinh M +Rs {(2B1-A! A1)M1 sinh M 

+Ai M ~-~s)\ (2-M) .sinh M 

+A~ Aa (12 sinh M+3M cosh M)}], (3.5) 

f" (1)=2 A1M" sinh M + R1 {(2B1-A~ A1) M 1 sinh M 

+ AiM~-«a) (2+M) sinh M 

+A~ A:t ( 12 sinh M +3M cosh M)} (3.6) 

Fig. 2. Plot of pressure drop in the axial direction. 

From eqs. (3.5) and (3"6) we note, for «1 =2, the skin friction 
at the walls is equal and opposite. From Fig 3, we observe that this 
coeffi<.::ient at the lower wall increases with an increase in the Hart
mann number in agreement with Terrill and Shrestha [5]. It is also 
observed that the skin friction increases with increase in «s only upto 
a certain value of x/h, beyond which it decreases. The effect of the slip 
coefficient is found, in general, to decrease the skin-friction at the 
lower wall. From Fig. 4, similar features are also found to hold good 
for the skinmfriction at the upper wall. 
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at the lower wall. 
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Amino acids of legumin.ous seeds, irrespective of their occurrence 
in free or protein-bound state are essential factors in nutrition, parti· 
cularly tho5e assigned as the •essential amino acid.' The present 
communication deals the analysis of free amino acid content of fine 
seeds ; Cassia tora, C. occidentalis, Cassia fistula, Mucuna prurita 
and M. capitata of Indian origin. The seeds have been collected 
locally in . the Bundelkhand region, particularly the forest of Jhansi 
district. The total free amino acid content of the seeds in terms of 
glycine (basic unit) was also estimated by employing the method of 
Rosen [lj. 

The seeds of Mucuna capitata was only obtained from the depart
ment of chemistry, University of Allahabad, Allahabad. All 1he pow
dered seeds were defatted in a Soxhlet apparatus with petroleum ether 
(60-80° C) and preserved them in air tight bottles. One gram of each 
of the defatted seed powders was well stirried with ethanol l8-10 ml, 
70% v/v) for half an hour. After centrifugation the residue was reex
tracted with 70% ethanol, spun and the two supernatants combined. 
This process was repeated 8-10 times till the supernatant was negative 
to Ninhydrin test. The pooled supernatant was evaporated to 
dryness in Vacuo, dissolved in distilled water (O·s-1·0 ml), centrifuged 
and the clear supernatant (2-10 ml) was employed for qualitative and 
quantitative analysis of free amino acids. 

The two-dimentional chromatographic analysis of Datta, Dent and 
Harris f2] was employed using phenol (80% w/v)- NHs and n
Butanol : acetic acid : water ( 4 : 1 : 5) as the developing solvents. The 
different amino acids present were confirmed by special spray 
reagent by Sakaguchi [3], Smith [4], Pant [5], Block eta! [6] and 
Dent [7]. 
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For estimating the total free amino acid content an accurately 
measured volume of seed extract (2-10 µI) was diluted with glass 
distilled water (1 ml) followed by the addition of acetate-cyanide buffer 
(o-s ml) and ninhydrin solution.(0'5 ml) in methyl cellosolve. The 
tubes were heated in a water bath at 100°C for 20 minutes and quickly 
diluted by the addition of isopropanol (5 ml) with constant shaking. 
The solution was cooled to room temperature and colour density read 
in a Calorimeter at 570 nm with a reagent, black and standard glycine 
solution. 

Table 1. Qualitative Pattern and Total Content of 
Free Amino Acids in Leguminous Seeds. 

Amino Acid Cassia toraf C. occidentalis/ C. fistula/ M. prorita/ M. capitata 

£-alanine + + + + + 
Arginine + + + + + 
Aspartic acid 
Cysteic acid + 
Glutamic acid + 
Glycine + 
Histidiae 
Leucine-Isoleucine 

+ 
Lysine + 
Methionine 
Pro line + 
Phenylalanine + 
Serine + 
Threonine + 
Tryptophan 
Tyrosine + 
Valine + 
Total ·3g 
free amino acids 
per 10 0 gm. seeds 

+ 

+ 
+ 

+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 

+ 
+ 

•36 

+ + 
+ 

+ + + 
+ + + 

+· + 

+ + + 
+ + + 

+ + + 
+ 
+ + + 
+ + + 
+ 
+ + + 
+ 

·28 ·16 ·19 

Table 1 represents the qualitative pattern and total content of free 
amino acid composition of the leguminous seeds analysed. Each seed 
bas its own pattern of amino acids and no single seed was found to be 
complete with respect to essential amino acids. All the seeds contain 
14-17 amino acid in the free state. Table 1 revealed that the various 
leguminous seeds contain free amino acid in the order of ·I3-0·32 g 
(in terms of glycine) per 100 g of dry seed powder. 
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